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Something New, Something Old:
"The Old Religiony'in the Modem World
Modemity is characterized by pluralism, a move toward secularization and away
fiom tradition and authority. Paganism, part of the New Age movement, is a religion that
embodies characteristics of modernity. Adherents assert individuals are their own
ultimate religious authorities, there is little dogma or rules, and that al1 who practice are
clergy. However, there are considerable contrasts between the rhetoric and the reality.
Since its recent inception and continuing today, Paganism has a system of ranks, degrees
and tities which constitute a rneritocracy. In recent years it has begun to make the shift

fiom counter-culture to the mainstream as practitioners become increasingly middle-class
and educated- Children raised as Pagan are becoming more common, and are changing
Paganism, as is the slow emergence of a professional, paid clergy. The recent popularity
of Paganism, as well as the influx of mainstream participants, is exacerbating and
bringing to the fore tensions which existed previously. This thesis examines the
relationship between modernity and Paganism, and the responses of Pagans to rnodernity.
Further, it addresses the tensions, contradictions and debates of Paganism that will shape
its fùture.
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CWTER ONE
Casting the Circle

Half a century ago Britain removed arcane laws prohibiting the practice of

witchcraft. Shoriiy thereafter, Gerald Gardner went public about his involvement with
Witchcraft,' which he claimed was the "religion" practiced by witches during the Middle
Ages. At this point Gardner's version of Witchcraf? centered around generic "old gods"
and ntuals, poetry and Iiturgy borrowed f?om the occult, Eastern religions and ancient

Western cultures. Ns High Priestess, Doreen Valiente, altered the face of modem
Paganism with the inclusion of-and the priority given to-the

Goddess.' She also wrote

a great deal of the dogmatic elements that form the basic tenets of modem Paganism.
Neo-Pagani~rn,~
or Paganism, is the broad term used to describe a number of
different religious denominations, of which Wicca is the largest. While al1 Witches,
Wiccans and Druids are Pagans, the reverse is not m e . Pagan is an umbreIla term, like
Christian, which encompasses different denominations, or traditions, such as Wicca,
Druidism, Asatm, etc. 1 have used the term "Witch" synonymously with "Pagan," but use
the term "Wiccan" or "Druid if refemng to that specific tradition. "Neo-Paganism" is
the term used most ofien by scholars, but practitioners generally prefer "Paganism."

Following the example of my informants, I use the term "Pagan" throughout unless
quoting fiom an author or individual.
Paganism invokes a state of paradox: that of the ancient and modern, real and
imagined, empowering and limiting, inviting and exclusive, corporeal and ethereal. To
explain the emergence of a new religion that relies on elements of the past and views
itself as a traditional religion that has been reborn, I have employed the sociological term

modemity. Modernity is the label given to the penod beginning from the shift in the
European conceptualization of the universe, around the late Middle Ages, and continuing
to the present time. This change was reIated to far-reaching sociological and institutional
changes of the time. Modernity is a term for which concrete definitions are hard to corne

by, which itself is a condition of modemity (Miller 1994: 59). The charactenstics of
modernity include a disjunction between time and space, the "disembedding of social

systems," and the "reflexive ordering and reordering of social relations" (Giddens 1990:
16-17). Rather than entering a penod of post-modernism, Giddens argues we are entering

a phase of late rnodernity in which Stuart Sim postulates "the modem process of

reflection has itself become an object of reflection" (1998: 258). More than anything,
modernity is characterized by choice. The pluralism that characterizes modemity is
evident in the multiple organization options and the patchwork of cultural elements which
collaborate to form its fiamework. This multiplicity of choice makes it difficult for
practitioners to create a cohesive set of beliefs, rules and structures that form a unified
Pagan religion. However, modernity also provides several strategies practitioners may
apply which allow diversitj to exist.
Within the Pagan community, a "spiritual" explanation of the changing
worldview of the West is offered instead of a sociological explanation of modernity
According to this view, society has begun its fairly rapid transformation from belief in
the authority of institutions to beliefin individual autonomy because the Piscean Age is
falling away, with the Aquarian Age set to begin as the twenty-first century dawns. The
Piscean Age was characterized by the "scientific age," central authorities, hierarchies,
established Churches, and following "the thought of others" (Crowley 1994: 26-7). Belief
becomes less important for religious involvement, although belief is likely to follow fiom
participation (Luhrmann 1989). Modemity is a tirne in which science answers many of
the sarne intellectual questions that religion traditionally had. Science, however, does not
provide emotionally satisfying answers that offer practitioners a way to cope (Geertz
1966:19). The Age of Aquarius will be a time of individuality, debate, and gender
blurring. Power and authority will reside "within the individual and not.. .[imposed] from
outside" and the past will be "re-root[ed] ...with modem ideas" (Crowley 1994: 28).
In the Piscean Age, we were content to follow the voice of authorityteachers recognized by the established churches. If people believed
something different from those hallowed teachers, they were wrong and
evil. Under Aquarius, a sign of intellectual curiosity and challençe, we are
not content to follow the thought of others. We mus1 and do question.
(Crowley 1994: 26)
Academics use the term modernity, while Pagans use the Piscean Age, but the crux of the
argument is similar. Modernity, or the Piscean Age, is giving way to a new paradigm in

which individuais regain power and authority over their own bodies, minds and spirits.
This is the time of late modernity, or the Age of AquariusBackground

The memory of the counterculture revolution of the 1960s has also helped the
acceptance of Witchcrafi thrive. The Civil Rights movement, the feminist movement,
Pagan-like gatherings and protests are very much a part of the collective consciousness of
North Americans, and the influence of that era continues. Pagan gatherings can be
compared to "hippie" gatherings, something for which most people have a mental
concept. While one may be just as disapproving and disdainfil of hippies as Pagans, fear
is largely absent fiom the mental image held by most North Americans.
The counter-culture ethics of anti-authoritarianism, individualism and personal
choice are clear in Pagan structures, especially in North America- Witches declare that
they "do not recognize any authontarian hierarchy, but do honor those who teach, respect
those who share their knowledge and wisdom, and acknowledge those who have
courageously given of themselves in leadership" (E%rrar, Farrar and Bone 1997a). Some
scholars have been awaiting the rise of religions that are Iargely free of dogma and
hierarchy and where the power to decide what is moral (and what is not) is lefi to the
individual (see Luckmann 1967; Luhmann 1982).
As has been sociologically predicted, there is a trend toward the
privatization of the religious experience and away fiom the social
institution, whereby the alternative or countercultural spiritualist considers
hidherself to be the ultirnate authority as to what to believe or practice,
and feels relatively unconstrained to pick and chose [sic] tiom an eclectic
selection of information sources. (Bloch 1997: 182)
Paganism emphasizes persona1 choice and personal responsibility. Adherents claim that
unlike most religions, Paganism has no prohibited behaviors to avoid: It does not "not lay
down a set of rules by which to live. Since life decisions are rarely black and white, the

onus is on us to make decisions" (Crowley 1996a: 5 ) . Yet, there are in fact proscriptions,
notably The Law of Retum, The Wiccan Rede and The Principle of Least H m , al1 of
which almost al1 Pagans adhere to regardless of tradition.'
While Judeo-Christian religion has had an enormous effect on the mores and
ethos of Western society, the importance of religion in people's lives has begun to

diminish. There has been increasing flight f?om traditional religions, although nontraditional fonns of al1 sorts are becoming more common (Jenish et al. 1999)-Surveys
have indicated that the rnajority of Americans believe people should corne to their own
conciusions regarding religion independent of any formai religious teaching (Hoge 1981,
in Bellah et al. 1985: 228). The nineteenth-century thinkers predicted the end of religion,

and the death of God. Their pessimism was premature, as religious revivak were
underway even as they wrote. A century later "other authors" offer an explanation for the
continued existence of deity.
For over a century, the disciples of Nietzsche's madrnan have echoed his
daim that God is dead. But the prophet of the death of God neglected to
Say anything about the Goddess, ...The traditional Western notion of deity
may be destined not for obliteration but, rather, for transformation.
Perhaps God will not sirnply disappear, but wiI1 in some fashion become
Goddess. (Grigg 1995:9)
Of course, rnainstream religions are alive and their impact on the Western and NonWestern world continues. Outside the mainstream, Eastern and Native religions are being
explored by Westemers and millennial madness has infected a number of smalI groups
who believe the end of the world is near.
In the past few years, a proliferation of movies and television shows about
Witches, Witchcraft and Wicca have appeared, making the terms, if not the belief
systems, known to milIions of North Americans.' The fùndamentalist Christian Right
continues to proclaim Paganism and Witchcraft to be the work of Satas6and stories of
people having been fired or Iost custody of their children still circulate.' Yet, for the most
part the mainstream public has adopted a "live and let live" policy.

Witchcrafi's emergence and acceptance has been made possible by a number of
factors. The first is the individualism that North Arnerican society cherishes:
We believe in the dignity, indeed the sacredness, of the individual.
Anything that would violate Our right to think for ourselves, judge for
ourselves, make our own decisions, [ive our lives as we see fit, is not
morally wrong, it is sacrilegious. (Beilah et al. 1975: 142)
Religion is seen by some as a private matter conceming family and local congregations.
For others, it has a public as well as the private side, and is seen as being an agent for the
expression of political concerns (Bellah et al. 1975: 2 19). The tolerance of religious

diversity has existed among North Amencms for centuries, in part because the United
States was founded on this principle, and because religion is viewed by "the masses" as
being a ptivate, individual decision,
But diversity of practice has been seen as legitimate because religion is
perceived as a matter of individual choice, with the implicit qualification
that the practices themseIves accord with pubiic decorum and the
adherents abide by the mord standards of the community. mellah et al,
1975: 225)
"Public decomm" can still be upheld with Witches in the midst. For the most part, the
fear of witchcrafl has long faded and rendered witches harrnless in the eyes of the publicWitchcraft and magic are seen by the mainstream public as superstitions, myths

and old wives' tales; they are no longer seen as real or dangerous. This thinking led to the
repeaiing of witchcraft laws in Britain at mid-century, which opened the door for Gerald
Gardner to make public his newly constnicted religion. Thanks, in part, to the popularity
of witch-centered movies and television shows, mon people are aware that Witchcrai?
does exist, but do not see Witches as possessing any speciai powers or as being scary or
powerfbl creatures; many people think Witchcraft is just a silly fad. Few take Witchcrafl.
to be a religion.
Paganism began to take form during the first half of the twentieth century, and has
flourished in the last quarter of this century. As the millennium approaches, the number
of adherents continues to grow. For complex sets of reasons, Goddess worshippers and
Witches have "become one of the fastest-growing forms of spirituality in" the United
States (Warwick 1995:121, see also Curott 1999). The actual number of practitioners in
North America is extremely difficult to calculate. The U.S. Arrny estimated there were
50,000 Wiccans in the United States at the beginning of the decade (USAF Chaplain's

Senrice Institute 1990, in Farrar, Farrar and Bone 1997f). Pagan author Phyllis Curott
believes there are currently three to five million Pagans in the U. S. (1 999: 4). That
number is obviously inflated, and is not accompanied with any justification for its
extremely optimistic figure. Another Pagan author, Aidan Kelly, provides a more
reasonable estimate. By extrapolating fiom mailing lists, festival attendance and the
number of covens in the San Francisco area, Kelly arrives at a figure of 300,000 Pagans
in the U.S. Sociologist Helen Berger believes this number is too high. and estimates

between l5O,OOO and 200,000 Pagans reside in the U S @L Berger 1999: 9)? Canadian
numbers are likely to be proportional to those of the US,but as most research is focused
on Amencan Pagans, accurate figures are impossible to come by.' It is the Canadianspecifically the Southern and Eastern Ontari-Pagan

communities which 1 have studied

for two years and on which this thesis is based.
Seiting the Stage

My research could have spawned a half dozen theses on different topics. M e r
numerous discussions with my advisor and a thorough review of the curent literature, it
becarne clear that a discussion of the marriage between rnodemity and Paganism was
warranted. The fourth chapter of my thesis addresses this topic directly, while 1 first
consider specific aspects of Paganism which can be explained and understood through a
discussion of modernity.
Without an agreed upon doctrinal fiamework, cornmon definitions, dogrna, or
criteria for establishing expertise, Paganism defies many of the common definitions for
both religion and community. In Chapter Two I discuss how practitioners enter Paganism

and how they become proficient. The role of mentors and the importance of books to the
neophyte's gathering of information are discussed. This is followed by an investigation
into how the competency of others is measured, as well as a discussion on experts and

"fakes." The chapter concludes with an examination of the contentious issue within the
Pagan community on who has the right to use.the tenn "Witch."
An anthropological investigation into the power dynamics or organizational

structures of Pagans, such as 1undertake here, poses several problems, including how to
account for the geographic dispersa1 and theological indoctrination of followers, among
others. While a religion with loosely defined structures seems an oxymoron to many it is
not surpriskg to many social scientists such as Bloch (1997), Heelas (1996) and Tipton
(1982) who anticipated religions such as this would gain popularity. The divorcing of

religion fiom authority and hierarchy is seen as a syrnptom of the chançing mental
landscape of modernity. In Chapter Three 1 discuss the perceived lack of dogma and the
lack of centra1 organization within Pagan religions and how this influences practitioners,
governments and experts. Relying heavily on the work of Luhrmann (1989) and Geertz

(1 966) I provide an explanation for the seemingly inconguent phenomena of

practitioners who do not believe (at least initially) what they practice. The Iack of
universaily agreed upon tenets and central organization ieads to a problem of recognizing
authority. A discussion of how power, respect and authority are gained, used and
bestowed within the Pagan context follows.
In Chapter Four I provide theoretical models to help in explaining the
contradictions of religion without structure and extensive dogmatic systems. For
example, how is a religion taught to newcomers if no one is supposed to be an expert? If
the individual is the ultimate authority, how is cornpetency and legitimacy evaluated? I

will explore at length Peter Berger's theory of how modernity has affected religion ( 1979,
2983). For P. Berger, the pluralism that characterizes the modern world has created a

situation in which individuals are in a state of angst over the lack of certainty and the
overabundance of choice. To the pluralism of religion, individuals rnay respond in three
ways: by believing without question, by translating the spiritual into a secular fiarnework,
or by consciously tracing their tradition down to its root. Using P. Berger's three forrns of
reasoning (1979: 96-152), 1 have been able to provide fùrther explanation for some of the
inconsistencies, contradictions and oddities that pepper the Pagan comrnunity.
Finally, 1 discuss the ambiguous term "cornrnunity" and its relevance to the Pagan
context- The term is used broadly by both academics and the lay population, but it lacks a
ciear definition or boundaries, which makes it an ineffectual term. Robert Bellah et al.
offer both a concise and useful definition for "community7' as well as a term for
populations that do not fit that category 'as they describe it. "Community," to them,
involves interdependence, a shared history and a definition based on the past ( 1985: 153).
On a regional level, this may appear to describe the Pasan situation, especially in large
urban areas in which Paganism has a twenty or thirty year history. such as San Francisco,
Victoria or Salem. For Ontario, despite self-labeling, this cannot apply. "Lifestyle
enclave7' is a term which denotes a group of people who engage with those with similar
social, economic or cultural interests that typically involve Ieisure and consumption
(1985: 72). Often there is a crossing of boundaries between communities and Iifestyle

enclaves, as enclaves slowly become communities. This is the case among Ontario
Pagans.

In the final chapter I locate my findings in the larger academic debate concerning
reiigion- I begin with a discussion of the definition of religion as contrasted with
spirituality in order to place Paganism in the context o f contemporary religiosity. The
tensions raised because of Paganism's existence on the margins while its practitioners are
typically fiom the mainstream are discussed, using Heelas (1996), P. Berger (1983), H.
Berger (1999)and Tipton (1983), among others. One issue is the desire for Paganism to
be considered a "legitimate" religion by many practitioners. Educated, middle-class
practitioners are increasingly seeking public recognition for their religious path- The
widespread use o f studentkeacher relationships to indoctrinate newcomers and the
prevalence o f books, degrees and advancement suggests Pagan structure is best described
as a mentocracy. The increasing development of a professional ethic, the push in some
regions for paid clergy and the importance o f "authority," "experts" and "eiders" in a
religion claiming to be egalitarian and detraditionalized is discussed using H. Berger's
notion o f rlonnarîve îsomorphism (1 995: 52). These counter-cultural ethics are juxtaposed
with the mainstream aspirations of practitioners, Ieaving some authors and adherents
wondering about the tùture of Paganism-

Mérhodoloa,
1 began researching and writing papers on Feminist Witchcrafl and Paganism as

an undergraduate in 1996, after several years of personal interest and invohement,
aithough 1 did not (and do not) beIong to a coven o r attend circles. 1 continued wrïting
essays and library-based research during the first term of my master's program in 1997.1
began participant-observation research in January 1998 with The Infinite Circle, an
"alternative spirituality group"'O at The University o f Waterloo. In June 1998 1 began
conducting forma1 interviews with informants, which continued until October of that
year. I also attended six festivals in 1998 and 1999 in order to interview participants and
to conduct participant-observation research." Until the commencement of rny fieldwork I
had not attended any explicitly Pagan festivals or events. 1 attended my first festival by
myself in June 1998. The second festival 1 attended with my partner, Austin Lawrence,
and the third and fourth festivals with both Austin and Our daughter Kadri. Our newborn

son, Joven, attended the last two festivals with the entire family, Only one close fkiend
was interviewed, although several informants have since become fnends.

Festivals provided the largest pool of informants. Participants at festivals reside
al1 over Canada, the United States and even Britain, which meant 1 was able to interview

people Eorn different areas whose regional situations may differ significantly. Festival
attendees are also ftom diverse traditions, which was essential to my research problem
dealing with authority, expertise and dogrna. My informant-base was similar to that of
Jon Bloch who was also studying Pagans:
The interviewees either knew each other or at least knew many of the
same people. It would be possible to see them al1 at the sarne spiritual
event. Yet no two people engaged in exactly the sarne assortment of
spiritual practices and beliefs. Hence, the sample was representative of t he
way countercultural spirituality is conceptualized and enacted: emphasis
on individual self-autonomy and avoidance of strong ties to a singular
organized group, whiie possibly displaying an ovemding sense of
community based on other forms of cornmonalty. (1998: 61)
My interviews do not represent a statistical representation of the Pagan community at
large. First, 1only talked to people who wanted to talk to me. Second, 1 did not interview
people whom 1felt would never be cornfortable, and would worry about what I would do
with the information. Although they offered to participate, three members of a coven
fiom Hamilton were absolutely paranoid about my motives and what would happen to the
information provided to me. 1 decided not to interview them, explaining that 1would
rather not be responsible for their worrying. ft was clear that nothing 1 could do would
quell their concerns. Third, most of my informants were those who attended public
gatherings such as festivals or Pagan brunches. Solo practitioners who had no Pagan
contacts or isolated coven members were not available to me. And fourth, as word of
mouth was important, I was introduced to £kiends who were typically of a similar age and
background as the original informant- Despite these limitations, my informants fit the
profile of Pagans compiled by other researchers in Britain and the U.S. (H. Berger 1999,
Bloch 1997. Luhrmann 1989).
With permission from festival organizers, 1 planted a sign outside my tent
indicating I was doing research and was looking for volunteers. Attached to the sign was
a clear plastic envelope containing bright blue or red information sheets giving detailed

information; few informants were contacted through this method. Most people who
agreed to be interviewed at festivals were people 1met, talked to and then asked
personally. Several had read my information sheets, but indicated they preferred to know
who I was before agreeing t o an interview,
From interviews done at festivals, i was introduced to other people who were
interested in being interviewed. 1 attended a "Pagan brunch" in Ottawa in July 1998 and
met several people who signed permission fonns and set up appointments to be
interviewed by telephone. 1 also conducted interviews with people 1 had met through The
Lnfinite Circle group at The University of Waterloo. Al1 toId, 1 conducted forty-three indepth interviews." Al1 but one was tape-recorded. O d y one was Iess than an hour long,

and several were two or three hours in lenp~th.'~

Table II4
Background Information on Informants
Sample Profile (N=43)

Semai Orientation
Bisekual
Hstaox~ual
Hornosexuual
Current Occupation
Studsnt
Service indus- (travcl. remil. food. bank)
Computcr
H d t h T h i - n py
Civil Semant
Entertainment
L'nivctrsity Professor
Propnetor
writci
Unemp1oyt.d
Consultant
Horticulturist
Retired
H i g b Lèvcl
~ ~ o€Education
Lsss than High Schwl
High School
Collsgdïechniul/rraining
Lndergraduate
Graduate

10
5

-c

3

3
3
3

2
2
2
2
1
1

Have Children?
\-es
Y0
Lentah of =me Intues~edin Paeanism Studving Paeanism before Cornrnitmrnt
2
( 5O.o)
lyear
1-2 'eu%
8
(1 9Sfo)
3-5
8
(1996)
6-10
1
( 290)
2
( S06)
11-15
Some. but can't remember
7
(16%)
S t a n d right away
14
(33%)
Sot studyÜ~gNotPagan
I
( 296)

Leneth o f Erne Radcine Pa~anisma f i a Cornmitment
Iycy
3
1-2 y m
3
3-5
10
6-10
4
11-15
7
15-20
4
=-20
1O
Not Pagan
1
C

Participant-Observation o f a Practitionet/Researcher
In Anthropology as Cultural Critique, Marcus and Fischer argue that cultural
critique must aiways be accompanied by thepositior~itzgof the critic, as well as the
postuIation of alternatzves to the conditions under critique (1986: 1 15). Following this line
of thinking, it should be made clear that 1 myself was a Pagan several years before
conducting fieldwork. As H. Berger says, the role of the practitionerlresearcher is fiaught
with difficulty and contradiction:
There is a senous existential problem for such individuals, who are on the
one hand cornrnitted to an inductive approach to religion and on the other
hand institutbnally commissioned to affirm the tmth of a particular
religious tradition, (1 979: 151)
Bamberger notes that one problem with "advocacy scholarship" is the tendency to gloss
over problem areas, or to avoid them altogether (1997: 9 1). 1have attempted to describe
the quirics, the oddities, the warts, the contradictions, and the joys of Paganism as I
perceive them, as both a practitioner and as a researcher. It is not my intention to
proselytize, to convert, or to fiirther perpetuate and validate beliefs and claims without
examination. 1 chose to investigate a "community" of which Z am a part in order that
faIlacies, contradictions and mythologies be examined, understood and explained. I do
not daim an unbiased, neutral view; such a daim would obviously be fiaudulent. It
would also be, in my opinion, unnecessary.

Being both a researcher and a member of the "cornmunity" under study offers
some advantages, especially with fieldwork that does not involve extended time penods
of cultural immersion. As a participant, 1 was pemitted by informants to engage in a
debate with them regarding issues such as Iegitimacy and competency that, as one
informant suggested, "outsiders" do not have a right to comment on. 1 was also pnvy to
jokes, gossip and deprecating comrnents and humor concemïng Paganism or its
practitioners. Many informants were extremely serious at the commencement of the
interview, as were those I had not met in person but had only communicated with over email, by post or telephone. As interviews progressed, there was a give and take of ideas
and people became more cornfortable with me. Several people insisted I provide them
with answers to my own questims after they had answered, which 1 had infonned them
prior to the interview was perfectly acceptable. In such situations, the interview became
more of a conversation and a qztidpro quo approach \vas adopted.
This position of practitioner/researcher is extremely common in Paganism. More
than half a dozen of my informants were themselves writing theses or academic books or
teaching classes on religion at universiries across Ontario. Abu-Lughod would cal1 such
individuals "halfies": both anthropologist and Other. She has argued that those who are
halfies and feminist anthropologists "travel uneasily between speaking 'for' and speaking
'frod"'.

Their situation enables them to see more clearly that dividing practices, whether

they naturalize differences, as in gender or race, or simply elaborate them are
fundamental methods of enforcing inequality (Abu-Lughod 1991). Yet, 1prefer
Narayan's recomrnendation that the tenns insider/outsider and observer/observed be reevaluated in favor of focusing on the "shifiing identities in relationship with the people
and issues an anthropologist seeks to represent7'(1993: 682). As Narayan astutely
comrnents, "...the very nature of researching what to others is taken-for-granted reality
creates an uneasy distance7'(1993: 628). As a researcher, 1 posed questions to rny peers
that they had never considered and which several uneasily admitted were dificult to
answer. Bamberger notes that being in this position obviously provides "valuable insider
views, albeit partisan ones" (1 997: 90). Additionally, the presumed objectivity of a nonpractitioner is a rnyth that can not be substantiated when discussing face-to-face human
reIationships.

Even if one starts out as a stranger, sympathies and ties developed through
engaged coexistence may subsume difference within relationships of
reciprocity. "Objectivity" must be replaced by an involvement that is
unabashedly subjective as it interacts with and invites other subjectivities
to take a place in anthropological productions. (Narayan 1993: 682)
It is the nature of human interactions that both parties will undoubtedly form opinions
and bias.
My objective in undertaking research among a group to which 1 belonged was

two-fold. The first reason was purely personal and selfish. Immersing myself in a project
for welî over a year required a topic that would sustain my interest and passion. 1wanted
to engage in participant observation research among people with whom 1 would enjoy
working.
Besides the personai reasons for working "arnong peers," 1 wished to investigate
with vigor and honesty issues that practitioners did not often acknowledge or attempted
to gloss over. Earlier papers 1had written sparked my interest in contentious topics, not
al1 of which could be addressed in this work due to time and space constraints. Exanples
of such issues include heterosexism, power and authority, competency and hierarchy- I
also had doubts about some of the assertions made by authors, acadernic and othenvise,
about "what Pagans do and believe." For example, most writings state that the majority of
Witches believe Witchcraft as a religion existed unbroken fiom the Neolithic era (H.
Berger 1999, Adler 1986, Antonelli 1997, Gadon 1989, Guiley 1992, Luhrrnann 1989,
Martel10 1973, Russell 1991). My own research did not confirm this claim. In fact, most
the people 1interviewed were adamant that Paganism did not have an unbroken
connection to the past. They concurred that Gardner and Valiente were responsible for
Wicca's coming into being; they were also quick to assert that its recent origin did not
invalidate its status as a religion.
1 was successful in my first objective: to engage in research with people, the

majority of whom I liked and who inspired me. 1 hope I was equally successful in my
second objective of tackling contentious issues with candor, honesty and sensitivity.
Likewise, it is rny ambition to have contributed in some small way to the academic
literature on Paganism, as well as to the Iarger debate on religion and the human
experïence.

CHAPTER'IWO
Teaching New Witches Old Tricks:
Learning the Witch's Craft
Introduction

It is much more difficult to describe what Pagans do than to define Paganism
because of the variation, the degree of individual autonomy and the lack of consensusPaganisrn is an aggregation of beliefs, rituals and custorns from a wide range of cultures,
eras, and religions- Additionaily, it is under constant aiteration and expansion. There is a
rnythical history which clairns an ancient heritage; a history which most practitioners 1
spoke to do not consider Iiteral or factual. Paganism's first origin myth, then, is its own
history.
Witches of the Middle Ages are said to have met secretly in small groups at the

full rnoon, or esbats, and on holy days, or sabbats. Even hrther back, small independent
groups of people-hunters

and gatherers or early agriculturalists-would

do likewise. So

too, then, do modem Pagans meet in small groups to celebrate the Wheel of the Year and
to honor the Gods. Whether Wiccan or Witch covens, Dmidic groves or Dianic circles,
Pagans meet in smali groups that are independent and autonomous. Generally, when
groups get too large and unwieldy-the

"traditionai" number being thirteen-an

amicable

division is decided upon. It is therefore relatively simple to change the religion to suit an
individual or group, to dismiss aspects that are unpalatable, or to conduct rituals very
differently from others and yet al1 to daim to be practicing the same religionSince Gardner first went public as a Witch at mid-century, Witchcrafi has
undergone rapid change and growth. Gardner's most famous High Pt-iestess Doreen
Valiente added a female dimension to Gardner's generic "oId Gods;" today Wicca and
Witchcrafi are very much Goddess-oriented. Even where a male deity is worshipped and
declared equal to the female deity, it is usually only lip service as the Goddess is given
the majority of attention. Whereas Gardner, and later Sanders, insisted Witches must only
worship in groups-based

on the myth of the witches of the Middle Ages-today

in

North America the solitary practitioner is a cornmon figure, and the stigma of being a
lone worshiper is receding. Croups may have rigid, stnictured hierarchical orsanization,
which is common among British Traditional Witchcrafi, or have flexible, malleable

structures such as is common among Dianic Witches, or a mid-way point between the
two extremesPaganism is a religion where there exists no ruling body, no agreed upon sacred
texts, o r uniform organizational structure, and where secrecy is often involved. (Some
claim it has no d o p a , mies or structure, but the terms hïghpriesVess indicate
otherwise). Even where a distinction is made between ciergy and laity, no set criteria
exist to rnake that distinction clear and it c m be diffrcult to establish and evaluate the
credentials of strangers- How do people decide if someone is suffrciently knowledçeable
and experienced to run a coven? To teach someone else? T o write a book? There exists

no criterion for such evaluation; however, there are many aspects of a person that can aid
in the assessment of strançers. While many people believe they rely on "instinct" or
common sense, 1 assert people ask certain questions and look for certain characteristics
that account for their "instinctual" judgement, such as age and education. I have corne to
the conclusion not only because I do this myself, but because o f unsolicited cornments
and conversations 1 have had or overheard, and by asking explicit questions during my
interviews.

In this chapter, 1first discuss how people became involved in Paganism. 1 will
also examine how people become knowledgeable, including the importance of books and
the role of mentors in the acquisition o f knowledge. Where charisma, charm, divine
instruction or other virtues may be important in other religious traditions, knowledge is
extremely important in Paganism, which reflects on the school metaphor used extensively
by practitioners.' I then discuss how competency is established, how both experts and
charlatans are identified and responded to. Finally, 1 turn to the hotly debated issue o f
how to identify and define the term "Witch." This topic includes a discussion of how
claims of hereditary membership in the "Old Religion" are dealt with, and the position of
the solitary practitioner.

ccCominaHome": Fintting the Spiritual Path
Eight of my interview questions, directly o r indirectly, dealt with how people
gained knowledge after becoming interested in Paganism. Accounts of how one became
aware of Paganism were a favorite part of the interview for many informants, and the

storïes were oflen very long and detailed. There were two common origin Stones that can
be elicited Eom their answers. The first is that they stumbled into Paganism via books or
serendipitous meetings with other Witches. The second is that they were actively seeking
spirituality, or that they were aiready practicing Paganism, but just did not know it yetAdditionaIIy, regardless of which path a person took a common theme of "coming
home" was found in both.
In North America books are incredibly important to the fledgling Pagan; many

people become committed after first reading about Wicca or Paganism, rather than
becoming Pagan and then seeking more information. As Coven of the Mist member Scout
explains, "there is a definite path that people tend to follow. It usually starts with books,
but only because,. .for a lot of people it's the best way, and for a lot of people it's the
oniy way." Scout's High Priestess, Lady Aislinn, concurs, adding that, "Nat a lot of
people have the mentor d o m the Street they c m talk to; books are the only way." The
prevalence of books and the corresponding absence of direct contact is more common in
North America and many are concerned with the lack of teachers available.
Adolescence is the time for adopting different identities and experimenting with
various aspects of life. Religion can be one aspect that is explored. Investigations into
Paganism may be perceived as a fad (Gill 1999), or as a serious pursuit. Due to the
possibility that Paganism will be a short-lived experirnent, some older Pagans are hesitant
about expending tirne, energy and resources on teenagers. Very few teenagers meet
people who are Pagms simply because the number of contacts one has in high school is
limited. Additionally, parents often discourage or forbid attendance at festivals,
businesses or homes of Pagans. Books, therefore, become the chief route for teenagers.
Amy Vereggen is typical of rny informants, having been introduced to Paganism
via books. Having read a few books in high school, at eighteen, Amy felt certain
Paganism was the correct path for her. She went to a local occult shop, bought several
books on Wicca and Paganism, and began to attend local conferences. At a female
spirituality conference at York University, Amy met Scout and Lady Aislinn, who had
become High Priestess of the open group at that university. By the time she began
practicing in the open group, and then as a member of the closed Coven of the Mist, Amy
was already well read in theory, practice and history.

Generally, those who were introduced to Paganism through other Pagans have
stories of serendipitous meetings, although occasiondly one discovers their neighbor,
aunt or fiend is a Witch and becomes interested. These meetings with strangers have
great importance to those involved, as it is often an indication that they were "fateci" to
become Witches. Unlike people who becorne interested through books, and therefore
seek out Paganism themselves, those who were introduced often having a feeling of being
chosen by fate or the gods by arranging a meeting (Pagans do not recruit members).
There is a protective quality to some people's responses to newcomers that suggests the
Pagan community, and perhaps even the religion itself, is regarded by some as a secret
society which is jealously guarded.
Adrienne became interested in Wicca through her husband. At the time they met
David was already a third degree Alexandrian Witch. Adrienne became initiated about
one year after meeting David, and her husband taught her the rnajonty of her knowledge
and skills. Books did have an important roIe for Adrienne, but David elaborated upon
information uncovered by this marner. "1 read a lot, but 1-alwayshad a teacher right there
to tell me what it meant and how the traditions were different and why we do this and
why we do that." For those with teachers, information is filtered through a particular way
of thinking. Doctrinal rules, information and facts are explained, disregarded, deemed
correct or erroneous depending on the tradition, experience, philosophical Ieanings and
personality of the teacher. Of course, the onus still rests upon the student to accept or
dismiss the opinions of a teacher.
In the Alexandrian tradition, the coven is led by two opposite-gender religious
specialists called either priesdess or high priest/ess. It is preferable to have a priest and
priestess with similar qualifications and skills. This balance corresponds to the balance
between the God and Goddess, as well as to the "natural binary system of the universe."
As David and Adnenne were about to move half way across Canada, Adrienne was
compelled to undergo intensive training in order to gain her degrees at an accelerated
rate- Therefore, Adrienne gained her first degree nine months after she began extensive
daily study- Six months later she gained her second degree, and nine months later David,
in his capacity as her High Priest, granted her third degree status. David declared her
"minirnally qualified" for this degree because although she had al1 the technical

quaiifications requked for third degree, there were some skills she had not had time to
acquire. While she would have liked to have had more time, the structure of this tradition
required the coven to be led by a male and female of equai status, Adrienne therefore
acquired those skills as she perforrned that role.
Many people found Paganism dunng their late adolescence or early menties. The

majority of my informants had become involved by the time they were twenty-five. 1
estimate that there are slightly more people under twenty-five at festivals, but this may be
due to lack of responsibilities (smali children, jobs) which prevent older individuals from
atteriding. (The average age of my informants was-thirty-two years). A smaller number of
people become involved Iater in Iife through the New Age movement or by branching
into different areas after a Iife-altering event such as a divorce or job change. Still others
discover Paganism through new contacts, by taking courses at post-secondary institutions
or becoming involved in environmental or feminist causes. Paganism attracts those with
environmental interests because of the focus on the cycles of the seasons, the sacredness

of the earth and the belief that the earth and al1 its inhabitants are inter-dependent and
equally important. Feminists find Paganism appealing because of the presence of a
ferninine dimension of the divine, whether the Goddess is the sole deity, as in Dianic
Witchcraft, or as an equal partner to the God in inclusive Witchcraft.
Gina Ellis, now sixty-two, is one such person- While she read a book by Gardner
as a teenager, she was unimpressed and did not give Witchcrafi another thought for
twenty odd years. This is one of Gina's few regrets in Iife. While in her early forties,
Gina was at The University of Ottawa waiting to pick up her daughter when she noticed

an advertisement for a lecture on Feminist Witchcrafi and the women's movementHaving extra time, Gina wandered over, and found the talk to be very familiar, both
because of Gardner's book and fier background in feminism. Always active in the
women's movement, Gina received a newsletter from the Women's Center shortly after
this lecture which contained an ad for those interested in Goddess worship. Gina called,
and after a few moments Gina realized she knew the woman she was speaking with from
a conscious raising group both had attended a few years before. Today, Gina is the High
Priestess of a mixed gender coven as well as belonging to an al1 women's circle (though
it is not intentionally women only). She is a CO-founderof the Pagan Federatiod

Fédération Païenne of Canada (PFPC), former host of Mini-Fest,' and a major promoter

and participant of the Pagan Prison Program run by the PFPC?
Although most people discover Paganism through very oïdinary and mundane
avenues, a few idormants had more spectacular tales, including a near death experience,
dreams, and having visions of "unearthly7' figures following themIllShUction

There are many avenues to Paganisrn but patterns and similarities are easily seen.
Introduction almost invariably includes immediate instruction-Once Paganism has been
discovered and a comrnitment has been made (in some form) it is then necessary to
become knowIedgeab1e in the history, ntual practices, mythos and ethics. The high
degree of educated practitioners (of my informants, 14% had a college degee, 5 1% had
an undergraduate degree, and 21% had graduate degrees) rnay account for the focus on

knowledge and training, rather than simply participation, as the key elements of
authenticity. Some people do not, of course, become knowledgeable about al1 the
elements of their religion. Nevertheless, those who prefer not to are the rarity among
Pagans.
Some literature and popular belief among some practitioners claim that the figure
of the religious specialist, nich as a priest, rabbi, or imam is largely absent in Paganism.

In practice, this does not hold tme. Some Pagan and Wiccan traditions declare each
person a pnestess or pries upon their (self) declaration of this path. In this case, people
are their own religious specialists; al1 participants are clergy and are "equal." However, in
most group settings someone does operate as the expert, teacher or leader, although
perhaps not oEciaIly. Some traditions, such as British Traditional Witchcrafk, are vocal
that the role of specialist does indeed exist. Their tradition has clearly defined roles and
responsibilities accorded by initiation to different degrees. Nevertheless. each member is
part of a small, intimate group, and-theoreticall y-each ritual needs the participation,
belief and energy of each participant. Thus, every member of a coven or group is
expected to be at least minimally competent in ritual. This may simply entail having
participated in enough ntuals to be able to follow along, or it may include extensive
knowledge of ritual language, possession of elaborate costumes, creation of a song or

poem, or sirnilar contribution. Pagan rïtuals follow a different routine than those of most
religions a newcomer may be familiar with and some traditions (notably the British
Traditionalists) are extremely elaborate and use "Middle English" or arcane phrases.
Those~unfâmilia.
with such rituals will be easily spotted in such small quarters (which
may be why neophytes feel more comfortable at festivals and large open circles). Those
who work with a coven are expected to diligentiy increase their knowIedge and
expenence base, although because no standard exists there is considerable variation in
that base.' Slower members may be chastised for their lack of progress, or coven
members may make jokes at their expense or give them nicknames reflecting their
unfavorable position- Shaming is thus used as an agent of social control. Echoing schoollike discipline, the threat of expulsion is also used as an incentive to rnaintaining an
adequate attendance record, positive attitude and continued leaming. While some group
members, even in a non-hieruchical structured group, will inevitably take on more
responsibility and a more active role, al1 members must participate or their presence will
be a hindrance to the purpose of the ritual.
Solitary practitioners, however, work independently. Among the solitary
practitioners 1 interviewed, such as Ron, Renita Krahe, Leo Tischart and others, the
majority appeared to me to have an equivalent basis of knowledge to those who work in
groups. However, those who lacked more than minimal knowledge were al1 solitary
practitioners. Solo ritualists may not be skilled at leading or participating in group ritual
only &cause they have worked alone, but they generally know and follow a similar ritual
formula.
Solitary practitioners and neophytes, however, are more vulnerable to relying on
sources regarded less favorably by more experienced participants. While they may be
voraciaus readers, there exists a large body of Iiterature that has no references, provides
haIf-facts or suspect statements and conclusions which tend to distort and romanticize the
history and ongins of Witchcraft and Goddess worship. Llewellyn Publishers are
notorious for this kind of questionable Iiterature, and many Pagans are very suspicious of
anythiag published by Llewellyn (despite usually owning a few books themselves) and
are equally suspicious of any neophyte whose basic bookshelf and background of
knowiedge stems from this publishing house. This hesitation on the part of potential

teachers stems fiom a number of issues. Esorneone has read a particularly slanted book,
or one which is completely contradictory to what is believed by the teacher o r coven, then
a large amount of time is required to un-teach a student before beginning to teach them.
Students may hold fast and hard to their fïrst impressions, which may make teaching

them impossible because time is spent arguing, students resist information that is
unfavorable to their position, or because students becomes resentfùl of the teacher for not
vaiuing their body of knowledge- Although several informants raised this issue as a
potential problem, it was not portrayed as an extremely common occurrence. The
metaphor of school arises once again. Like schooi, or some self-help religions, the
student is expected to work diligently, to accept the authority of the teacher and, by
extension, the information provided. Failure to do so may result in expulsion, being held
back and failure to advance. This is one striking difference between Paganism and
mainstream religions in which attendance and minimal participation (such as singing
along, repeating phrases when appropnate, standing in a particular place) would be
sufficient to be considered a part of the congregation.
Karen Dales recently received her second-degree initiation in the AlexandrianGardnerian tradition. She believes neophytes should Ieam independently in the
beginning. Although problems may arise because o f some of the sources a student rnay
have taken a particular liking to, this is still preferable to taking on a student who has
very Iittle o r no background information. Karen works in a coven and has had
approxirnately a dozen students in the thirteen years she has been practicing. She still
recommends students begin on their own, thereby assuring that they have a grounding in
basic history, beliefs and principles, and that they have made a commitment to learn.
Lady Aislinn concurs, but also points out that rninors represent a legal obstacle that is not
worth tackling.
1think they should start on their own. If they are really Young, I would

prefer not to have people under eighteen in our circle, stnctly for legal
reasons. - .I also don't want to suggest some other circle that 1 don7t
- necessarily know too rnuch about. [Young people shodd] definitely [begin
with] books [such as] Scott Cunningham [1988a].
Each student is an investment in time, energy, and ofien in secrets. Most people prefer to
take on students who have spent some time working on their own. Students with no prior

WitchcraR background are more likely to discover this is not their "tme path" f i e r al1
than those who have already devoted time and who have come seeking more information.
For the most part practitioners, even solitary ones, are weIl read and are
knowledgeable in a wide variety of topics related to their spirituality. During interviews,
usually the names of infiuential books came up; if not, 1 asked what books, if any, were
important. A k w people in their forties who have been practicing for many years
reported that books were not important in their training, but they were dl well read now
that the books were available.
Having now compiled a list of books deemed indispensable by my informants, I
asked two informants who also sold occult books what books they sold most often, or
recommended to neophytes. Lucie DuFresne, proprietor of occuIt shop The Hungry Eye
in Ottawa, and a professor of religious studies at The University of Ottawa who studies

Pagans provided me with a list of books she most ofien sold or recommended to
beginners- Tarnara James, High Priestess and CO-founderof the Wiccan Church of
Canada (WCC) and proprietor of The Occult Shop in Toronto did Iikewise. What I round
is that there is a requisite Pagan bookshelf, especially for those who have becorne
involved in the last fifteen years.
Table 2
Suggested Reading List
(Compiled from Informant Responses)
Author
Margot Adler
Viviannr Crowley
Scott Cunningham

Janet and Stewart F
Starhawk

m

Wcca: The Old Relrgron rn thz X é w .Cfillennr~m(198% 19%)
Phoenufrom the Fiume: L~vrngas a Pagan rn the .?ln Centur).(1994)
Hfrcca:-4 Gurdefor the Solrraty Practraoner (1988)
.
The Tnifhabouf W7tchcrufi Today (1988)
-4 Wrtches'Bible (1984) [Eight Sabbarsjôr ifitches and The Witcher ' ZVayj
The Sprral Dance ( 197911989)
Truth or Dure ( 1 987)
Dreamrng the Dark Jfagrc. Sa and Polrrics (198G)

There are many people who wouId Iike to be a part of a tradition andlor group, but
teachers are in short supply. Due to the absence of elders and a scarcity of covens,

combined with a secrecy and subversive aura that surrounds the Craft, the vast majority
of people are primarily self-taught when they begin. Most people, however, eventually
join a çroup at some point although they may choose to become solitary again. Despite
the autonomy of Paganism, "coven training is viewed by many in the Neo-Pagan

community as necessary to becoming a real Witch" (H. Berger 1999: 51, italics in
original).
Neophytes can, and will, be given instruction if they are part of a coven, or if
they have informal access to other members of a Pagan community. Regardless, the onus
falls upon the student to search out and read the spell books, the historical and
anthropological texts, and the religious beliefs of ancient and foreign peoples. Most
students are responsible for their own education, the Pace at which they learn, and the
sustained commitment.

I have, however, met Witches who have had most of their "training" done through
practice and oral instruction. Vivianne CrowIey notes that the North Amencan reliance
on books is quite a divergence Erom the European tradition- Still today in Britain, much
of a student's training is done through practice, formal lessons and informal conversation.
As Luhrmann notes, solo practitioners are far fewer in Britain, and those that exist are
always women (1989: 53). Due to the paucity of covens accepting new members, the
Crowleys, through the British Pagan Federation teach what can be called a Wicca IO1
class for students. Students are then grouped together with others of similar talent and
ability, such as al1 first degrees together, to begin their own covens. The Crowleys corne
by every once in awhile to see how they are doing, and they have initiated entire covens
at one tirne to a particular degree.
In North America, one can do correspondence courses in Witchcraft, and rumors
of Intemet initiations now circulate. The WCC alsooffers classes in the Odyssean
tradition, and has open circles every Sunday.in-Torontoand Ottawa. Accurate numbers

are impossible to gather, but as of 1986, the Frosts estimated they had initiated forty
thousand people through their twelve-course program (Adler 1986: 125). Richard James
estimates the WCC has had two thousand people attend their classes over the past twenty
years. As oniy approximately sixty of those two thousand attendees continued to become
Odysseans, such methods of instructions do not guarantee continued involvement in that
tradition. However, a number of people 1 spoke to used the WCC as a stepping Stone into
Paganism. For those who do not work well independently or did not know how to begin,
the classes gave them a background and a focus. Some Witches, such as Adrienne, a
British Traditional Wiccan, appreciate the WCC for providins instruction to large

numbers of people because it takes the onus off individuais who do not have the time or
resources to teach al1 those interested- Despite this, the majority of North Americans who
receive training do so on a one-to-one basis.
Amy's story of becoming familiar with the CraR through books, then meeting and

joining a group through a post-secondq institution is becoming a cornmon tale. Classes
offered through philosophy, anthropology, women's studies or religious studies
departments offer many people their .first exposure to Paganism. In some cases, interested
students approach the instructor for information on how to make contact with groups (H,
Berger 1999: xv, 49)- Student-run organizations, such as The Infinite Circle at The
University of Waterloo or The Coven of the Mist at York University, also provide both a
source of information and a way to meet like-minded individuals. At both student-mn
open circles, several students formed private, closed covens composed of people met
through the university student group,
The Role of Teachers
Although many people in North America begin through self-instruction, mentors
are a valuable and prized resource for neophytes. Even those who are advanced and
experienced may continue to learn under a mentor who has experience in other Pagan,
occult or mystical traditions, just as a black belt in karate may begin to study judo. Sorne
people have several valued mentors over a number of years. This rnay be due to rnoving
fi-om place to place, or changing covens. More oflen, though, it is a change in the
personal relationships between teacher and student. Through extended contact and time
spent talking and exploring together, many people become very close and friendships and
romances ofien develop. While some people are comfortable with a close persona1
relationship beyond the teacher-student relationship, others prefer to keep friends and
teachers separate. This may because the former student does not like the unequal power
relationship that may exist if they continued under the tutelage of their now fiiend or
lover. Others find that they do not work as hard or ofken, and that time together invariably
becornes social instead of focused on spiritual matters. Working with a group and
persona1 relationships with group members become increasingly important and are seen
by rnany as necessary in the spiritual "evolution" of the student (H. Berger 1999: 50).

Mentors and teachers are relatively diffrcult to find depending on the neophyte's
residency, contact base, interaction with the Pagan community, personality, and Ievel of
comfort with potential teachers- For newcomers already involved in a Pagan community,
teachers are usually not too dificult to find- Generally someone cornes to know a person
and knows whether or not they are knowledgeable and easy to get dong with- Potentid
students may even meet a former or present student who can provide more information
on their style, flexibility, available tirne, patience and attitude towards Ieaming. Most
students approach teachers, asking for their assistance although occasionally teachers wiil
offer their help, if it is wanted.
There is prestige in having students, but time and energy are the pnce. Having
mdents indicates that someone is regarded-by

at least one person-as

being

knowledgeable and experienced enough to aid others in their journey- The number of
students one has, or has had, are indicators of how popular or how much in demand one
is. It can be a dangerous pursuit: the reputation is, at least in part, at the mercy of the
student. Unflattering comments by ex-students are not uncommonDuring a discussion at a festival held by Vivianne and Chris Crowley, one fernale
audience mernber complained that her "gaggle" of students had effectively drained her
energy. She had taken on a large number of students in a short time penod and found
herself ovenvhelmed. She felt put upon because the dependence, lack of knowledge and
expenence of her students depleted her tirne, enerm, patience and own spiritual Me. A
martyr-like sentiment crept into the discussion as other people in the audience agreed that
having students required enormous sacrifices on the part of the teacher, with linle reward
in returnTeachers are volunteers, and taking on students is not a requirement or even an
obligation, regardless of degree status. Typically, teachers are those who enjoy
transmitting knowledge and experience to others. Informants who had students expressed

a desire to make the path easier for others. to provide support and encouragement because
they had gone it alone- Several people also cornmented that they learned a great deal
through teaching, sometimes directly fiom the student. More ofien, however, because
they were required to think about issues in great length in order to explaifi to students or
answer questions.

Teaching may be socially profitable, but it is certainly not a financial boon,
Beginning with the Cr& laws drafted by Gardner, teaching for a fee has been prohibited
(Farrar, Farrar and Bone 199%)- Those who do charge are ofien regarded sconrfiiIly by
other members of the Pagan community (Kelly 1991: 155, Marron 1989:9 1). Teachers,
the WCC and other organizations offer their time and resources fieely, although a
collection may be gathered at Iarge public rituals or for covens to cover costs. Those who
charge for instnictiori Iose the respect of other Pagans; this is considered to be
exploitation (Marron 1989: 90). Correspondence courses, however, oRen do involve fees.
Having students and/or a v e n mernbers of Iesser degrees and experience is seen
by some as crucial for the purpose of establishing credentials and to "prove" one's daim
of authority, position or knowledge. For instance, Tryfam, a nineteen-year-old Witch
explained that he had only heard of and began to study Wicca one and a half years ago.
M e r about six months he began to cal1 himself a High Pnest, and now led his own coven
which consisted of a fèw of his fkiends. Besides being their High Priest, he was also their
teacher, and taught seminars to other interested teenagers. Two of the fnends belonging
to his coven were also at the festival, although 1did not intenriew them formally. 1 had,
however, spent an hour in the car with one fiend when 1volunteered to pick up two
stranded campers and he had come along to provide directions. This Witch, also nineteen,
saw the group dynamics differently. He told me he and his fiends had informal meetings
but did not have a coven, and none of them had teachers at this time. While at the

swimrning area a few days before 1 interviewed Tiyfan, 1was speaking to the second
fiend who confirmed the first fiend's story. Tryfan, then, was High Pnest to a coven
whose members did not know it existed, and was a teacher to his fnends without their
knowledge or agreement. Tryfan may have made fiaudulent claims to me because he
longed for acceptance and respect, and had been told by many people at this and the
previous years' festival that he was neither old enough, experienced enough nor mature
enough to daim such a title. Class may also be a factor, as Tryfan was from a working
class upbringing, had only a high school education (with no plans to attend postsecondary institutions) and was presently unemployed and living with his parents. He
was also very intoxicated d u h g our interview, although he appeared sober two hours
previously when the appointment was made. This also may have accounted for some of

his exaggerated claims. It is impossible to know how many other people distort factsUnless someone (such as a researcher) is questio~ngpeople who c m verify or dispute
given facts, misrepresentation is actually a fairly safie endeavor. It is unlikely anyone

wodd be asked to provide proof to back up claims, Even then, the Iack of objective
standards creates an opportunity for exaggeration with minima1 risk of exposure or
negative consequence.
Misrepresentations rnay not be intentionai-Misunderstandings may occur because
individuals do not discuss the situation explicitly and are left to make assumptions. This
became apparent during interviews with four members of The Infinite Circle at The
University of Waterloo. 1 also encountered people who claimed to have taught personaily
over six hundred people. While those who teach in a classroom setting, such as the WCC,
have easily taught thousands of people, it is unlikely that someone would be able to
provide quality teaching to more than two to three people a year on an individual basis.
Occasionally the high priest/ess will consider al1 those in their coven to be students.
Exaggeration of the number of students one has had is similar to exasgeration of
the number of years practiced that may occur when someone is embarrassed about their
relative lack of experience. The indoctrination system of Paganism is a meritocracy,
where all-in

theory-are

çiven equal opportunity to learn the Craft. In practice,

however, factors such as class, socio-economic status, age, gender, sexual orientation and
residency wi1I undoubtedly create inequality. Many people find it difficult to know where
they fit in, how their knowledge and experience compares to others and whether they
realIy know as much as they should. Personal freedom to progress at one's own Pace and
being the ultimate evaluator of one's religious training is touted by leaders as being one
of the most appealing aspects of Paganism. Western society, however, does differentiate
between, for instance, clergy and laity, higher education and trade schools.
Differentiation signifies an order, ranked on levels of prestige and respect. Despite the
rhetoric that no rules exist. that dogma is largely absent and that hierarchy and authonty

are fluid, Pagans assign rank aspire to third degree stanis and don titles such as high
priedess and Lord or Lady. Some people may then try to increase their standing through
hyperbole, as they assume others know how the ranking system operates and they are

being judged. A teacher is assurned to have more prestige than a student, and a teacher of
great numbers of students rnust then be even more respected.
Students, however, are not disrespected. Inexperience is seen as a necessary stage
in spiritual development, which will one day give way to another stage. As Amy
Vereggen explains, "You can't slam somebody just because they don't know anything. I
mean, we were al1 there." Most Pagans are supportive and helpful to those who are new

and a quasi-parental attitude is common (which may not be appreciated by the student!).
Despite inexperience, many Pagans do claim to have psychic or magical abiIities
that most people do not. Almost everpne agrees that psychic and magical abilities are
skills that should be practiced and honed in order to reach maximum potential. It is also
agreed that just as with any other ability, such as singing, pitching or poetry writing,
some people are naturally more talented than others. Some practitioners believe that they
are psychically better endowed than most, while others believe they are just more attuned
to the earth and nature which allows such abilities to become more readily apparentThat one has ceased to be a student and is now the teacher is considered by many
to be an important milestone. Stephen had been "training seriously" for over a year, but
maintained he would not even consider teaching students until he was fùlIy trained. What
his training consisted of, however, how much time was spent and how much he learned
was not open to scrutiny because he is not a member of a coven (although he is fkiends
with many British Traditional Witches). He may choose to g a n t himself degrees (Farrar

and Farrar 1984 provide the appropriate rituak). In any case, he alone will be responsible
for deciding when the time has arrived to begin teaching. Many people share the view
that they will instinctively know when they are sufficiently qualified to teach. Several
peopIe, such as Thunder Raven and Douglas Thew, do not have formal students but share
their experiences with those who are interested, mostIy through the telling of stories.
Students, however, are those with whom an explicit relationship of teacher-student has
been established and in which an exchange of knowledge (generally one-sided) occurs on
a fairly regular basis. Thus, someone you had a conversation with at the New Age section
at Chapters could not be considered a student.
Although most of rny informants had fond memories of former teachers and
students, competit ion between students and teachers is not uncornmon. Some teachers

guard secrets and knowledge even from those that they have promised t o teach. While the
prestige of having students is desired, increasing the number of people with comparable
Ievels o f knowledge is not- In a system where knowledge is valued and authonty is based
on knowledge, it is inevitable that teachers will want to protect their positions. In a
degree system, the hierarchy is shaped in a pyramid. Some o f third degree Witches guard
their position and eiite status by refusing to confer degree status on other people,
regardless oftheir qualifications. Such behavior rnay be intentional, but it rnay be
intellectually rationalized as "part of the pro ces^.^' Teachers rnight tell the student they
have to figure it out themselves o r solve the riddle or have a particular mystical
experience before some particular arcane knowledge c m be shared. If everyone had
access to his or her knowledge, the term high priest/ess would hold no meaning.
The WCC is widely accused of this failing, as only two people besides the
original three creators of the Odyssean tradition have earned third degree status in the
twenty years of the Church's existence. Accusations against individuals are ofien made
by enemies, and are offered as further proofthat they are unfit to teach, that they are not
sincere, or that they are on a "power trip." This is an example of behaviors widely known
as the "Witch Wars" o r "Bitchcraft" (Marron 1989: 91).
Competition is not one-sided; it appears from my informants that it is more
common for students to compete with both teachers and other students. Cornpetition with
teachers rnay be perceived as less aggressive and less explicit as students cannot advance
o r hinder the teacher (except through the spreading of rurnors or unkind words). Students
rnay desire to surpass their teacher in magical skills or ritual prowess. They rnay bristle at
the unequa1 power dynamics of a teacher-student reIationship, especially if the student
would be in a superior position in the mundane world (due to age, occupation, etc.). In
situations where more than one student studies under the same teacher, each student is
likely to want to be the star pupil. Even among students working under different teachers,

and even at different times, students rnay long to show they are a quick study o r a
"natural." Again, the metaphor of Paganism as a school is clear.
Examples of cornpetition appeared in my interviews, although in each case it was
not considered such by the informant but was brought up to substantiate a claim of
authority, experience o r supenor talent. Adrienne, introduced earlier, is one such

example.' Her boyfiiend (and Iater husband) was her teacher and advanced her although
she was only "minimally quaiified." Wendy is another such example. At twenty-four,
Wendy is a second-degree Alexandrian who has been involved in a coven for five years.
The coven is Iocated an hour away f?om where she attends university. She participates in
an alternative spirituality group o n campus, but does not view it as a coven, and is not

very impressed by the level o f ritual experience demonstrated by the attendees o r leaders,
nor the group organization. From this group, she has found four people with whom she
socializes, and whom she teaches on an informal basis, and may eventually take some of
them on as students officially. Althougb she is very open about her spkituality on
campus, she is still in the "broom closet" to her parents. She advanced through her
degrees quickly, and explains that most people take much longer than she did to advance,
and that her students must not expect the same level o f competency in similar tirne fiameHere, Wendy demonstrates cornpetition with those running the campus group, her own
students and with her teachers.
Most mentors and teachers are aware of the power they wield as spiritual advisors
and guides. They try very hard not to step over boundaries, to respect the physical,
mental, spiritual and intellectual aspects of students who have put their trust in them. As
with the Jamaa teachers Fabian studied, they are "surpt-kingly conscious o f the
temptation to rnanipulate the.. .message as a means of increasing their authority" ( 1971:
1978). While the indoctrination of Paganism echoes the education system, one striking

difference is the degree o f intimacy between teacher and student which develops sirnply
by being alone in close proximity. Unlike a classroom where a student is one among
many, in Paganism the student becomes well known to the teacher and generally becomes
a fiiend. It occurs to me that this intimacy may be why most people who begin in large
organizations such as the WCC do not continue that tradition but find a coven to join.
Com~etence
In some traditions, competency is easiIy measured by a degree system; for those
who do not work in this tradition, judging the proficiency o f anoîher is much more
diEcult. Even those who themselves work with a degree system must also interact in the
larger Pagan community, and must therefore have contact with those who do not. If

interaction exists solely on a social basis, this may not be a pressing problem. If,
however, one is about to perform a group ritual with sorneone from outside the coven, it
may indeeci be problematic due to ruies regarding secrecy. Problems may also exist
simpiy because the newcorner is not familiar with the ritual formula, disrupting the flow.
Additionally, some people prefer to associate with those who have equal or higher
status and thus want to know for how long, with whom, and what one has been studying
before committing themselves to any social politicat or spiritual endeavors. Even within
traditions, however, people realize that degrees are onIy a starting point; without a
standardized curriculum o f study or universal testing, it is always possible for fools to
have a third degree.
Calling oneself 'Wiccan' does not make a Wiccan-but neither does
heredity itself, or the collection of titles, degrees and initiations. A Wiccan
seeks to control the forces within hidherself that make Iife possible in
order to Iive wisely and well, without harm to others and in harmony with
nature. (Farrar and Bone 1997a)
Most Pagan authors insist that "al1 who enter are priests and priestesses with the authonty
to perForm for themselves the rituals and spiritual exercises necessary for their spiritual
development" (Crowley 1989: 10). Note Farrar and Bone, although they publish books on
how to be self-initiated (Farrar and Farrar 1984), here they and their associate, Gavin
Bone, suggest that there is actually more to it than this. There is some ineffable quality of
wirchy-ness that some people simply do not have. Just as teachers may insist students are

not ready for fùrther information or expect them to discover sorne secret themselves, so
too do authors -another

form of authonty-refiise

to give carte bImzche approvai to the

individual.
In general, competency is evaluated by a number of factors. First is the Iength of
time one has been practicing. A person who has been studying and practicing for only six
months, such as Tryfan, is unlikely to be taken S ~ ~ O U when
S I ~ he announces he is a High
Priest. This presents a problem however, for young adults who have been involved for
several years. WhiIe many people discovered Paganism in their late teens and early
twenties, others became involved when they were much younger. Lady Aislinn is only
twenty-three, but has been a practicing Wiccan since she was fourteen or fifieen. She and
other members of the Coven of the Mist, al1 of whom are in their mid to late twenties (but

look much younger) are often told by older Pagans who do not know them that they do
not know what they are doing, o r that they are fakes. Despite having been trained for
several years under a high priestess, having run her own roven and open circIes, having
five students, teaching lectures on Witchcraft, ninning an occult business and having
been studying for airnost a decade, assumptions are made about her solely on the basis of
her appearance. Kowever, strangers only make judgements when claims of expert status
o r extended experience are made, o r when titles of pnest/ess are assumed.
There is not an explicit seniority system in Paganism, but age &d length of
practice are used as a rough gage to quickly assess the competerice and legitimacy of a
claim. Other factors may prove more important. Continued involvement in Paganism is
considered as evidence of a cornmitment. Extensive years of practice, however, guarantee
neither competency nor cornmitment and most people are aware of this, and can name
someone who illustrates this point.
Serïousness and sincerity are also crucial factors, but ones which cannot be
assessed with any certainty by anyone other than the individual in question. People whose
behavior contradicts the Pagan ethos, who appear selfish or out for personal gain or who
may simply act immature may be regarded with skepticism. It must be noted, however,
that rninh and playfulness are ofken a part of Pagan rituals and celebrations; solemn
reverence is not expected. Jokes and laughter are welcome when appropriate to the ritual.
Almost without exception, those under the influence of alcohol or h g s are not welcome
in ritual space, and often are asked to leave even public (open) rituals.
Self-promotion c m be a dangerous enterprise. While it is important to provide
others with adequate information so that they may evaluate your claims, boasting is often
off-putting. Starhawk, who herself is often viewed by others as an expert and spiritual
leader because she is an author, discusses her coven and Feminist Witchcraft in general,
but avoids talking about herself. She cornments, '7don't know anyone in the Crafl setting
herself up as a guru-type, and 1 know even fewer Witches who would be impressed in the
least with anyone who did" (Starhawk, cited in Budapest 1982: 536). Modesty is an
important virtue within the Pagan community; judgement of breadth o f knowledge,
proficiency and power cornes fiom others. Self-declaration of expert, leader or elder
status is precarious; most people are granted these titles by others, not themselves.

Acceptance is more likely by truthful representation, including acknowledgement of
weaknesses as well as strengths, but "authority is given fiom the outside" and cannot be
tmly self-proclairned. Reputation is important; having been publisked is seen as an
indication of expert status. Measures of respectability used in face-to-face conversations
cannot be utilized when reading a book. How that author performs in ritual or how
"spintual" they are in their private lives cannot be known, only that some publisher has
deemed them as an mthorïty of some degree.
Even for those who are not authors, visibility is a factor, although it may work
against someone as well. Strangers in the community will have to prove their competency
to those they meet-again,

only if they rnake clairns of expertise or extensive knowledge.

An ability to speak eloquently and with confidence is crucial in this instance, as it is, at
least in part, through conversations thar judgements are made. Once it has been
established that a nranger's knowledge and experience clairns seem legitimate and that
they are pleasant and trustworthy, their presence alone is enough to sustain this
reputation. Opinions of people may change if boundaries are transgressed, suc11 as sexual
inappropriateness, or manipulation of a student.
Discursive authority is the result of a cornplex number of factors that the listener
evaluates before the speaker is agreed with, or rejected. In addition to expenence and
knowledge in one subject area, knowledge and experience within other related and distant
discourses is also a factor. While specialized knowledge ofl for example, the history of
The Charge of the Goddess, is admired, it is not really impressive if the basic history of
Witchcraft or the codified elements in running a circle is not dso known. Cumulative and
arcane knowledge is important. Additionally, in Pagan communities, as in Tanna, the
"possession of necessary conversational resources" are evaluated by the listener and
necessarily affect opinions that are forrned (Lindstrom I W O : 30). Gender, age, socioeconomic status, and educational background comprise what Bourdieu called "linguistic
capital" (1977: 65 1). Assessrnent is made through material, physical and linguistic clues,
such as the body languaçe, attire, vocabulary or accent of the speaker. Through the
conscious and subconscious evaluation of one's linguistic capital, the listener forms an
opinion as to whether a speaker deserves respectfùl attention or not. By way of
illustration, consider two informants, Gi na Ellis and Tryfan. Both are self-descri bed

Witches and have a high school educarion. Gina has been practicing for over twenty
years, is sixty-four, is the current president (and CO-founder)of the PFPC,and is an
author of regular columns in 8 Sabbats. She is the High Priestess of a longstanding and
well-respected coven (by virtue o f its respected, high profile members). Tryfan is
nineteen and has been practicing for a year and a haif. AIthough many authors and
leaders insist al1 who enter Paganism are priests and pnestesses, Tryfan, who received
less than six months training before declaring himself the High Priest of a coven o f
teenagers, is not perceived by those around him as being competent. His youth is further
compounded by his immaturity and lack of sophistication. Strangers would, almost
without exception, Iisten to Gina with respect, even if one did not agree with her
opinions, whereas Tryfan would not be afforded the sarne respect and opportunity. Tryfan
is much more likely to be challenged by his listeners, or to be cut off mid-argument.

The judgement of the speaker's legitimacy will be influenced by the listener's
own background, Ievel of knowledge and experience, relative place in the community,

personality, and first impression o f the speaker. Newer members are more liable to k e n
to anyone, to be influenced by o r respect individuais more established community
members may not. New members may also not have the requisite background knowledge
necessary to critique and evaluate the level and depth of the information provided by the
speaker. Three factors afEecting more established members help explain why they are less
likely to listen quietly to a speaker without interrupting. First, the older one is, o r the
longer one has been involved, the more critical one is likely to be. Second, by exercising
critical judgement, one is claiming superior knowledge. And third, the "higher" one is,
the more discriminating one is, and recognizes fewer people as equals. Should someone
such as Gina cnticize sorneone publicly those in attendance who hold her in high regard
rnay join that side of the debate when they may have othenvise remained quiet (or held
the opposing position). The relationship between the speaker and listener, then, also plays
a roIe in how the speaker's legitimacy is evaluated.

E..erts

Among my inforrnants, authors and acadernics were the least respected authonties
on Paganism and Witchcraft, unless they were also practitioners. W e r t and professional
do not necessarily mean the sarne thing (Giddens 1994: 84), and most Pagans I spoke to
recognized this, As Giddens (1994: 84) notes, there are many Iayers of expertise, and a
layperson or one who is not a published author or an academic" may well be regarded as
more knowledgeable and respectable within the communityThe "expert," within the Pagan community, differs with tradition and
denorninations. Yet, whether speakïng about a specific tradition or in generaI, it is
fiequently tme that the experts are those with extensive practical expenence and
knowledge gained through books, studying, mentors and the like. Perhaps the more
correct term would be griardian, rather than expert, although within the community the
terrns high priest/ess are used. Guardians are not experts in the traditional definition;
their specialized knowledge is not easiIy understood by outsiders (Giddens 1994: 65).
While a layperson both within and outside the Pagan community recognize that
professors are experts, few outside the community understand that priestesses and priests
are also experts in their own right. Therefore, what Pagans conceptualize as constituting
an expert or an authonty can be more fittingly be termed a pardian while academics and

authors who do not also practice Witchcrafl can be understood to be experts of texts, and
perhaps aiso of statistics.
Wit hin the community, experts are not highly regarded, while guardians are
vitally important, respected and sought d e r . Guardians are those who protect the
cLmystenes."They act as gatekeepers and ensure their knowledge is passed on- The
importance of the mysteries provide rationale for the admission or exclusion of
individuals.
Guardians.. .have the importance they do in tradition because they are
believed to be the agents, or the essential mediators, of its causal powers.
They are dealers in mystery, but their arcane skills corne more from their
involvement with the causal power of tradition than from their mastery of
any body of secret or esotenc knowledge. (Giddens 1994: 65)

Pagans, however, do not have a shared tradition- There is a romanticized history of "The

Buniing Times" which provides a collective warning, rnuch like a "Trojan horse." There
is also widespread recognition of Gardner and Valiente's role in the creation of modem
Witchcraft. "Witchcrafi is indeed the Old Religion, but it is undergoing so much change
and development at present that, in essence, it is being recreated rather than revived"
(Starhawk 1989: 200). Whereas guardians typically preserve and protect traditions, Pagan
guardians are also involved with the creation of tradition.
In addition to the distinction that can be made between experts and guardians,

Giddens (1994: 82) makes a distinction between d e r s or officiais and guardians. Rulers

are those who issue commands o r decree rules whereas guardians are those whoprovide
the interpretations of those rules. Often the ~ W Ocategones rnay merge into the same
persan, such as a high priesdess, but this is not necessarily so.

As is cornmon with traditions, a ccformulaictnith, to which onIy certain persons
have full access" (Giddens 1994: 64) is said to exist. Guardians have access to this truth.

Formulait truth is not dependent on
...referential properties of Ianguage but rather upon their opposite; ritual
Ianguage is performative, and may sometimes contain words or practices
that the speakers or listeners can barely understand. Ritual idiom is a
mechanism of truth because, not in spite, of its formulait nature. Ritual
speech is speech which it makes no sense to disagree with or contradictand hence contains a powerfùl rneans of reducing the possibiIity of
dissent. This is surely central to its compelling qudity. (Giddens 2994: 645)

The meaning of the ritual, then, is oRen secondary to its performative value. The
authority o f the priedess is reinforced with each ritual perfonned.
Performance is a key elernent in the perception of expertise. My informants had
cited "experience" as a requirement for establishment of cornpetence; it was also an
essential component of the expert. Requisite experience, however, ranged from repeated
ritual performance and participation to simply "tirne served." Tirne was a crucial factor,

as was performance. ProfessionaIs are thought to possess a certain type of generalized
expertise, but without practicing they could not explain what it Feels like to be a Witch, or
know the mysteries and secrets of the tradition.' Says Tamarra James, "1 think very often
in the twentieth century we give authority to the educated, which is not to Say,

experienced," Others, such as Ron, will not accept non-practicing academics writing on
Paganism to be authorities. "No, no way. You can be an authority without reading and
without being an academic, but not the other way around,"
Within the Pagan cornmunity, the title "Professor" is not enough itself to warrant
respect and to indicate authority. Thus, practitioners discount one form of authority and
choose to value another. Public authority, such as academics and authors who are
typically respected and listened to, are rejected in favor of local, private authority or nonacademic Pagan authors. This is ironic considering the emphasis placed upon books,
instruction and knowledge. While a quasi-school system has been set up, it seerns
preferable to "employ" that school frorn within the cornmunity. The professors of
Paganism are its guardians.
Guardians, as well as providing, explaining and ensunng the survival of the
secrets of the tradition-and

in the case of Paganisrn, creating tradition-generally

conceal much of what they do,as well as what they know. For instance, within British
Traditional Witchcraft the specifics of the ntual depend on the degree Ievels of the
participants. The ritual will include only aspects known to the lowest degree participant.
This is partly because "the exercise of expertise often requires specialized environments,
as well as concerted mental concentration, which would be diEcult to achieve in public
view" (Giddens 1990: 86). However, this is also because what knowledge the guardians
possess that the Iayperson (or lesser qualified) do not possess ensures the distinction
between layperson and guardian is made. As insinuated by their name, those with
guardian status hold secrets, mystenes and tniths that can only be revealed and disclosed
to those who they select as spi~tually,ernotionally, and morally prepared. Knowledge is
said to exist outside of guardians, but is held in trust by them. Knowledge is not
individually created. but is revealed. Knowledge is possessed, and it can be exchanged
and consumed (Lindstrom IWO: 43)- Of course, a delicate balance exists between
protection and extinction: in order to ensure traditions continue, secrets must be revealed.
Tmth is power. One cannot be an expert, a guardian or a ruler without possessing
tmth. As knowledge is gained, one becomes more powerfiil- Once a secret or rnystery has
been reveaied to them, they then have that knowledge which they can reveal to someone
they feel is worthy. Power also produces effects at the knowledge level; these effects can

then produce knowledge (Foucault 1980b: 59). Truth resides within power, and can o d y
exist by being protected and secretive.

Fakes, Charlatans, Wannabes and Posers
If defining who qualified as a legitimate "Witch" was difficult, defining who was
not proved just as problematic. ~Manypeople were reluctant to even use such tenns, let
alone define them. Often this was because the criteria for authenticity differ so widely

Eom tradition to tradition and Witch to Witch that unless one is speaking specifically, for
example, of an Alexandnan Witch, there can be Iittle consensus,
However, some generalizations could be made about those who should not be
considered Witches. Many people, especially Young, public Witches, were adamant that
Satanists should not cal1 thernselves Witches. A second group that were widely
considered to be eaudulent were those who used their position to profit at the expense of
others. Rumors abound o f people who do not respect boundaries, who abuse and take
advantage of people. Occasionally people are told they must have sex with their high
priest in order to advance to a higher degree or that they must pay money to advance
(Ellis 1999: 8). As taking money for teaching is proscribed, those who do are often
grouped dongside those who manipulate students and abuse their positions in more
egregious ways.
Informant Brendan Myers had experience with a charlatan in high school who
attempted to extort money fiom male students and sexual favors fiom fernale students in
exchange for advancement. Yet, rumors of abuse o f power were more comrnon than
people who had actually been victims o f such manipulation. Most people try to inform
those new to the community that such events do happen, and that this is unacceptable.
Rumors of abuse of power serve a dual purpose in the Pagan community. Their
stated purpose is that they serve as warnings for those entering the community to be alert
to such behavior. For those already working in the community, however, they also serve
as reminders to keep checks and balances on their own interactions with individuals o r
covens. While abuses of power such as extorting money o r sexual acts are almost always
attributed to men, both men and women are charged in gossip o f being "full of
themselves," "egotist ic." "aut ho ritarian," "power-hungryhad." etc. A common

cornplaint is that a particular high priest/ess is delaying the advancement to a degree
beyond an acceptable amount of time. This is seen as an attempt to reduce the number of
rivals or those who have a rank that is equal to theu own-Such people are often ridiculed

and newcorners are warned away f?om hemThe "Witch Wars" or "Bitchcraft" which seem to plague the Pagan cornmunity
(often in cycles, it seems) do not necessarily occur because of diflerences in tradition or
beliet The intemal politics of legitimatization and struggle for leadership within the
community produces resentment and jealousy. This leads to the belief that opponents are
not what they claim to be, that they are not qualified, or that they are engaging in
behaviors that are detrimental to the wellbeing of others, the community or Witchcraft as
a whole. While such fighting has created huge splits in the Pagan community both in

Ontario and elsewhere (H. Berger 1999: 104-1 IO), it can also be beneficial. The
prevalence of this behavior ensures that the community is engaged in a conversation
about the relevant issues. Community members becorne aware of different points of view.
They are also sufficiently informed of the personalities, politics, belief system or other
aspects of their character should the proponents of a particular view become
spokespeople to the media or in academics (Marron 1989: 91). Thus, no one person or

group gains contr01.~
Gossip and fighting, then, plays an important role, as they do in many small
communities, in enforcing group mords, applying blame and extracting retribution, and
in indoctrinating new members into the culture.

Who is a Witch?
It has become increasingly difficult to give a definition of Witch without
excluding someone who claims the title. M e r all, al1 who enter are priests and
priestesses. As we saw with Tryfan, however, practice of3en translates differently than
theory. For that reason, many of my informants chose to define "Wiccan" or even
specific denominations, rather t han Witch as a general term. WCC founder, Tamarra
James, for example, does not generally cal1 herself a Witch anymore, as the issue is too
contentious. Trained as an Gardnerian-Aiexandrian before creating the Odyssean
tradition, Tarnarra had been taught that the term Witch was applied to someone "who had

entered the mysteries." Although she herself has undergone initiation, Tamarra would
rather not define the tenn for anyone else and prefers instead to be called Pnestess.
When Gardner and Sanders practiced there were definite requirements for
Iegitima~y.~
According to thern, only those who had a "hereditary claim" to Witchcraft or
those who had been initiated into a Wiccan coven could call themselves Witch. One of

the Cr& laws (written by Gardner and expanded upon on by Sanders) states "Ye may not
be a Witch alone" (Farrar and Bone 1997b) because working together increases magical

power (Russell 299 1: 162). This began to change because of Raymond Buckland's books
in the early 1970s, with the publication of A Witches ' Bible in the mid-1980s, and with
the increase in books aimed at the solitary practitioner in the late 1980s and early 1990s
(see especially Cunningham 1988a).'" The irony is that these books gave prnnissiotz to
interested parties to become dieir own authorities.
Until these books began to be published, except for within the Feminist Craft, the
only way to become a Witch was to be initiated, ï h e convention was that the term
"Witch" could not be used for anyone who had not been initiated. Others beiieved a
Witch was only someone initiated into a coven that can trace its lineage back to Gardner
or Sanders (Marron 1989: 8 1). This led to a problem of access; "If you didn't know any
Witches you were out of luck, for initiation was an absolute prerequisite" (Cunningham
1988:xv).
Are the Pagan Gods, then, only available to a seIect few? Should one's misfortune
at living outside the proximity of a working coven, or not knowing of a coven prevent
one from knowing the Goddess? Advocates of self-initiation beIieve that secrecy of Craft
ways must be balanced with the "spiritual needs" of those who seek the Goddess. As the
world changes and more people are drawn to Paganism, Say Farrar and Bone, it is only
natural that Paganism change in response to that growing need. They assert it does not
"violate the Laws of the Goddess" but follows the "natural Iaw of evolution" (1997e).
Most practitioners now say the Gods are, and should be, open to d l . Yet. secrecy,
oaths and "mystenes" continue. Guardians continue to provide gate-keeping services.
The debate is framed in terms of what terms are appropriate for those who have not been
initiated by a guardian. For instance, British Traditional Witches who were initiated balk
at solitanes who call themselves Gardnerïan or Alexandrian Witches. Their concem, they

say, is because they have specific criteria for that label, Therein lies the problem:
solitaries make such distinctions moot, But it is because solitaries assume a knowledge
base equal to that of the initiated without having to prove themselves, 1believe, that
upsets the initiated- The solitaries have sidestepped the guardians.
In the beginning of the Feminist Cr& in the late I960s, Dianics had a structure
similar to inclusive Pagans. However, as concerns about hierarchy, exclusivity and
equality arose, the convention became that no one needed permission f?om anyone but
the Goddess to daim status as Witch (or priestess). Dianic Witch and author Zsusanna
"Budapest has at times declared the Craft to be 'Wimmins Religion', a religion not open
to men" (Adler 1986: 175). ûthers do not dismiss the possibility that men can be
Witches, but still believe that al1 wornen are Witches by virtue of their birth. Others
contend that if a woman says she is a Witch three times, and believes it, it is so (Marron
1.989: 8 1). Many of my informants, regardiess of whether they were themselves initiated
or not, agree that everyone has the right to self-label. Karen Dales believes that to b e
Wiccan, one must have been initiated, regardless if it is an initiation into a coven or a
self-initiation.
Lady Aislinn aIso agrees that power to self-label belongs to the individual.
Although she was initiated by a high priestess, she does not believe that is necessary, as
the question then must be asked, "Who initiated the first Witch?" Yet, Lady Aislinn also
insists that sincerity is a crucial factor. Sincerity, even misplaced and misinformed
sincerity, was an element of evaluating authenticity for most infurmants, believing that
sincerity, which is something that generally cannot be judged by anyone else, is the key
which differentiated between "real" and Yalse" Witches. Ofien this can be judged only
afker a person has transgressed boundaries or rejected the Pagan path. Michelle D. Noël
moved in with two young wornen, self-labeled Pagans, who abruptly became Anglicans
because of crushes on choirboys. To MicheIle, there was no dedication, no sincerity: "lt

was like they were posing. tt was like they thought it was a neat kind of thing and they
weren't really serious." Many others explained sincerity could be inferred when the ethos
and morals of Paganism (such as acting on concerns for the environment, following the
cycles of the seasons, etc.) were applied as a lifestyle, and not as a theoretical tool.
Sincerity was being a Pagan "twenty-four-seven.""

not only in ritual or in rhetoric.

The
Sofitaw Witch
SoIitary Witches have become increasingly common in North Amerka." Among
both rny informants and respondents to H. Berger's "Pagan census" roughly half were
currently solitary practitioners (1999: 50). In rnost instances, traditional Witches accept
the solitaires as Witches, although of a different tradition than their own. Large umbrella
organizations such as the PFPC,the Lady of the Temple, Covenant of Gaia Church of
Alberta (COGCOA) and the Earth Religions Coalition East (ERCE)recognize solitary
practitioners as members in equal standing with initiated Witches and do not represent

any one tradition. The diversity of organization makes it much more difficult for Iegal
recognition fiom the provincial and federal government. "In no other religion is a group
of one considered a valid 'congregation' in the same way that it is in the CraW (Reid
2994: 9- 10). Yet acceptance of difference does not mean that tension does not occur.

Some soIitary practitioners were former coven members who are separated from
their Company because of interna1 confiict, disbandment of the coven, relocation, or other
reasons, but who stilI practice Witchcraft. Some Witches chafe at the politics inherent to
group exercises, such as the logistical nightmare of organizing people, times and places,
or some members not providing resources (tirne, money, ideas) resulting in extra work
for the others. Others simply do not have the time to commit to a group. Still others
cannot find a coven accepting new mernbers, or a coven that suits their own interests and
beliefs.
1 divide solitary Witchcraft into four categories: traditional, generic, eclectic and

ethnic." Traditional solitary Witches clairn spiritual, rather than physical membership in

a tradition, whether it is, for example, Alexandrian, Dianic or Celtic. They rnay have
belonged to a coven of that tradition at one tirne, or they may have become acquainted
with the tradition through books or other media, or fiom sorneone involved in that
tradition. Except for altering rituals, spells and customs to reflect their solitary nature,
traditional solitary Witches generally d a i m to stay fairly true to the tradition as they
know it and tend to align thernselves with people who practice that tradition.
Both generic and eclectic Witchcrafl include people who have never had training
within a coven but who may have read books, talked to other Witches, attended classes
through the WCC or other organizations, or took correspondence courses. Eclectic

solitaries take aspects fiom different traditions and religions, such as Buddhism or Native
religious beliefs. Spiritual befiefs, practices, rituals, customs, and deities fiom around the
world are consolidated into a variegated medley. They differ eom generic Witches in this
conscious selection and discarding of beliefs to suit themselves. Among certain regional
cornmunities, such as Ottawa and Montreai, people identiQ and cal1 themseives "eclectic
sohuies." In a very real sense, this has becorne a tradition in and of itself. Ethnic
Witchcrafl refers to the regional differentiation in Pagan practise. Norse, Irish, British,
Celtic (a more generïc version), Roman, Greek, or Egyptian Paganism are examples of
the divisions made.
Tension between solitary practitioners and those withïn established traditions are
escalating, and rnay eventually result in a division much rike that between Ferninist and
non-Feminist Paganism. This has already happened in some regions. For example, in
Ottawa the Pagan bmnches held bi-monthly, as well as open circles held during the
sabbats and esbats, have created a strong community of solitary practitioners. Despite a
large and thriving Feminist Witchcrafl community, very little interaction occurs.
Nonetheless, bmnches are open to everyone, but those in a coven may not be able to
attend due to interna1 politics of their coven, or will not because their high priest/ess think
poorly of many of the attendees. Since the WCC has a temple in Ottawa, WCC members
could attend, but the WCC has always held circles on Sunday afternoon, around the same
time the brunches are now held.
In this atmosphere, it does not matter if you have an unbroken lineage, if you are

an initiate or have your third degree. In fact, those who practice within a coven may be
viewed as "elitist" by some solitaires. Cornpetition is not Iimited to solitaries and group
members; having interviewed several solitaries from this community, it became clear
solitaries compete with each other and those who are in covens, much the same way
students with the same teacher try to be the star.

The number of solitary practitioners continues to increase. Remaining solitary is
increasingly becorning a matter of choice, as one may begin alone, but Pagan
acquaintances are easily made through Occult bookstores, festivals, Intemet chat rooms,
pub moots, university and community clubs. In Ottawa, for example, soIitary
practitioners have an Intemet chat room, a lending library, bi-monthly bmnches and

holiday gatherings- Working solo is becoming accepted by the larger Pagan community
which once scorned those without a coven or circle. Solitary practice is now seen as a
valid way to fulfil a spintual path and it is no longer canies the same stigmatization of
illegitimacy that it once did. Still, those who do work within a group-and
practitioners-beIieve

many solitary

it is still preferable to work within a coven.

Conclusion

Since 1979 when the first of the influential Pagan books gained popularity, the
climate and cornmunity of Paganism has been drasticaliy altered. Large numbers of
people sought out Paganism after meeting someone involved in Paganism or by reading a
book or attending a lecture on the subject. In most instances, a scarcity of teachers existed

and many people relied heavily on books to become acquainted with and knowledgeable
in Paganism, and many people practiced on their own. The solitary practitioner has
become an established phenornenon in North Amerka, and is no longer the "poor cousin7'
to those practicing in a group. In many cities solitary practitioners gather to celebrate the
sabbats together. Community events may be organized in order that those who practice
on their own are not socially isolated from like-minded people.
Teachers, mentors, circles and covens still hold great appeal for some people. The
role mentors play in Paganism differs from tradition to tradition, coven to coven, and
relationship to relationship, but generally it is one of trust, respect and loyalty.'" The
secrecy associated with Witchcrafi and Paganism is found in many traditions, and those
secrets c m onIy be learnt (in theory) from another.
As the discussion of who qualifies as a Witch illustrates, there is no single agreed
upon definition. Respect, power and authonty are not automatically bestowed upon
anyone, and can only be given fieely by each individual listener. While many people
believe they rely on instinct or common sense. 1 believe people ask cerrain questions and
look for certain characteristics that account for their "instinctual" judgement. A variety of
factors affect how a listener interprets and evaluates a speaker, including but not limited
to. age, experience, maturity, visibility, personality and humility-

CHAPTER
THREE
"Those Who Cannot Bear Your Rule
WU Leave You"
Introdrrction

Power and authorïty are important issues within the Pagan community. The
literature, both academic and popular, is rife with discussion o f these issues. Starhawk, a
Feminist Witch and author, has made power and authority central to her discussion for
over two decades. Power and authority have always been feminist issues, and the Dianic
Cr& has struggled since its inception with how to reconcile feminist ideals with preexisting Pagan structures as well as with the real-world logistics o f working within a
@U
' PThe Pagan community at large must also deal with these issues. Many Witches
who do not follow the Dianic path, and who may even be d i s d a i f i l of its tenets, still use
Starhawk's theories of power. They may disagree with the assertion that hierarchy and
the roles of high priedess should be abandoned, or the belief that non-hierarchical
groups with equal access to power and leadership and decisions by group consensus are
more appropriate (Starhawk 1989: 10). Yet, most Pagans agree that abuse of power is
cornmon enough in mainstrearn religions and that Paganism, seen as a fairly new
religious movement, should strive to avoid that particular pitfall. The realization that
power, leadership and authonty need examination can b e found in the earliest Wiccan
writings: the title of this chapter, "Those who cannot stand your rule will leave you," is
found among the Alexandrian Cr& rules (Farrar, Farrar and Bone 1998).
Power and authority are cornplex issues that cover many areas. Not surprisingly,
much o f the argument underlying "Bitchcraft" (Marron 1989: 80) and "Witch Wars" that
have plagued the community for decades have to do with issues o f power. In this chapter
1wiII discuss some of these issues, including the place of hierarchy, central authority, and

dogma and belief within Paganism. 1wi11 also examine how respect and authority are
gained and used within Paganism.

Central Authoritv

The move away fiom central authority and toward individual autonomy is not
unique to Paganism, but certainly epitomizes it, Many Pagans have a
...persistent, and aimost definitional aversion.. - to forma1 organizations.
Cornpelling Neo-Paganism to adapt to a structure that is essentially alien
to it would diminish part of the appeal that it holds for its practitioners,
and would probably jeopardize rather than enhance its stability over time.
(Reid 1994: 20)

There are no heads or leaders, no governing bodies, very little dogrna, and no central
authority or unified voice. There are, however, ranks, titles and quasi-Ieaders (usually
authors). A plethora of different traditions, beliefs, deities, and ntuals fall under the broad
category of "Pagan." Even using the term "Wicca" does not simpliQ definitions,
although many traditiond Wiccans have a definite and discrete definition that they
personally use.
As there is no central authority, each coven is self-ruling. They rnay be comected
to another one, having split or been "hived" fiom a central coven (Farrar and Farrar 1984;
Sanders 1W6), but no coven is required to follow the lead or orders of another (Starhawk
1992: 265). Advice fiom a more established coven may be sought, but behaviors, beliefs

and mles that are discordant fkom those of another coven cannot be proscnbed, and
sanctions against the deviant coven are rarely effective. As formal excommunication is
nor an option for Pagans, the only viable alternative for a tmly unsavory person or coven
is decentralized excommunication by gossip and shunning.

.

So central to Pagan ethos is the sovereignty afforded to the individual and coven
that its adherents accept the possibility that their religion will not be recognized legally
by their governments because of this aspect of their "faith." Governments require an
estimated number of followers, clear and discernible qualifications for t hose claiming to
be clergy, and discrete, uniform and universal tenets that the rnajority of followers
believe. Thus, Pagans have had little success in gaining legal status in Canada and the
United States.' This prevents even large Pagan groups îrom being able to issue taxdeductible receipts and from performing legal marriage ceremonies (Reid 1994: 8).
The WCC, however, will be permitted to perfonn legal marriages in 2004, after fulfilling
the twenty-five year period required by the Ontario government before oficial status as a

religion can be granted. The success of the WCC, however, is not necessarily Iooked
upon as a success for the Pagan comrnunity at Iarge. Many people are cntical of the WCC
for its structure, politics and basis of belief. The WCC operates under a stmcture sirnilar
to rnainstream religions, which maGy Pagans find distasteful- Its comection with business
is also problematic, as the jarneses ow and operate The Occult Shop in Toronto and the
WCC temple is located in the same building.' The WCC have been fighting the federal

and provincial government for many years when money for lawyers is available in an
effort to get, as Richard James explains, "the Wiccan Church of Canada as a corporate
entity to be able to do things."
The WCC7seffort to "do things" has been met with resistance in the past as well.

In 1990 a letter to Corrections Canada written by Richard James found its way into the
hands of Ottawa elder, scholar and author Anahita-Gula, The letter concerned prison
rnini~try,~
and within it James professes that he and Tamarra "represent[ed] and 'spoke
for' a wide variety of different Witchcraft traditions" (Reid 1994: 17). Anahita-Gula
contacted representatives of different Pagan groups and different traditions across Canada
to see if anyone had authorized the WCC to speak on their behalf As a result, people
wrote to both the WCC and to Corrections Canada "supporting prison ministry, but
disavowing any connection with the group" (Reid 1994: 18).
The possibility that the WCC wiII becorne the only recognized voice of Pagans in
Ontario concems both people who are both cntical of the WCC and those who applaud
their visibility. An open discussion session on respect, rights-and Ie~itirnacyof Pagans in
Canada was held by the PFPC at the Kaleidoscope Gathering (Mini-Fest) in August 1998.
Led by Gina Ellis, the session resonated with fears that any legitimate status for one
branch of Paganism would translate into de facto illegitimacy for any other branch.
Although not al1 Pagans are concemed with the legal legitimacy of their religion, judging
fiom the response at this forum attended by approxirnateiy sixty people of the three
hundred attendees, most believe Paganism should be equal under the taw with other
religions.' The right to perform legal mariages is a foremost concem. How the
government should recognize clergy is a matter of great debate. The majority of Pagans
find "the prospect of orle institutionally acceptable form of Witchcrafi more distastem
that )?O institutionally acceptable fonns of Witchcraft" (Reid 1994:18). Umbrella

organizations which are inclusive and which value diverse traditions, such as The
Covenant of Gaia Church of Alberta (COGCOA) or The Temple of the Lady, are the
prefened choice of most Pagans.
Wierarchv
There are two main types of group organization fiom which practitioners may
choose: coven and circle. The WCC is an oddity in that it operates under a more
mainstream structure, It does have degrees, but it also has a large number of participants,
or laity, that are not members or initiates. The structure of each type can vary enormousIy
Eom group to group. A coven is differentiated f?om a circle in that a coven is a fairly
stable unit, and that its mernbership is small and not open to the public or the Pagan
cornmunity at large. One rnust be invited to be a member of a coven. While the classic
number of participants in a coven is thirteen this is not required, and many covens operate
with five to nine rnembers. It is far easier to manage and to create a strong, tnisting
relationship with a smaILer group of people (Crowley 1997: 7).This is extremely
important, as a coven is "supposed to be founded upon 'perfect love and [perfect] trust"'
(Reid 1994: 10).
Within the coven, there are typically a high pnestess and high priest, of which the
high priestess has the ultimate authority, being "prima inter pares, first among equals"

(Farrar and Farrar 1984: 17; Guiley 1992: 41 1; Luhrmann 1989: 32). Often the remaining
mernbers have different ranks. An initiation systern, which Gardner probably borrowed

fiom the Masons, is found in Gardnerian and Alexandrian covens, as well as in many
other traditions, including some Dianic covens (Guiley 1992: 420). Covens may also
create their own initiatov systems based on rules and regulations decided upon by that
particular group (Marron 1989:9 1-3).
While most traditional Wiccan covens have an established hierarchy,*Dianic
covens may or may not have a high priestesse6In the tenth amiversary edition of her
influential book The SpiralDame, Starhawk explains that within the various Feminist
covens she is familiar with, the t.erms and roles of high priest/ess have been eliminated in
favor of a non-hierarchical structure. Proponents of the elimination of the ranks -1argely
Feminist Witches and solitary practitioners-believe

the perpetuation of hierarchy due to

the distinction between l d y and clergy is not appropriate. Guardians are no longer
needed; al1 h a v e - o r shouId have-access

to the tmth (however defined) (Starhawk

1989: 10,207)A ranking systern has inherent inequalities, say those in favor of non-hierarchical

groups. A priestless is distinguished Erom the rest of the group, the seekers. A seeker is
one who has yet to l e m the mystenes, while the priest/ess is a guardian of that
knowledge (Greenfield 1982: 532). WhiIe the priest/ess passes on knowledge in cIasses,
lectures, tutoring, workshops and the like, s/he is unlikely to provide the information and
skills en masse that differentiate the preist/ess f?om those Iearning from her or him. If al1
were qualified in the title high prïestess, the role would be redundant, so "the very nature
of her role depends on the maintenance of hierarchyY7
(Greenfield 1982: 533)-The
eradication of hierarchy necessitates the removal of special roles and titles for any
member. Although Starhawk asserts this is how covens are now run in the San Francisco
Bay area, Ontario has nor yet followed suit. Here, hierarchies, ranks and titles are still the
norrn.
The mode1 of a Dianic coven Starhawk discusses is not always tme to the reality

(1 989: 10). Even so, it is "a group of peers.. .it is not a 'leaderless group"' (Starhawk
1989: 5 I), but a "circle of fkiends, in which there is Ieadership, but no hierarchy, small
enough to create community without loss of individuality" (Starhawk 1989: 210). Though
the goal is, in many cases, to work without leaders, it is more important to recognize and
acknowledge the power relations that do exist, rather than ignoring them in favor of
paying lip seMce to equality. Such hidden power structures.do not provide a safe space
for practitioners, according to Starhawk (1987: 155-7).
This may work on a small, local level but authors such as Starhawk are awarded
"star status" and are referred to as leaders (H. Berger 1999: 1 11-12). Another influential
feminist author rationalizes the contradiction between advocating the elimination of
hierarchy and titles and the creation of an entire group of "leaders" based on their
publishing history and Pagan participation. As the Feminist Witchcrafl movement is only
about a quarter of a century old, "courageous leaders [are needed] at this point"
(Budapest I982:MO).

Circles are less stable. Participants may appear only once, or regularly. Generaily

an invitation to join is not needed, nor must organizers be given notice of participation,

Many fledgling covens begin as circles. Members corne and go; trust and cornfort are
established slowly. Only then will the circle declare itseE a coven and its membership
closed (Starhawk 1989:220).
A circle may be afiliated with a coven and mas be convened for ritual,

instruction, or both (Reid 1994: 10). The WCC operates under such a system, as it has
public circles every Sunday, as well as teaching cIasses. Many small-scale covens also
have an open circle that is run through but is separate £tom the dosed coven- The Coven
of the Mist, which began at York University, is a closed coven, but its members operate

an open ckcle as well. In the Dianic community, there are many circles, rather than
covens, as some women find the closed membership quickly gives way to roles, duties
and expectations that lead to hierarchy and structure, rather than the supposedly 6eeflowing, egalitarian circles- However, informants in Toronto and Ottawa report that
attempts at non-hierarchical structures either dissolve because of disorginization or over
politics or cornpetition for control. The Infinite Circle, an alternative spirituality group at
The University of Waterloo is also a circle, as it performs open rimals once a month.
Leadership changes every tenn, aIthough how the three term leaders are chosen has been
the subject of debate and anirnosity among club members.' The University of Waterloo
group and many Dianic circles can be differentiated from the WCC and Coven of the
Mist open circles in that the latter have both clergy and laity.
The distinction between clerm and Iaity is one that needs examination. The lack
of such a distinction draws many people to Paganism, but in reality, a distinction really
does exist. A basic dogmatic principle of Wicca, and Paganism in general, is that each
person is the ultimate spiritual authority in their own journey. Crowley explains that
Paganisrn "differs from other religions in the status of its adherents. Wicca offers not
entry into a congregation of followers, but initiation into the priesthood of the Mysteries"
(1 996a: 2). Those who enter are bestowed "the authority to perforrn for themselves the

rit~alsand spiritual exercises necessary for their spiritual development" (Crowley 1989:
10). Membership guarantees power and responsibility, as well as a title of priestjess. As

discussed above, authors, as defacto leaders. authorize autonomy.

Ln most modem Pagan traditions, the priesthood is not considered to be
consecrated or set apart-religious experts whose word must be obeyed as
Iaw. Most Pagans believe that the priesthood is part of the duties of an
adult in Society. We must work and worship and rnediate with our Gods
and serve the spiritual needs of those around us. (Crowley 1994: 26)
Yet, the prevalence of the degree system contradicts this assertion. Most people do not
use these titles immediately after the onset of practice. Additionally, exactly how this
principle is interpreted can Vary widely. For some, including many Dianic covens,
pnesthood is granted irnmediately upon entrance to a coven- In the Alexandrian and
Gardnerian traditions there are two Ievels before the degrees begin. An initiate is one
working with the coven but who has not yet been initiated, which involves a dedication to
the Gods (a verbal oath dunng a special ritual). In other traditions priesthood is not
ganted until one has first passed through an initial period of probation and is initiated
(Gardner 1982). This waiting time alfows coven members to first see if they are
cornfortable working with a person, and to see their level of cornmitment and knowledge.

Only then will that they be initiated, which bestows both membership to the coven, the
rank of priedess and al1 the duties and obligations (which vary) that rank confers.
British Traditional Wicca, as defined by informant Adrienne, is "an oath-bound,
initiatory, mystery faith that celebrates the rnysteries contained within The Charge of the
Goddess and The Legend of the Descent." By definition, then, there must be those who
have higher rank and the authority to bestow ~ a n kand degree upon those b e l ~ wthern.
Whether such people are clergy or simply teachers is a contentious issue. As Crowley
explains, "a11 groups-must have people whose greater experience is recognized and who
can give the lead in religious ritual" (1994: 26). Even Starhawk would agree, as she
acknowledges that the change to non-hierarchical structure with alternating leadership
has been made possible by the existence of "a core group of highly experienced ritual
makers" who are capable of running the coven (Starhawk 1989: 10).
The priesthood is. therefore, an attainable goal by anyone; but exclusivity is still
maintained .by a caveat: along with the elevated status are increased spiritual and
logistical responsibilities that must also be accepted. The priest/ess'is expected to arrange
meetings, plan ritual, teach and provide guidance to coven members. Those in the
priesthood explain, somewhat sanctimoniousiy, that being part of the priesthood is

expected to be a "Iife's work."' Not everyone, then, has the time, ambition o r energy to
take on such a task. Mmy people desire religious fùlfillment without having to put much
effort into their spirituality. The WCC's open circles and classes are, in part, a direct
reaiiration of this fact. Tamarra James,' High Pnestess of the WCC, comments that
people should not be excluded from Pagan worship sirnply because they cannot, or do not
want to, attain a Ievel of priesthood. Further,

- ..she believes the distinction between clergy (the people who organize
and perform rituals and teach ciasses) and laity (the people who attend
rituals and classes) is a valuable tool in the promotion of inclusion, rather
than Seing a way of alienating people through the imposition o f a
hierarchy. (Reid 1994: 9)
The existence of a clergy is nor only beneficial to the laity either, nor is it contradictory to
the ideology of Paganism. Despite the unpopularity o f such views, Marron explains that
Tamarra justifies the concept of a Wiccan church by "citing older traditions frorn preChristian times. The old Pagan religions were public institutions with a priesthood that
ministered to a Iaky" (1989: 68). The pnesthood went underground during persecutions,
only teaching to those they tmsted and after people had made a cornmitment to a coven
and pledged an oath of secrecy. Tamarra explains that "Without having a laity to
serve.. .the priesthood wouid become a sterile, incestuous elite" (Marron 1989: 68).
Ironically, this is exactly what some Pagans believe the WCC's priesthood has become.

In the twenty years of its existence only two people have ever obtained third degree status
besides the original three who fonned the Church.
Many Pagans, however, consider themselves clergy of their own tiny coven, or
even just themselves. Says Rowan, "1 consider rnyself a High Priestess of rny own little
tradition." They do not agree their occupations bave to be devoted to religion as often
their social and leisure activities are (although many of my informants had written books,
theses, web sites or taught classes, thereby combining religion and occupation at least
temporarily). They interpret "Iife's work" to mean continued studying, learning, practice
and cornmitment, but largely performative. Devotion, worship and practice need not be
elaborate rituals at specific tirnes and places; religion can be a part of the daily routine,
enacted unceremoniously in small, private ways (Bloch 1998: 59). Not ail simple acts, of
course, are religious in nature and it can be difficult to distinguish them fiom other

cultural performances (Geertz 1966:29). A lack of authority allows individuals to create
individuaily meaningfùl rituals-large

and small, simple and elaborate. Like the

organization of Paganism, belief is unconstrained and private.
Dogrna, Belief and Performance

The Pagan aversion to authority is not limited to structures and hierarchy- "The
Pagan vision is one which says that neither doctrine nor dogma nor asceticism nor rule by
masters is necessary.. and that ecstasy and fieedom are both possible" (Adler 1986: xii,
italics in original). A Iack of dogma is thought to exist in two areas: scarcity of sacred
texts, and by disbelief in the actual physical existence of deity. Despite this comrnon
refrain, there is a great deal of consensus. Yet, while the practices (ritual format, poetry,
or structure) rnay not be the same, the fùndamental basis is likely to be similar. Thus,
while Paganism has much less dogma than mainstream religions, it is incorrect to Say
doctrine does not exist."
The dearth of sacred texts, or lack thereof, is a drawing point for many as it is
thought to contrast significantly with mainstream religion (which is a badge of pride for
some). Al1 traditions that 1know of have a set of Crafl Laws (although they may not be
called this specifically) which are typically drawn fiom Gardnerian and Alexandrian
traditions- The original fifty composed by Gerald Gardner were expanded to one hundred
and sixty-one by AIex Sanders (Farrar and Bone 1997b, 1997e).11While it must be

emphasized that not a11 Pagans follow the same beliefs, in jeneral The Charge of the
Goddess and The Legend of the Descent are known to most Witches and considered
sacred in some sense.
Although free to reject or ignore the dogrna that does exist, there are aIso a few
welI-known and adhered to principles. The Three-Fold Law of Return States that
everything you do will retum to you three-fold; positive "energy" begets positive
"energy," negative "energy" begets negative "energy." Thus, a proscription on
performing negative, or biack, magic is not required as each Witch can choose to accept
the consequences of performing such feats. The Wiccan Rede, "An it harm none, do
what ye will" (Farrar and Bone 1997c) gives the practitioner fieedom to pursue any
manner of desires, provided it does not bring harm to anyone. Many people include self-

harm; thus, self-destructive behavior is also proscribed. The Principle of Least Hann is

almost an extension of The Rede, as it recognizes that harm is inevitable in some
situations. For instance, the existence of humans on the planet harms the Earth and its
other inhabitants One is not going to kill oneself: but would rather recycle, reuse, reduce,
donate money to environmental and animal charities, etc.
The lack of explicit dogma in Paganism is contrasted to mainstrearn religions
which are perceived as having a wide variety of proscribed behavior: "Since Wicca has

little dogma, those who join are not burdened with convincing themselves of vast
doctrinal details against which their intellect rebels" (Crow!ey 1996a: 7). Other than The
Wiccan Rede and The Principle of Least Hann (Crowley 1997b: 20), there are few
outright restrictions on behavior. However, The Rede and The Principle of Least Hann
precludes most activities also forbidden by mainstream religions. The Rede is arguably
more stringent because it also prohibits behavior which has the potential to h m others,
such as most criminal activities, adultery, violent, intimidating or manipulative behavior.
Taken literally, hurting someone's feeling by sarcasm is condemned.

In the case of Paganism, the non-juridical mechanisrns are guilt and expectation

of karrnic return. Guilt is not likely a fùnction of being pious, but of having a conscience
formed in this culture- When our actions h m other people, we generally feei bad. The
Ten Commandments are common sense rules for socially appropriate behavior, as is The
Principle of Least H m .The notion of Karrnic return put forth in The Rede, or the idea

that "energy" put out into the universe will return in kind, is more a religious control on
behavior. Although some Pagans do believe in reincarnation, karma for Pagans is a kind
of cosmic bookkeeping that is tallied in this lifetime. Karma can be differentiated from
fate in that the latter is what actualIy happens and the former is what deserves to happen
(thus, karma can be controlled through behavior while fate cannot)."
So while rules of behavior do exist, the difference between Paganisrn and other
religions is that the individual must decide what is harmful and what is not. Therefore, it
is more correct to state that the ihsion of freedom From restriction exists, rather than the
actual carte blarrche as Pagan rhetonc decrees-

For some Witches, even the minimal dogrna that does exist must be seen as
suggestions rather than directives. Freedom fiorn behavioral and spiritual restraints is

seen as important, as restrictions are perceived as a form of control imposed by
hierarchical structures- Such structures are regarded as a threat to persona1 autonomy
because of their size, influence and "facelessness." When such structures are dissolved
"the heavenly chain of command is broke[n and] the divinely revealed texts are seen as
poetry, not truth" (Starhawk 1989: 116). Being poetry, rather than the word of the Gods,
doctrine is relegated to the realm of the mortal, rules becorne suggestions.
Disbelief in the actual existence of deity is another fonn of resistance against
dogma, but one that is not discussed in much depth. Feminist Witches especially have
emphasized that the belief in a higher being leaves one vulnerable. They are in agreement
with Freud and Marx in the belief that "...religions keep people dependent on authority"
(Christ and Plaskow 1979: 1). Even if a hierarchical stmcture is not present in the coven,
the existence of a Supreme Being insinuates a spintual hierarchy.
An apparent danger with spirïtuality lies in accepting the patriarchal
premise that the Life-force cornes ffom an Other, a higher beirlg. Such
dogma ensures the perpetuation of a basic hierarchical system, demanding
gratitude (taxation) to a sovereign for one's existence. (Greenfield 1982:
532; italics in original)

The Feminist Witchcraft rnovement has always been critical of hierarchy, in any form, so
8

it is not surprising that they are more likely to deny the existence of the-reality of a higher
being, including the Goddess. It must be emphasized, however, that many Pagans
absolutely beIieve in the existence of higher beings. Douglas Thew, for example,
worships ancient Celtic deities who, for him, are actual beings.
Disbelief in the actual existence, however, does not necessarily mean that the
Gods and Goddesses are thought not to exist at all. Nor does it mean they are not
worshipped with zealousness and sincerity. They do not have fonn, but are immanent.
Those Witches who believe, as Douglas Thew does, that the Gods are actual beings,
explain their beliefs in two ways: that the Gods are immanent, or that they conceptualize
deity as archetypes and modeIs of human behavior and possibilities.
Both Feminist and non-Feminist Witches alike ofien phrase the denial of deity in
a metaphysical way. They may insist that the Goddesses and Gods are present within
each and every person, rather than existing on a separate plane. Brandon Myers explains
that the Gods and Goddesses are

very much.. .environmentally immanent-..They live in where they are, ...
identified within various features of the environment that surrounds
us.. .the environmental phenornena.. .[such as] weather, features, animals
and the like, have within them a kind of divinity. They participate in a
kind of divinityThe explanation that the Gods are immanent-residing

animate natural things (rocks, etc.) and the universe-was

within nature, living things, nona common view on the nature

of divinity among my inforrnants. Gods, for this group, were not beings, but did exist in
this sense. That is not to say that rocks, for instance, were regarded as Gods or to have a
consciousness, but that rocks were seen to have a divine essence because they were a part
of the natural world (televisions, for example, do not have a similar essence)- Gods are
part of a tightly woven, interconnected web that is the universe.
Immanence was envisioned in other ways. Cornmon to the New Age rnovement,
severai other Witches explained the Gods as "energy" in the sense physicists use the

tem. Everything that exists is made up of energy, as are the Gods. In this scherna, the
Gods do exist, but in a different sense than does the Judeo-Christian God. Luhrmann
elaborates on the persistence of metaphors in Paganism, and the dificulty of such a
conceptualization of deity.
1suspect that for practitioners there is a natural slippage fkom metaphor to
extant being, that it is difficult--particularly in a Judeo-Christian societygenuinely to treat a deity-figure as only a metaphor, regardless of how the
religion is rationalized. The figure becomes a deity, who cares for you.
(Luhrmann 1989: 46-7)

One variation on immanence is also found in Judeo-Christian religions: the Gods exist
within the individual. Feminist Witches have often repeated that every woman is a
Goddess (Budapest 1982:540), and this sentiment is expanded to both genders within the
inclusive Pagan m~vement.'~
A second way of explaining the Gods is that they are manifesrations of the human

uncons~ious,'~
archetypes and metaphors of human behavior. Through religion, human
behavior is held up for cornparison-either

to emulate or to reject-against

a

conceptualization of how the Gods behave, and reality is contrasted with how the
universe is "supposed to" work (Geertz 1966: 4). Practitioners dismiss the idea of a

higher being, but fervently believe in the core elements of the religion-the

morals,

ethos, and basic "tmth-"
StilI others believe that the Gods exist, but expand on the idea that Gods are
transcendent. Here, the suggestion is that we, as humans, cannot begin to comprehend
what the gods actually are because they are too far removed from Our reality. The only
way we can begin to conceptualize deities is to athropornorphke them, or give them

human characteristics, motivations and behaviors. Michelle D. Noël explains deity as
being "manifestations of divinity." Cinnivint Dvin explains that there is a basic beginning
that he envisions (although he is uncornfortable with the analogy) as being "a Force" such

as that depicted in Star Wars. "And Isis, Diana, Loki-.-even the native totems, which I'm
also fairly big into, like Coyote and Crow and that, 1 see them as aspects-masks-that
this life force wears so we can understand it better,"
A concern with the physicality of the Gods was evident in the responses of

informants on the nature of divinity. Informants found it difficult to explain how
something existed, but did not have physical presence or shape. Many people found it
much easier to begin with the concept of the Gods in human forms-Diana

the hunter, for

instance. From there practitioners could envision the qualities that Diana possessed as
being a sort of ternplate for human behavior to emulate or reject on an individual basis.
Each of the Gods have their own unique qualities, and because they are not traditionspecific but drawn from a common source (such as Greek mythology), they are known by
most Pagans. Alternatively, those qualities, often descnbed as being the "essence,"
existed as eaergy in the universe which practitioners could incorporate into their own
being when it was desirable to possess such qualities. A slippage between transcendence
and immanence was common in explanations provided by my informants.
Pagans, then, cannot be said to have a universal notion of deity, of sacredness, or

of the essential aspects of what constitutes Paganism. Those following an Alexandrian,
Gardnerian, Seax-Wicca or Oddyssian tradition are more likely than others to have a set
of beliefs that most within that tradition will agree on, although people's explanations of
the divine will still differ greatly. Gina Ellis, who jests that her conceptuaIization of deity
changes "on alternate Wednesdays," believes that the differences, the contradictions and
the tendency to change one's mind is nothing to be concemed about:

1 think one of the things 1like about Wicca is that you don't have to have a
definite idea. We don? al1 agree the ways Christians, at least
theoretically.- .used to al1 agree on: Jehovah as_ ..God and on certain
charactenstics, and a real situation. We don't necessarily agree with each
other and a lot of the time we don? even compare notes because it gets
kind of embarrassing, And we don't have to even be consistent. 1 can
conceptuaiize deity one way one day and totally.. .I don't even think about
it.
The permission to be inconsistent, to differ radically in thought Eom your spouse, high

priest/ess, or fiom your coven mates is essential to the beIief that central authority and
d o p a do not have a place in Paganism. The IegaIly recognized Pagan church., The
Temple of the Lady, extols this belief in its Statement of Faith:
We believe that the DeitiesDivine manifest to humanity in a myriad ways,
and thus no two (2) people have the same perception of them. We thus
acknowledge and support the right of each one of us to worship the
Goddess and God in our own fashion, and that no person's perception of
Them is in any way i n f i o r or without merit. (Temple of the Lady 1999b)

Even this statement is restrictive, as rnany Feminist Witches do not recognize a male
deity at d l . Arnong those that do acknowledge the God generaily, they do not give him
equal standing with the Goddess. Additionally, many Pagans recognize a pantheon of
Gods, not a single male and femaie God.
Luhrmann has identified four positions used by Pagans to explain rnagic, although
most people probably use al1 four explanations at some point during their rnagical career
(1989: 285-96). The Realist position holds that an objective reality that can be known and
controIIed exists. Further, rnagic reveals more of this reality than does science. The
second position is that which Luhrmann calls the "Two Worlds" position; here the
practitioners must leave their "analytical" minds outside of ritual, as magical claims can
not be understood within the normal world. "No one, not even a saint, lives in the world
religious symbols formulate al1 of the tirne, and the majonty of men live in it only at
moments" (Geertz 1966: 3 5). Well-educated practitioners must exercise a "suspension of
disbelief' in order to work rnagic. 1 would argue that the taking of Cr& names and the
wearing of ritual garb helps to facilitate the taking on of an alternative identity while in
ritual. Indeed, the rnagician consciously prepares for entrance into an alternate world. "In

a ritual, the world as lived and the world as imagined, ksed under the agency of a single

set of symbolic forrns, turn out to b e the same worid" (Geertz 1966: 28). A third
position, that of the Relativist, argues that al1 truths are "relative and contingent." This is
a common argument among practitioners. And lastly, the Metaphorid position in which

practitioners acknowledge magical clairns are likely untrue. Despite this, practitioners
assert that magic does work in a sense, because magic is more about the psychological,
personai experience, and spiritual experience than what goes on in the physical world.
Despite the intellectuai rationalization and self-conscious reflection on the way
their religion is constructed, informants achieve satisqing ernotional reactions and
psychological benefits f7om participation- As Luhrmann notes, many practitioners join
Paganism for political reasons, such as environmentalism or feminism, rather than for
religious reasons. As a result they "treat the rnagic primarily as a myth, a way of
expressing rather than of doing.. .their pnmary emphasis is upon ritual practice as
expression, not as practical act based upon intellectual claims (1989: 394).
This is not Limited to New Religious Movements (NRMs)-of which Paganism is
one. Luhrmann notes that some Christian theologians have argued for an understanding
of Christianity that does not require a belief in God, as that would be more appropriate
for the secuIar world in which we live (Kee 1985: 20, in Luhrmann 1989: 30 1)- Further,
she believes this rationalization is not a hindrance to religious devotion, but aids in its
appeal:
This intellectual strategy of ambivalence seerns common in Our selfconscious, rationalistic society: it seems not unlikely that magic is
appealing partly because it so evidentljr relies upon this son o f intellectual
strategy. (1989: 341)

Truzzi, however, calls occult-based religions "pop religion" which show
a playful conternpt for what many once viewed seriously [the occult] (and
some still view thusly) ...represents. - - a kind of victory over the
supernatural. What we are seeing is largely a demystification-process of
what were once fearful and threatening cultural elements. Most significant
is the very playfilness in the attitudes of most of the people involved in
the occult revival. (1985: 3 80)
Solemn reverence is not a requirement in Pagan ritual and worship. The Starhawk version
of The Charge of the Goddess instructs "Let my worship be in the heart that rejoices, for
behold-al1

acts of love and pleasure are My rituals" (1 989: 90- 1). loy, laughter and

mirth are vital and important aspects of ritual and Paçanism, and do not preclude pietyt5

Besides, says Geertz, "to be pious is not to be perforrning something we would cal1 an act
of piety, but to be liable to perform such acts" (1966: 10). As we shall see below, the
performative aspect of religion is extremely importantOne of Luhrmann's most interesting theories on Pagans lies in the area of beliec
as she attempts to account for the altered worldview of individuals afler becorning

involved. Practitioners are well-educated, middle-class people fkom backgrounds which
do not easily accept magic, but f i e r becoming involved (for a variety of different
reasons) "leam to find it eminently sensible" (1989: 7).
In religious belief and practice a group's ethos is rendered intellectually
reasonable by being shown to represent a way of Ise ideally adapted to the
actual state of affairs the world-view describes, while the world-view is
rendered emotionally convincing by being presented as an image of an
actud state of &?airspeculiarly weI1 arranged to accommodate such a way
of life, (Geertz 1966: 3 )

The conversion to magical beliefs by rniddle-class Westerners is not the same as that of
magicians in pre-literate societies, warns Luhrmam. In the case of modem Pagans,
..- these are people self-conscious in their rejection, at least to some extent,
of conventionaI ideals. Thus they are likely to be more aware of and
ambivalent about terms like 'belief which signal a public cornmitment to
a particular view. (1989: 352-3)

What happens, says Luhrmann, is that people make assertions and then act as if they are
true. People begin readingand attending rituals for reasons other than seeking religion,
perhaps because their partner attends or because feminist, political or environmental
contacts introduced them to like-minded people. They continue to participate because
they get something out of it-social

interaction, drama, entertainment-but

eventually

they experience reactions they describe as "religious" in nature.
As individuals continue to engage in practice, what they are doing slowly

becomes more coherent and important, as they are constantly interpreting results and
their own involvement (Luhrmann 1989: 8). This slow shifiing of conceptualization is
temed "interpretive drift" by Luhrmann. She explains it as being
...the slow, ofien unacknowledged shift in someone's rnanner of
interpreting events as they becorne involved with a particular activity. As
the newcomer begins to practice, [sdhe becomes progressively more

skilled at seeing new patterns in events, seeing new sorts of events as
significant, paying attention to new patterns. (1989: 3 12)
There is a performative dimension to interpretive drift: these new intellectud habits are
made to seem more reasonable and "legitimized the rich experiences that had become so
important to their livesy' (1989: 10-11) through continued practice. Experience is key.
Whatever Paganism was ta them when they began, &er a period, many Pagans began to
understand their involvement as being religious in nature only after extended practice
(1989: 177). Although books are very important for the neophyte in North Amenca,

Vivianne Crowley recounted in Our interview that the British Pagans rely much more
heavily on ''oral tradition, which you learn by watching people doing things." Still, even
among book-orientated North Amencan Pagans, practice is crucial to acquinng belief.
People are drawn to Paganism because of widespread sympathies to
environmental or feminist concems, because fiiends or lovers are involved, or because
they are attracted to the romanticized past. For many entering Paganism, it is a secular
pursuit which eventually becomes perceived as religion through practice. Why then do
other secular leisure or social activities not become regarded similarly? Geertz suggests
that the difference lies in the fundamental lessons gleaned fiom that pursuit: the
individual must aiso see that activity as symbolic of some transcendent truths" (1966:
13).

Powm Respect und Authority
Dianic Witches are typically more concerned than others with issues of hierarchy

and power, but those not following a Feminist path also grapple with similar issues. They
arise during mundane meetings and spectacular rituals, during social, politica! and sacred
gatherings. In both the Onawa and Toronto Pagan communities shunning of individuals
occurred after serious transgressions involving sexual assaults. As discussed above,
shunning is the decentralized version of excommunication. An institution such as the

WCC or a circle or coven rnay inform its membership that an individual is no longer
welcome, or the leaders will inform the individual privately. other members not knowing
anything is miss. Ostracism may also be conducted by an unspoken agreement. If a
person's behavior was criminal and morally banknipt, such as a rape, then the majority of

people, as they Ieam of the incident, will decide as individu& that they do not want to
associate with such a person. In small city or regional Pagan communities, gossip is a
routine exchange- Secrets told in confidence are no more likely to be shared than in other
communities, and should be less Iikely if people adhere to the "An' it harm none" rule,
General information, however, such as who people are having an affair with, or is buying
a house, changing jobs, getting married, etc. will be shared in the community, generally
among people who know the people involved- In cases where the behavior is extreme,
information is likely to be shared with more people, including people who do not know
the people involvedTo distinguish those with legitimate authority fiom those who attempt to enforce
their position through violence, bribery, coercion (overt or subtle), sex or exnotional ties,
or other means, many of my informants used Starhawk's concept of power. Starhawk
conceptualizes three types of power relations that exist: power-over, power-fiom-within,
and power-with (or influence). Power-over was the only type of power relationship

described by name by informants, but I have presented al1 three catesories. Informants
were unable to discuss the remaining categories with any clarity although some described
situations that could fa11 into the other two categories. WhiIe the distinctions made are
theoretically interestin& Starhawk fails to distinguish between a discussion of coven
politics and those of the mundane world; her theory is more a rallying cry than a useh1
analysis of power.
Power-over is the most eequently encountered type of relationship in mainstream
society, says Starhawk, which stems from "the consciousness of estrangement." She
characterizes this as "the view of the world as made up of atomized, nonliving parts,
mechanicaliy interacting, valued not for what they inherently are but only in relation to
some outside standard" (Starhawk 1987: 9). Power-over is the power to make decisions,
which is a top-dom approach in hierarchical structures and is more broadly based in
egalitarian stmctured groups (Starhawk 1987: 268). This is the type of power that creates
laws and rules. To Starhawk, laws and rules, like hierarchy, have inherently negative
associations which deny the individual authority and autonomy because these "abstract,
generalized formulations [are then] enforced on the concrete realities of particular
circumstances" (Starhawk 1987: 14). This is the nature of hierarchy: power exists in a

pyramid-like form. A few people reign at the top, and the majority of people reside at the
bottom of the power-ladder. Those at the bottom-the

foIlowers-provide

the balance for

the structure. Regardless of how the leaders obtained their power, without those at the
bottom, their position is meaningless. Thus, without continued hierarchy and an
imbalance of power relationships, the rote and power of the leader is redundant,
Feminist Witchcraft has long ctaimed this to be m e , which is why it has
attempted to remove the secrecy, the specidized roles and hierarchy found in most other
Pagan traditions. The secrets of the Goddess are revealed in feminist texts, students and

readers are encouraged to initiate themselves if they have no coven, to follow their own
path and to adapt the truths as they see fit- British Traditional Witchcrafi, in particular,
stands in opposition to this free-fonn spirituality.
When Janet and Stuart Farrar published A Witches' Bible (1 984),16 many in
Britain and North America were shocked. The Farrars are Alexandrian Wiccans, and are
thus oath-bound. However, A Witches' Bible contains the exact wording of rituals,
including initiations, Oaths are contracts with coven mates, the gods and the initiate, but
shaming is the onIy way to enforce them. Thus, people not initiated by an Alexandrian
Witch had the required knowledge and ritual to initiate themselves and others. The
mysteries and secrets were revealed. On the web site of the Farrars and Gavin Bone,
anyone can access the Craft Laws (Farrarand Bone 199%).
Despite the widespread dissemination of formally secret information, some
informants reveaI a desire to guard remaining secrets and mysteries. For a myriad of
reasons, many of those who possess power through the possession of knowledge do not
want secret knowledge to be revealed en masse through the tntemet, books, classes and

courses. The absence of secrecy will necessitate the absence of guardians. Power is
knowledge; the maintenance of secrecy is crucial to the survival of the role of guardian.
The continued rore of the guardian depends on the imbalance of knowledge, access and
experience.
Power-fiom-within is Starhawk's second form of power, although it is also a state
of mind and a position fiom which to situate oneseK It can b e used regardless of the type
of power others practice. Power-frorn-within is "akin to the sense of mastery we develop
as young children with each new unfoiding ability" which ernanates fiom a bonding or

sense of connection with human beings and with the natural environment (Starhawk
1987: 10). The consciousness that issues forth this type of power relationship is a

worldview that accepts the earth as a living being. ït is a "holistic" Weltanschamg. one
that understands that al1 aspects of life have far reaching consequences, and that simple
cause and effect rnechanisms do not apply to realiq. Whereas the language of power-over
is laws and rules, the language used in power-fiorn-within relationships is "poetry,
metaphor, symbol, ritual, myth, the language of magic, of 'thinking in things,' where the
concrete becornes resonant with mysteries that go beyond its seeming soiid form. Its
language is action.. ." (Starhawk 1987: 15).
This form of power daims that power centers can be created both inside and
outside of an individual, and "power is where it is perceived" (Starrett 2982: 191)-This
type of power is one that al1 people can, and should, possess regardless of their position
in a hierarchy or power relationship. Some of my informants explain power-f?om-within
as their source of strenSgh, their sense of peace in times of adversity, or the basis for their
faith. This form of power protects people kom those who attempt to control and
manipulate-those

who practice power-over.

Power-with, or influence, is -StarhawkYs
third type of power. It is her least
expanded and explained form, although it is the f o m of power she advocates as rnost
compatible with Paganism. It is defined as the power that a strong individual has to
suggest, but not to command, and be Iistened to. Others wilI cornply because they find the
person reasonable and convincing, not because it is their only option or because they
themselves aïe unable to voice an opinion. "The source of power-with is the willingness
of others to listen to Our ideas" (Starhawk 1987: 26). WCC High Pnestess Tamarra James
explains:
Authority is not something that you c m assume for yourself If what you
Say bears validity, and what you Say has meaning for the people who listen
to you, then they will perceive you as an authority on that subject. 1 don't
set myself up as an authority on anything.
Many high priestesses and high pnests profess to practice this form of power. Coven
rnembers, however, may disagree with that assessment.
Some informants go beyond the boundaries of the definition of power-with as
explained by Starhawk. The relationships to mentors and leaders, and attributes ascribed

to them by informants coïncide with Weber's concept of charisma- Weber describes a
charïsmatic person as someone who is:
...set apart kom ordinary men [sic] and treated as endowed with
supematural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers or
qualities. These are such as are not accessible to the ordinary person, but
are regarded as of divine origin or as exernplary, and on the basis of that
the individual concerned is treated as a leader. (Weber 1964: 358)

The immediate problem is defining what constitutes the supernahird or the superhuman.
Witchcraft generally includes the practice of rnagic, which is described by practitioners
as the ability to bend or shape reality. While the assertion that magicians actually produce
a physical change in the universe is made by some Witches, rnany others describe magic
as the providing an avenue of altering perceptions, reactions and emotions. Many
practitioners claim superhuman abilities, such as an ability to foretell the future, read
Tarot cards or commune with the dead. These talents, however, are ofien said to be
"natural," rather than supematural; every human being has these abilities but some are
not as well developed. A successful high priest/ess must be someone skilled in magical
abilities and who can commune with the Gods. Although one may claim the title of
pnedess upon entering the religion without prior training or background knowledge,
rnost people expect-and

want-experts and leaders will exist.

Tamarra James uses Starhawk's term to explain that while the WCC has a definite
hierarchical fiamework but that
It's not power-over, it's responsibility-to- Responsibility is what the bigger
nurnbers are about. It's not about power-over. Which is what is frequently
rnisunderstood about people who don't like hierarchy. The abuse of
hierarchy devolves into a power-over. That is to be avoided at al1 costs
because what you really have is a responsibility-to. And that is the way we
teach that.
Thunder Raven agrees:
You have to be very humble. Because you have to realize that to be in the
position of leader, you have to put yourself in the position 6ehw your
neophyte, below the most junior person in your coven. You serve them.
You are responsible to them. You have been put in that position to help
these people, to work with these people so that healing can be
accomplished or the ritual can be done. You have to put yourself beIow
the lowest person and be a servant to them if you want to be a position of
leadership.

Authority, then, denotes responsibility (Starhawk 1989: 5 1)- Many of those who led
covens, worked in hierarchical groups or held a position of authority expressed similar
sentiments, if not airnost identical thoughts, This group-those

who held power-said

power-over relationships were to be avoided. Yet they also intimated that they were
impossible to avoid. Some people explained the dflerentiai of power as being a result of
their higher level of experience, knowledge and authority. The unequal power b a h c e
existed, then, for concrete reasons. Others, such as Tamama James, believed that
followers granted leadership. This conceptualization of how positions of authority are
gained corresponds to Starhawk's notion of power-with and Weber's idea of charisrna.
Power-over, however, is viewed differently and more broadly, by those who do
not hold the highest office. Those who are followers rnay interpret any relationship with

an unequal power balance as being inherently a power-over association. Starhawk
acknowledges power imbalances will exist, but that if power is given to a leader freely,
the negative implications are removed. Yet she also suggests power can never be fieely
given.
It is entirely possible, however, that Weber's charismatic person may also practice
a form of power-over. Both Weber and Starhawk maintain that a crucial aspect of
charisrna or influence, respectively, is "recognition on the part of those subject to
authorisr which is decisive for the validity of charkma. This is freely given.. ." (Weber
1964: 359)-Starhawk asserts "manipuIation7' plays a part in the decision to follow the

leadership of a character, aithough Weber disagrees. It is, however, possible that people
listen because they assume that a person knows more than they do, or that they "have tom
because that person is the leader. A person may voluntarily follow the suggestions of
another because they were manipulated through their arguments, rhetoric or position.
They may follow a person because they have a relationship, or desire a relationship with,
the person making suggestions. Foucault explains that such a power relationship is
maintained and accepted precisely because it is not forced upon the individual.
What makes power hold good, what makes it accepted, is simply the fact
that it doesn't weigh on us as a force that says no, but that it traverses and
produces things, it induces pleasure, forms knowledge, produces
discourse- It needs to be considered as a productive network which runs
through the whole social body, much more than as a negative instance
whose hnction is repression. (Foucault 1980c: 1 19)

Therefore, while a person may decide to follow the direction of another person by their
own f?ee will, the reasons for doing so are likely to be cornplicated by persona1
relationships and personality characteristics. An unequal power relationship will have its
compensating features, otherwise the followers will dissociate themselves fiom the
leader, And this certainly happens. Many people are involved with several covens before
finding one that suits their style and personality, Personality confiicts (often having to do
with cornpetition) between members are often cited as the reason why one has left a
previous coven.
Conclusion

Since Wicca's conception by Gardner, there has been a borrowing of traditions,
blending, appropriation and £feedom to alter rituai, verse and belief to better suit one's
own purpose. Pagan rhetoric decrees absolute authority to the individual regarding
spiritual development and competence. This has become a defining and drawing feature

of Paganism but the reality is much different. As with modemity itself, as we shall see
below, "the sense of f?eedom is constantly reified as a goal in and for itself' (Miller
1994: 72).

Unless practiced atone and without Pagan contacts, practitioners are exposed to a
system of ranking. This system is, to put it mildly, imprecise. Many of the critena sucb as
experience, competence, length of practice, and depth of knowledge are difficult to
determine and rely 1-argelyon self-disclosure. Other factors such as age (which may not
correspond to length of practice) are more easily determined. Despite the large numbers
of solitary practitioners, coven membership remains strong; many solitaries are not so by
choice but for Iack of opportunity to work with a group.
Witches seem to fear control by others or at least the appearance of control by
others- 1 doubt that Witches are somehow more concerned with issues of power and
control than practitioners of other religions, but because some of the most influentiai
authors have been feminists, Witchcraft has been engaged in this conversation almost
since its North Amencan inception. Despite over twenty years of discussion, no
conclusions have been made. Those with power often caution against power imbalances,
while also defending their own position of power. Recently, however, more leaders

(authors or those who run large organizations) have refiised to apologize for their
standing and have in facî argued not only for their leadership to continue, but for the
creation of a paid, professional class of Pagan clergy (H. Berger 1999: 100-122).
Fighting among Witches regarding who has the "right" to self-label are fiequent
occurrences in Pagan cornmunities, in books and on the Intemet. Tension between those
who hold the knowledge, the secrets-the

guardians-and

those seeking is mounting.

Elimination of hierarchy and widespread dissemination of "the mysteries" would
facilitate the rernoval of special titles, elevated status and power. fncreased interest in
Paganisrn has had a backlash effect on sorne practitioners who are angered by the
accessibility. Severai of my informants lamented the number of young people attending
festivals, or the number of people holding workshops without "knowing their ass fiom a
hole in the ground." Some Pagans who have been practicing for many years have
stopped-or threaten to stop-aîtending

festivals.and socializing with Pagans because

they feel they are more committed have superior knowledge and more extensive
experience than the majority of attendees. Newcomers were described as "information
vampires" -always

trying to elicit secrets and procure promises of teaching.

The fieedom to disagree, even radically, Eom another person and still be
practicing the same religion is sornething that many people find appealing about
Paganism. '%rom this perspective, culture is better defined as a body of conversationally
managed statements, rather than "acceptable" cornmon knowledge" (Lindstrom 1990: 1 112). Part of what defines Paganism is its elusiveness, the difficulty of reaching an

acceptable definition. As we will see in Chapter Four, modernity, also a terrn which
defies easy definitions, assists in understanding the contradictions rife within Paganism,
including the dificulty in defining it.

CHAPTER
FOUR
Making It Work:
Tensions, Contradictions and Rationalizations
Introduction
A cursory examination of Paganism suggests it is an aberration among religions:

no central organization, little dogma, few agreed upon tenets. How could such a religion
corne into being, survive half a century, and continue to attract an increasing number o f
practitioners? To explain Paganisrn's birth, growth and rise in popularity 1 have utilized
the work of Giddens (1990, 1994) and P. Berger (1979, 1983), as well as the collected
work of Bellah et al. (1985).
Giddens and P. Berger provide the crux of my theoretical argument, that
Paganism, with its emphasis on the individual as ultimate authority and on small group
organization, can be explained as a consequence of modernity. P. Berger is especially
important to my discussion, as he contributes a mode1 of not only what modemity does,
but also how individuals rnay respond to modernityClearly the Paçan "comrnunity" 1have studied cannot be considered a unified,
stable unit. There is great geographic, theological and organizational diversity even
among my informants, as well as among the Ontario Pagan community. P. Berger offers
three reasoning strategies that individuals within that amorphous group may utilize in
order to reconcile their religion with the modern world. But P. Berger still envisions a
cornmunity in the traditional sense in which members are comected via networks and
geographic location. For the most part, this is not true of Pagans. Bellah et ai. ofFer an
alternative designation for groups that faIl outside the boundaries of "comrnunity." The
"lifestyle enclave" is a group in which membership is typically based on sirnilarities in
leisure and consumption activities. This description fits well with the Pagan situation.
Together these theorists allow me to explain why Paganism came into being at a
particular tirne. I am also afforded the opportunity to explicate why it hoids such strong
appeal for a growing number of adherents, and how they respond to the contradictions
inherent in a magical worldview and the mythology of Paganism's history. Modemity has

provided a fertile soi1 for the growth of a religion based on the practices, real and
imagineci, of the past.
Modernitv and Reliaious PIuralism

The disembedding of institutions, the rise of individualism and secularism, and

the privatization of religion are not unique to Paganisrn; these are defining characteristics
of a penod in time known as modernity. Concrete definitions of this term are difficult to
corne by, which itself is a condition of modemity (Miller 1994: 59). Modernity is the
label given to a penod of time begiming f?om the shift in the European conceptualization
of the universe, around the time of the Renaissance and Reformation, and continuing to
the present time. This change was related to sociological and institutional changes of the
time, such as the rise of the nation-state, increased urbanization and shifts in the
relationships of production. The consequences of these changes are relevant and
necessary to understanding how the Neo-Paganism movement came into being at a
particular time in history, and how its adherents conceptuaiize their religion, despite its
inherent contradictions (Schmidt 1988). Peter Berger, a sociologist of knowledge whose
work deals specifically with modemity and its effects on religion, provides a usefùl
theory of how modem individuals face religious choice and assert the correctness of their
own choice.
The modem world is best characterized as a world ofchoices. A chief
consequence of modernity is that it pluralizes "both institutions and plausibility
structures" (P. Berger 1979: 17), thus providing a range of choices available to the
individual hitherto unheard of in human history. Individuats living in this world are
instructed that their decisions, and not destiny, will be responsible for whatever outcome
is produced, although this is far fiorn the case in reality. This movement from fate to
choice is embraced by some and feared by others. Regardless of how the transformation
fiom "destiny ...into decision" is received, a palpable quality of a modem individual is

the tendency towards reflection p.Berger 1979: 16). According to P. Berger, an
inevitable consequence of reflection is that a person becomes increasingly cclnscious of
hirnself or herseIf (1979: 22). This, in tum, results in simultaneousIy discoverhg the
world does not hold the answers it once did and in fact poses new questions, and that the

inner world of a person becomes increasingiy complicated-This occurs on both historical
and persona1 levels. A plurality of realities is not only possible but also inevitable"Reality" is not experienced as singular or unified; there are layers of reality that are
experienced reguiarly and which are recognized by the individual as diffenng fÏom one
another, These inchide states of dreaming, altered consciousness caused by extemal
factors such as alcohol or drugs, "being lost" in thought or immersed in a movie- There is
one paramount reality that is the "normal" state of being; the state to which the individuai
returns upon Ieaving other states (P. Berger 1979: 37).
Perhaps because the world is no longer infallible and because their imer world
has become so much more complex through this period of reflection, individuds must
find a way of again ordering and making sense of the world. As the outside world no
longer provides the answers being sought, the individual "is compelled to tuni irnuard,
toward his [or her] own subjectivity, to dredge up fiom there whatever certainties he [or
she] c m manage" (P. Berger 1979: 2 1). This is where religion may fil1 in the gaps Iefi by
science and rationalism.
Wkle other authors on modernity have asserted that the modem rhinker (lay or
professional alike) is "incapable of mythological thought," P. Berger disagrees (1979: 9).
Modem consciousness is the temporal and physical reality of those living in this period of
modemity. "To say that modem consciousness is an individzlal -i sirzmtion is not to say

that his experiences and thought rnzist irrevocably rernain withzn the botcttdaries of the
siluation" ( P . Berger 1979: 7, original emphasis). Indeed, modern consciousness is but
one of the "many histoncally available forms of consciousness" that an individualinay
choose h m (P. Berger 1979: 8). Further, although undoubtedly modem consciousness
has expanded Our understanding and awareness of the universe through science and
rational thought, P. Berger acknowledges that it is possible that other aspects that "are
equally real" such as gods, demons and other aspects of the supernatural have been Iost,
to Our detriment (2979: 10). Reality, then, is relative.
As modemity is "counterfactua17' in that it does not necessady accept facts
provided by traditional authorities as true, trust plays a crucial role (Giddens 1990: 60).
Likewise, trust is essential to the practice of magic, ritual and belief. Witchcrafi, which
consciously and purposely uses the past to construct a transcendent religion relevant to

the present that is flexible enough to adapt to the friture, is very much divorced from
tirne-the

present creation of a religion with an ancient flavor. It claims an ancient,

forgotten and distorted history, but is always aware of the when, where, and by whom,

the inception of Witchcraft came to be. "A popular aphorism among modem Witches is
Monique Wittig' s idea put forth in Les Guérillères: 'There was a rime when you were not

a slave, remember ...Or,fadzng that, invent "' (Goldenberg 1982: 2 13). This conscious
invention and appropriation of the pan is explained by Giddens as the meaning of
tradition in modernity: "Tradition, therefore, we may Say, is an organizing rnediirm of

collective memoty" ( 1 994: 63-4, italics in original). Tradition, the* becomes a "medium
of identity" :
Whether persona1 or collective, identity presumes meaning; but it also
presumes the constant process of recapitulation and reinterpretation noted
earlier. Identity is the creation of constancy over time, that very brhging
of the past into conjunction with an anticipated fùture. (Giddens 1994: 80)
Its adherents are educated people, few of whom corne fi-orn a background that accepts
magic easiIy. "Their magic cannot be explained as some burden of the past. They are
clearly equipped with the mental equipment to think non-magically" (Luhrmann 1989:
10) and a Pagan worIdview is nothing if not counterfactual to an well-educated person.

Without an authoritative tradition provided by "society," but with pressing need

for something more than intellectual and scientific answers to fùndamental questions, the
individual may find it necessary to choose a religion in which to appease this need. This

need stems fiom "the existence of bafflement, pain, and moral paradox" (Geertz 1966:
25). Again, as rnodernity pluralizes, there are many possible choices. However, the act of
choosing-even if that simply entails not choosing to leave the religious path introduced
in childhood (or to choose a religion for the first time if one had a secular upbringing)has far-reaching consequences.

There remains the memory of the deIiberate construction of a community
of consent, and with this a haunting sense of the cor~s~ntctedrzess
of that
which the community afirms. Inevitably, the affirmations will be fragile
and this fiagiiity wilI not be very f x fiorn consciousness. (P. Berger 1979:
28, original emp hasis).

1t is difficult to forget that a choice was made; having a choice entails the existence of

more than one possible "tmth." Modem individuals must reconcile the &rmation of
their "tmth" with the acknowIedgement that other "truths" were available to them.
According to P.Berger, there are three possibilities that a i s e fiom the plurafism
of re!igions fkom which individuals can respond to the need to make a choice and to
reconcile the fi-agility inherent in making choices; these methods of conceptualizing
religion are deduction, reduction and induction (1979: xi). Briefly, with deduction
individuals reaffrrm the authority of a chosen tradition despite the contradictions and
challenges of doing so. Altematively, with reduction individuals may attempt to
secularize their tradition in order to make it paiatable to the secular modem
consciousness of which they are a part. The third method is one of compromise, a middle
gound. Induction is an attempt to excavate the experiences contained within a tradition
by tracing a tradition's history back to the beginning. Participants must understand that
each tradition is a product of specific circumstances, not a divine creation- It is one truth
among many. Still, that tradition continues to be usefùl to participants. Once it has been
intellectually accepted that there was a time when the tradition did not exist, and that it
was created to fùlfill specific conditions, participants can experience the religion
ernotionally. P. Berger believes that only the third rnethod, induction, is truly viable
(1979: f 52).
Pagans utilize al1 three of these possibilities, and often a single person will
alternate between approaches at different times in life and in response to situations or
questions that cannot be adeqiately explained by one approach. P. Berger acknowledges
that it is very easy to sIip between reduction and induction, but it is far rarer to slip
between inductive and deductive strategies. Yet, this is a fairly comrnon occurrence
among the people whom I interviewed: P. Berger anticipated that one would slip between
methods accidentally, without consciously choosing a particular way of thinking. Some
of those 1 spoke to who do alternate between deductive and inductive methods do so
cot~sciotrsly.
1 shall Say more about this Iater. At this point. it is necessary to expand on

these methods and how they apply to the Pagan situation. Using my ethnographie
research to illustrate P. Berger's methods. I intend to show that these differing responses

to religious pluralism have real world, as well as theoretical, ramifications for the
"c~mmunity'~
1 am investigating.
The Deductive Approach

Those who respond to religious pIuralism are those Kierkegaard called "knights
of faith" (1941, cited in P. Berger 1979: 80-2). A state of angst resulting fiom the
desolate skepticism inherent in the modern consciousness causes an individual to face the
message contained within a tradition and by a "wrenching existential effort" Say, 'Yes, 1
believe7(J?. Berger 1979: 80). Thus, the tradition becomes a theology of affirmation and
will. As P. Berger notes "Modernity, as such, even for well-adjusted individuals living in
reasonably happy times, produces the Atlgst of finding oneself in a world without
certainties. That is quite enou& all by itselfl to make various foms of faith-leaping
plausible" (1979: 82-3). P. Berger does not ask one pertinent question in his ruminations
on the effects of modernity on religion: if modem consciousness creates a uniforrnity of
experience, stemming fiom the pluralism of religion, why then are there different
responses to that experience? He does allow that there are, of course, different Ievels of
susceptibility to angst-that

which is interpreted as intolerable despair by one individual

is expenenced by another as an acceptable level of discornfortThe deductive possibility of response entails a reaffirmation of a tradition and an
unequivocal cornmitment to the truth and authority of that tradition, despite al1 "logic"
and reasoning. However, try as the modem consciousness wilI, says P. Berger with some

sarcasm, "religious tmth has nothing to fear fiorn reason" as it discards facts that do suit
its particular agenda (1979: 94). P. Berger labels such traditions neo-orthodox or
tzeotraditiotzal movements, defining them as "the reaffirmation of the objective authonty
of a religious tradition after a penod during which that authority had been relativized and
weakened" (1979: 79). The difference between orthodox and neo-orthodox movements,

P. Berger explains, is that orthodoxy has not recognized that authority was ever in
question while neo-orthodoxy pretends it never was: "The orthodox continues to affirm
the tradition 'innocently'; the neo-orthodox is compelled to reaffirm the tradition in an
often mind-wrenching effort" (1979: 97). This effort arises from the difficulty inherent in
attempting to, as P. Berger phrases it, play "innocent:"

The probIem is contained in the insidious connotations of the little prefix
'neo'. The tradition is affirrned anew, after an interval when it was rtot
affirrned. The problem is, quite simply, that it is very difficult to forget
this interval,. -This is why neotraditional and neo-orthodox movements
corne on with particular vehemence. Typically, they are a very noisy lot.
No wonder: The recollections of that interval when the tradition was fess
than certain must be drowned out. (P. Berger 1979: 68)

The neo-traditional, then, are involved in a great deal of burying their heads, individual
and collective, in the sand. This c m be viewed as a combative or anti-modernist response
to modemity and its changing mental, intellectual and spiritual landscape.
The Pagan vision of "The Burning Times7'(the term used for the Inquisition) is
one such example of how the deductive approach is utilized. Victims of the Witch-Craze
were not practicing either the devil worship they were accused of, nor the Paganism
practiced in the West today (Russell 1992)-Nevertheless, the Witch-Craze is sometimes
cornpared to The Holocaust' and has become a rallying cry for Pagans. Despite evidence
provided by scholars (such as Russell 1991, Guiley 1992) that Witchcraft, as practiced
today, is recent creation-not

recreatzon-some

Pagans believe they are practicing an

unbroken, ancient form of Witchcraft passed down from the Neolithic. Those who daim
to practice these traditions believe they practice a different sort of Paganism than that of
Wicca or Druidism. During an interview Thunder Raven told of having studied with "an

Arch Druid whose Iineage goes back about ten thousand years." He does not question
these claims and he himself offers a persona1 history of "hereditary" Witchcrafl, although
one not so grand as his fiend. This unqualified repeating of such claims and his
unquestioning acceptance, at least during our interview, may illustrate a belief in this
truthfulness of such claims-by

deductive reasoning. Alternatively, it may reveal an

adherence to an unwritten mle among Pagans that commands respect for the belief of
others.
To Pagan practitioners utilizing other reasoning stratesies, those who make such
daims or who view the Witch-Craze as an attack on their forernothers and fathers are
generally not challenged. There is a tacit agreement among most Pagans not to challenge
the supematural beliefs and abilities, the doctrinal interpretations, o r the authenticity of
other Pagans. Skepticism is typically not addressed directly to the person making the
d a i m unless it is someone not particularly liked anyway. Criticism or acceptance, then,

is not dïrected at the claim, but at the person. ShouId someone find a daim to be
unbelievable, humorous or ignorant, it would be shared privately with fiends, not in a
public forum or in fiont o f strangers. Gossip, although not typically done pubIicIy, still
impacts on the reputation and credibility of individuals.
During interviews several people expressed the belief that Witchcraft had

survived in some families and covens unbroken for hundreds of years- As they became
more comfortable with me (and the tape recorder was no longer ruming) jokes were
made and scoffing at the more grandiose claims was not uncornmon. This layering o f
belief and knowledge is prevalent, and people Eequently switched between "belief' in
the lore of the tradition and the ccknowledge"gained by logicd reasoning, archaeological,
historical and other scholarly evidence. Few people recognize this switch occurs.
Although P. Berger is prirnariIy concerned with the individual response to
pluralism, it must be noted that it is possible that entire groups o f people can r e m en
masse to a particu1a.r tradition (1979: 67).It is not necessary for one to have personally
le$ a particular tradition in order to return and reaffirm that tradition. Nevertheless, it is

common for those who reaffirm a tradition to experience a sense o f "coming home." P.
Berger calls this sense of homecoming a "reconversion" experience, and it is through this
he believes that the "authority of the tradition is regained" (1979: 94).
As was discussed in Chapter Two,the stories o f how my informants became
involved in Paganism were replete with that exact sentiment. It has become a truism
among Pagans worldwide, as this excerpt from a lecture given by Vivianne and Chris
CrowIey illustrates:
V.C.: And if you talk to people who um, come into Wicca.. .they almost
always Say the same thing: "Oh, 1just came to it and it felt right. 1felt as
though I'd come homey7[Some memben of the audience Say "home"
along with V.C. V.C. laughs. Audience laughs]. And I think we al1 Say
that, and we're quite surpnsed when we hear that other people say it as
well. But there is a sense of homecoming.. . (Crowley and Crowley 1998a)

It may have been that a person grew slowly to feel comfortable and assured of the
correctness of their newfound path through emotionally satisfying ritual experiences,
finding concepts (such as dualism o r interconnectedness) which are appealing or by a
sense of "connection" with people. Notwithstandinp the slow progression. the tnemoy of

an epiphany, of a single moment in time in which "it ail suddedy made sense" is created,
Regardless of the creation, both individually and collectively7of this event, it is
remembered as being both reai and significant. This is not surprising, says P. Berger, as
"neo-orthodoxy denies the roudand claims the destination as its startriIgpoinf' (1979:
86,original emphasis). Thus, the collective cliché becomes constituted as individual
experienceThose who do experience a sense of homecoming "invariably feel the need to
identifjr with the community that embodies the tradition they now r e a f f i , and because
the reconversion is recent and ipsofacto fiagile, this communal identification tends to be
very intense" (P. Berger 1979: 92)- This reconversion episode, as 1 have shown, is
extremely important to the individual who experienced it, and its importance actually
increases over time and with continued reflection:
It must be confionted, explored, compare& assessed. If the experience did
indeed touch upon something that may be calIed tmth, that tmth d l
reassert itself again and again no matter how many sobering questions are
addressed to it- (P-Berger 1979: 94)
Each conversion is tenuous and fiagile at first. For every instance in which someone
"cornes home7' after reading a book, learning of Witchcraft or participating in a ritual,
untold numbers of people express little interest and continue on without pause. Gina Ellis
read an original copy of Gerald Gardner's book while in her menties but was not at al1
interested. Twenty years passed before a lecture sparked her interest. In the intervening
years Gina had been active in feminism and consciousness raising groups; it was the idea
of a feminine dimension of the divine that intrigued her. As Gina's story illustrates,
timing is important. Likewise, sustaining the early emotional satisfaction and sense of
belonging is essential to continued participation. Ifthe initial enthusiasm wanes, the sense
of coming home will have been a faIse start, and subconsciously there is a

"'de~ermitzation
to remairifaithfid to one 3 owtz experietzce" ( P . Berger 1979: 93, original
emphasis). 1 suspect those involved with the Pagan c'community" will practice Paganism
longer than those who are not involved will. Similarly, those who integrate religion into
other aspects of their lives, such as social, leisure and family or romantic lives are more
likely to remain Pagan than those who do not. Despite the decentralized nature of the

Pagan "community," it nonetheiess provides extemal validation, an opportunity to mingle
with like-minded individuafs, and re-afErm the "correctness" of their choice.
The Reductive Approach

One of the defining characteristics of modemity has been its move toward
secularization (P. Berger 1979: 96)- The separation of Church and State that began
centuries ago has progressed into other areas of human interaction as well although to be
sure, mainstram religion has a continued influence on the Western world. There exists
what P. Berger calls a dominant secuIarÏty which assumes that ai1 rational people
disbelieve in any sort of divine or supernatural presence in the world (P. Berger 1979:
99). Religion is simply a social fùlfiilment, but spiritual fulfilIrnent is no longer required

as science and rationality have filled that void. This is not an overt influence, but
cognifivepressure to which intellectuals are often the first to fall prey. Religion is

generally given up quietly, or never held in the first placeYet, for some the need for "spiritual fulfillment," perhaps caused by ''The
Problem of MeaningT7
(Geertz 1966: 251, is not easily discarded, despite the pressure
exerted by the dominant secularïty. While modern consciousness does not provide
favorable situations in which ro be spiritual, it does offer diffeont responses to the
situation. For those not wanting to completely abandon religion but who find it dificuit
to embrace religion because of education, training or simply the skepticism inherent in
modem consciousness, there may begin a process of cognitive bargainiing (P. Berger
1979: 100). This entails interna! compromising; the more obvious, outward displays of
piety may be discarded in the hope that the essence ofthe tradition can be held onto. This
is done in a number of ways, and my informants provided me evidence for al1 of them.
One method of cognitive bargaining was to translate the spiritual into terms of
ethics. To do this, a "tradition rnust be demythologized, stripped of its supernaturalistic
trappings-indeed,

it must be cognitively secularized (P. Berger 1979: 112-13). The

large nurnber of people 1 spoke to admitted, sometimes with pride but sometimes with
embarrassment, that the Gods were not extant beings, but "metaphors" and were to serve
as "role models." This allowed a practitioner to maintain the core of their faith, while at
the same time asserting that justice, compassion, etc. are what their faith is really about.

Similarly, a second rnethod of cognitive bargaining is to translate the spiritual into
poiitical terms. This can be clearly seen by those who are involved in, Say, environmentai
projects, because they hold the Earth to be sacred. Thus, their religious beliefs become a

basis for political action.'
A third method was to translate the spintual into terms of psychology or mental

health. Jungian psychology has been intertwined with Paganism for many years and
Jungian jargon is used freely. Several infomants explained that the gods were not real,
but that they were simply "archetypes" of human behavior. Fewer informants used this
translation method than the other two.
The reductive approach is in direct opposition to the deductive. Those who use the
deductive approach, the neo-traditional, insist that nothing has happened. Reductive
thinkers believe that their tradition is not relevant unless translated into secular terms
compatible with a modem consciousness- To them, "everyhing has happened" (P. Berger
1979: 97) and cannot be forgotten. Considering the number of people I interviewed who

had at least an undergraduate degree, it is perhaps not surprising that approximately half
of the peopie 1 interviewed would qualie as primarily utilizing the reductive approach in
response to religious plurafism.' I Say primarily, as some people slipped between
deductive and reductive reasoning throughout their answers, illustrating the ambiguous
position the Gods held for them-

The Inductive Approach

P. Berger believes that only the third method, the inductive approach, can be a
viable response to religious pluralism. It is a middle ground-a

compromise between

reductive and deductive thinking. Often, P. Berger warns, inductive thinkers will slip into

a reductive thought pattern. Rarely will a slippage into deductive reasoning occur.
This method is a reflexive and reflective approach. Iust as individuals reflect back
on their own life for the purpose of explaining how and why they made certain decisions
or felt certain emotions, inductive thinkers do so at the level of their tradition. P. Berger
calls this a process of "tracing a tradition back to the experiences" (1979: 126). The
creation-or sustaining-of tradition, then, is tracing o f a collective past through a
connection of generalized experiences.

For Berger, it is important to have an understanding of a tradition's beginning
and history- Each participant should be aware that there was a time when the tradition did
not exist and that some of the stated history of the tradition may be fabricated. This is
similar to reductive reasoning, except that the meanings of the traditions are not
transformed into secular terms. Inductive reasoning is purposefùl and conscious. While
the teachings of that tradition retain the original religious messages, participants
understand and accept its human, rather than divine, creation. There is a mindlbody split
to the inductive reasoning. The mind intellectuaiizes religion, while the body experiences
its message.
Despite P. Berger's assurance that the inductive model is the only viable option
for modem religions, three problems exist within this model, The inductive thinker will
be faced with the cognitive obstacles of "faIse" religious experiences, the authenticity of
one's preferred historical religion, and religious certainty (P-Berger 1979: 146). False
religious experiences can be dealt with by weighing the insights gleaned Eom religious
experience on "the scale of reason."

But, inadequate as this rnay be for the deeply rooted human urge for
c'infallible credentials" in this area, nothing better c m be suggested than
sober rational assessment in the matter of finding criteria for
distinguishing 'true' religious experiences from its flawed imitations. (P.
Berger 1979: 148)
In the course of this mental balancing, some people will find religion incompatible with
reason and give it up. ûthers may use reductive reasoning to translate their tradition into

a secular fiamework.
Those who are successfül at finding their own and other people's religious
experiences compatible with reason wiIl then be faced with somewhat lesser problem of
contextualization of their tradition. Put simply, inductive thinkers must corne to
understand that their religion is a particular histoncal and sociological product. The
problem of the authenticity is one al1 Pagans must grapple with at some point. How this
issue is interpreted by practitioners and by outsiders is the core of the second obstacle
identified by P. Berger (1979: 149). Within Paganism, the issue of authenticity is often
likened to daims of an ancient past. Some Pagans believe they are practicing an ancient
religion that survived by going underground during "The Bumins Times," passed down
through generations and by trusted coven members. Others accept that Paganism has an

ancient flavor, but acknowledge its well-documented recent genesis. "Other Witches

fùrther rnuddy the waters by disowning the past, insisting that they have nothing to do
with historical Witchcraft" (Guiley 1992: 423).

The problem of religious certainty has many similarities to the problem of
differentiating true religious experiences £tom false experiences- Adherents long for
"infallible credentials" or hearing the voice of the God(s) to assure them theirs is a true
and legitimate belief. A fear of being led astray and made to play the fool haunts
practitioners who live in a world dominated by science, logic and fact. This may be
overcome by retreating to aiternate realities. As discussed above, there is a paramount
reaiity from which individuals usuaily operate, and from which they seek escape (Geertz
1966: 3 5). Religious experiences-such

with or being spoken to by deity-are

as feelings of homecoming, ecstasy, speaking
altered realities brought through ritual, meditation

or similar practices. As the search for religious certainty is fiustrated in the paramount
reality, individuals must make furloughs into other realities- After retuming to the
paramount reality, however, such experiences are relegated to memory, and are thus
fragile. Communication with like-minded individuals who have experienced similar
altered reaiities is important for the conservation of those fragile mernories.
Every aspect of a traditiori is open for inspection; indeed, slippage between
methods is likely to occur when an individual shies away fiom deeper examination of a
certain topic.

No element of a religious tradition is immune to inductive reasoning. This
does not mean that inductive reasoning c m ever prove the truth daim of
an alIeged revelation in the way a natural science proves or validates its
hypothesis. In that final sense, religious afirmations always entail faith.. .
One's own faith and the experiences brought on by this will actuaily
constitute "data" or "evidence" upon which inductive reflection can take
place. (P- Berger 1979: 140; original emphasis)
There are a great number of academic-practitioners, including six of my informants (and
myself) writing on Pagan topics. Barnberger calls this crossover "advocacy scholarship"
(1997: 91).
Those Pagans who do not wrÏte acadernic books, articles, papers, or theses are not
subject to conformity with "hard facts," as practitioners/researchers are. P. Berger warns
that such people, without "the intellectual tooIs of the theoretically trained" (1 979: 151)

May also find themselves conflicted. The controversies over authenticity and unbroken

traditions (the origins of Witchcrafk), where certain pieces of doctrinal writing or rimal
derived, the nurnbers of people, ethics, morality, and sexuality-these

are known to the

average Pagan, as welI as to the practitioner/resea.cher.However, without editors,
reviewers, referees, or thesis advisors and cornmittees to insist on verification or
accountabiliîy, the practitioner is not constrained by facts, opinions, data or logic.

I have found that my infonnants do not conform to P. Berger's expectations of
how individuals will respond to religious pluralisrn, and cross boundaries between
rnethods easily. Any contradictions that occur as a result-and

they certainly do occur-

are brushed aside without worry by the speaker. This does not invalidate P. Berser7s
thesis, but raises the possibility of active, conscious and unconscious resistance to the
responses conditioned by modem consciousness. Within the Pagan community there is
colIaboration between deductive, reductive and inductive reasoning that P. Berger did not
foresee. Deductive reasoning allows the religious participation in an unaltered unintellectualized form. Reductive reasoning allows participants to justi& their participation
through secularized interpretations. Inductive reasoning provides historical, sociological
and theological answers for participants. Together, modem individuals have their
spiritual, secular and intetlectual justification for their participation.
Participants often have arnbiguous feelings towards their need for spirimality,
their particular tradition's origins or authenticity, or other aspects of their spiritual

expenence. The way in which they respond may differ depending on whether prompted
by their needs, the dominant secularization of the modem world, or by their comrnunity's
expectations. Their own contradictory viewpoints, their inner conflict and shifting belief
system would jeopardize their ability to hold any spiritual beliefs if only one response
were availabie to them. Instead, participants switch between responses as the situation
warrants.
This can also be seen in a bnef examination of the definition of Paganism that
may be offered by participants. The deductive thinker asserts that Neo-Paganism reclaims

the ancient ways forced underground for centuries because of its enemies: patriarchy and

Christianity's attempt to silence the wisdom of the Earth, the Goddess and the women.
Reductive thinkers believe the essence of ancient ways has been captured in Pagan ritual
and "belief," which aids in the protection o f the planet and recomection with nature.
Inductive thinkers understand that Neo-Paganisrn is a patchwork o f rituals, deities, beliefs
and traditions. Inductive thinkers participate in rimals whiIe understanding how they

came to be doing so, but have satiseing experiences despite their intellectualization of
their tradition. Even inductive thinkers are not beyond paying lip service to the
fabricated, romanticized past o f -Witchcraft. Invented history, after all, "makes excellent
mythology in a skeptical modernity" (Luhrmann 1989 : 118).
A Dispersion o f Practitioners.. A Comrnunitv of S t r a n m

P. Berger envisions a community in which members know each other through a
network of other members, and that is geographically intact. The Pagan "community,"
however, is not as easily defined. Certainly its members, for the most part, are connected
through networks. But there are d s o a great number of solitary practitioners who have no
contact with other members, but because o f the Tntemet nevertheless consider thernselves
a part of a "virtual" community. There is, however, no geographical space in which the
community exists.
The "Pagan cornmunity" as described by my informants consists of widely
scattered members who think they share cornmon religious beliefs and who identiQ
themselves as belonging to such a community. Many people 1spoke to thought of it as
being composed of smaller geographic unas (such as the Toronto Pagan community),
connected through e-mails, web sites, gossip, newsletters and joumals. As Counts and
Counts explain, "community" in this sense "refers to Our identification with others like
ourselves, rather than an association of a variety of people" (1996: 175).
Bellah et al. (1 985) rnake a useful distinction between commirrii@ and lryestyle
enclave. Community is a term used widely and broadly by laypersons. Bellah et al.
narrow the definition significantly:
A cornmur@ is a group of people who are socially interdependent, who
participate together in discussion and decision making, and who share
certainprcrctices that both define the community and are nurtured by it.
Such a community is not quickly formed. It alrnost always has a history

and so is also a communiîy of rnemory, defined in part by its past and its
memory of its past (Bellah et al. 1985: 333)
Using this definition, Pagan cornrnunities cannot be said to exist. The t e m "lifestyle
endave," however, is a fitting description, alIowing for the diversity of individuals and
geographical space. "Lifestyle" is a tenn generally associated with "leisure and
consumption" and is typically unreiated to work. A lifestyle enclave is "based on a
degree of individuaf choice that IargeIy fiees it fiom traditional ethnic and religious
boundaries" (Bellah et al. 1985: 73). It bnngs together people who share an aspect of
their "private" life. The tenn is used in contrast to comrnunityMembers of a lifestyle enclave express their identity through shared
patterns of appearance, consumption, and leisure activities, which ofken
serve to differentiate them sharply from those with other lifestyles. They
are not interdependent, do not act together politically, and do not share a
history. (Bellah et al. 1985: 335)
Over time, if interdependence, political action and a sense of shared history begin to
appear, the enclave can be said to be changing into a community. A comrnunity does not
exist because its mernbers Say it does, but because its members are linked in an increasing
number of ways- Once again, there is a performative aspect which differentiates
communities and lifestyle enclaves. Comrnunities are characterized by practices of
commitment:
Practices are shared activities that are not undertaken as means to an end
but are ethically good in themselves.. . A genuine community-whether
marriage, a university, or a whole society-is constituted by such
practices. Genuine practices are almost always practices of commitment,
since they involved activities that are ethically good. (Bellah et al. 1985:
3 3 5)
Lifestyle enclaves, on the other hand, are distinguished by practices of separation by
which activities are conducted "in the interest of the self at the expense of comrnitrnents
to others" (Bellah et al. 1985: 335). When the attentions, desires, and activities of
mernbers begin to converge towards a common goal or practice beyond the areas of
leisure and consumption, the enclave creeps towards constituting a community. There
will be, obviously, a time of overlap when there is insufficient interdependence and
commitment to be termed a community, but when members have begun to act politically

and to investigate their collective past, Thus, that which is described by Pagans as

constituting a community can be more clearly defined as being a mixture of community

and lifestyle enclave (Bellah et al. 1985: 335).
In Ontario, this is exactly the situation: regional areas and festivais represent a

mixture of community and liiestyle enclaves. Pagans in some Ontario cities meet for pub
moots, brunches and holidays, march in the Gay Ptide Parade and raise money for
charhies. To take as an example the two largest yearly festivals in Ontario, Wic-Can Fest
has been operating for dmost twenty years and The Kaleidoscope Gathering has been run
for well over a decade. WhiIe these festivals are large enough to offer anonymity, it is
relatively easy for regular attendees to know by name, sight or reputation haIf of the
people in attendance. The purpose of festivals is the "promotion of Pagan fellowship and

community,as people fiom diverse traditions come together for weekends of mutual
celebration..." (Zell-Ravenheart 1999: 3). This mission is consistent with lifestyle
enclaves described by Bellah et al. Festivals also offer two benefits of comrnunities:
allowing attendees to experience the "joy of belonging" and offering a place of safety
(SeIlah et al- 1985: 230).
Yearly festivals are thought to be crucial to the survival of a larger Pagan
community, as they are the "general meetings." It is here that members of specific
communities create networks of various sorts between communities, and provide a
chance for solitary or isolated practitioners to meet "their own kind" and perhaps to meet
others in their area. Fnends, coven members or journal articles in the local Pagan press
are Iikely to provide highlights and updates for those unable to attend festivals.

.

Festivals, besides their social and entertainment contributions, are also forums for
discussion of debates and issues that Pagans are concerned about. Communities are
shaped as much by disagreements and controversies as by agreed upon tenets.
Solitary, isolated or new Pagans wishing to become a part of the "cornmunity"
rnust first find a way in. This can be accomplished by sirnply showing up at a festival and
making fiiends, although most people only discover the existence of festivals afier
becoming acquainted with other members of the cornmunity.' Unlike circtes and
university groups, festivals have huge numbers of people; smaller goups may make
people feel isolated if they do not know anyone whereas, somewhat paradoxically,

festivals offier a protection in that no one will notice the "new guy." Finding Pagan
acquaintances may be done through personal ads in Pagan or feminist mediaSthat c m be
found in both occuh bookstores and large chaiw6 Many people 1 spoke to, however, find
their way into "the cornmunity" just as many found their way into Paganism in the first
place: by a serendipitous meetings with strangers,
Strangers who may be potential gatekeepers into comrnunities are often identified
by physical and verbal clues which rnay identiQ them as rnernbers of the Pagan

cornmunity. Such ches may be obvious, such as mnning an open circle, or as subtle as a

turn of phrase or a piece of jewelry. Sociologists have shown style as a form of cultural
expression to be a powerful way of indicating membership in a particular subculture, as
well as denoting a degree of cornmitment to that subculture (Brake 1985: 11).
Symbols such as pentacles, Celtic crosses, or Goddess figures wom as jewelry, on
clothing, or adorning vehicles serve to inform others of participation in the Pagan
Lifestyle enclave. Such outward signs of membership are not "proof positive" that a
person is a bona fide Pagan; a discussion is required to assess the "authenticity" of a
stranger. Likewise, a person met at an open circle, a university class on Feminist Religion
or Witchcraft, in an occult store or browsing in the PagadNew Age section of a
bookstore should not automatically be assurned to be Pagan until afler at Ieast a bnef
conversation. Many people do approach strangers based on elements of style; for
example, my ring has caused a few people to ask me questions, and last year 1 discovered

a note left on my dashboard inviting me to coffee because of a bumper sticker.
Creating a "community" offers the individual many advantages, such as externa1
validation and a sense of "strength in riumbers." Says P. Berger. "the 'pious selfconsciousness' which is the result of religious experience must necessarily be expressed
in collective forms. or 'pious communities'" (1979: 134). Although Paganism may be
experienced and practiced alone, it still needs to be legitimized and conceprualized
beyond the individual. Community bonds are important for both the sustainability of
interest and external validation. "A religious worldview.. .is dependent upon social
support" (P. Berger 1979: 26), as is any worldview. The decentrafized structure of
Paganism is shadowed in its decentralized sense of community. The social ties formed
between solitary practitioners, between covens, between strangers on the Internet or at

festivals serve to reinforce the correctness of one's own path, the legitimacy of that path,
and as a show of force directed at those outside the community.
ConcIusion
Ernst Troeltsch makes a distinction between "church," "sect" and "mysticism"
that is usefiil in explaining the Pagan situation. Church "enters into the world culturally
and socially in order to influence it, the sect stands apart fkom the secular world, which it
sees as too sinfui to influence except from withouf7(Bellah et al. 1985: 243). It is the
third type, mysticism, which defines Paganism. This type of religion is not new in North
Amerka, but has blossomed and grown in this century. The mysticism type described by
Troeltsch is not "necessarily mystical in the traditional sense of the word, though
-Americans of this type have been open to a wide variety of innuences from genuine
mystics both Eastern and Western" (Bellah et al. 1985: 245-6).
Mysticism, or "religious individualism" has a "casual and transient" organization
as opposed to either church o r sect to which organization is extremely important (Bellah
et al. 1985243). The North Arnerican belief in the sacredness of the individual decrees
that its citizens be strong and independent. As such, individuals must "ofien operate alone

in uncongenial circumstances, and we must have the inner spiritual strength and
discipline to do son (Bellah et al. 1985: 247). Religious individualists object to the
perceived authoritarianism and paternalism of the organized religion of their upbringing.
However, these same individuals drew much persona1 strength and satisfaction fiom
those institutions, despite their perceived flaws. There is a desire to recreate the
emotional satisfaction det-ived fiorn their former religion, as well as to create an avenue
of transmitting their values and moral code to their children.'
Bellah et al. believe that in the absence of a community, with only "transient
associations of the like-minded" (1985: 247) religious individualisrn is doomed. Without
a community or lifestyle enclave, it is difficult to transmit Paganism to new members or
to reproduce it to children. Alexis de Tocqueville (1 969) comments that when authonty
and tradition cease to provide confirmation of one's judgement, one invariably seeks out

the opinion of others. While traditional authority is shunned, local authority of peers is
anxiously sought out (Bellah et al. 1975: 148). Evidence of the refusing of authonty and

seeking new forms of authority can be seen aiso with the degree systeq ranks, titles and
hierarchy of Paganism, On the one hand, Pagans espouse individuai authority as the
pinnacle principle of their religion, while on the other hand a proliferation of ranks and
titles exist.
The modem world is characterized by choice. The ability to choose, however, is

not without its anxieties. In response to religious pluralism, modem individuak have
three reasoning strategies that may be utilized to aid individuals in explaining and
justifiing their choice to themselves and others. Regardless of which strategy is utilized
at the time, individuah seek confimation of their choice; the availability of choice
creates an inherent fiagility, as the "tnith" becomes o d y one of many. Communities or
lifestyle enclaves are essential to the successfbl maintenance and proliferation of a belief
system-

CHAPTERFIVE
The Circle is Open, But Unbroken'
The Current State of Research on Paaanism and lis Practitioners
The Iast fifteen years has witnessed an increase in both the number of people

participating in and the number of people studying Paganism- Some social scientists find
"the belief and practice of magic among educated middle-class people.. .at best an oddity
and not a serious religious expressiony'(H. Berger 1999: 15). Yet, researchers fiom
several different disciplines have provided insights, both emic and etic, into the practical
workings of Paganism, but also into the intelectud, psychological and "spiritual"
experiences of those who practice the Cr&. Academics today debate about the changing
face of Paganism, about the effect of pop culnirai interest in Witchcrafl, or how the
increase of practitioners will alter the "srnaIl t o m " feel of the community. The issue of
whether or not Paganism constitutes a religion, however, is not questioned at al1 by some
researchers and discussed at length by others.
The focus of my research was to examine how modemity had provided an
opportunity for a decentralized religion to take root and grow. 1was curious how
sophisticated, educated practitioners grappled with religious plurality, seculariza~~ion
of
belief and continuing, conscious construction of their religion. Although many authors
wrote about modernity and religion in general, to my knowledge when 1 began my
investigations, an examination of modernity and Paganism had not yet been done.'
Despite the importance my informants placed on receiving acceptance ffom outsiders that
Paganism is a religion, this is not the focus of my investigation. Rather than attempting to
force Paganism into existing definitions, it seems more interesting to see where it does
not fit and why. As modernity continues to alter definitions such as gender, family and
community, so too may the definition of religion require updating.
Religion, like culture, is a term that has common-sense, every-day rneanings
associated with it, but proves incredibly dificult to define with any satisfaction: "religion
is circularly defined as something that fulfils particular &nctions, and anything that
fultils those functions is thus religion" (Wilson 1979: 272). In fact, "more oRen than not,

'de fining religion' amounts to replacing one inefffable by another-to

the substitution of

the incomprehensible for the unknown" (Baurnan 1998: 55).
Geertz provides a contemporary definition of religion. In his view, religion is both
social and psychological in nature. Unlike earlier scholars such as TyIor (Bohannan and
Glazer 988: 62), Geertz vehemently disagrees that religion is a purely psychological
hnction, insisting that nothing that is social can be "merely" psychological (1966: 25).
Durkheim beiieved religion was the basis of operation for other social institutions
(Westley 2978: 136), and that it was "an agency of social cohesion" (Wilson 1979: 771).
Geertz assens that religion reflects society incompletely, but that like other factors such
as political power, wealth and the environment, religion shapes society (1966: 35-6)Religion, then, to Geerîz is defined as:
(1) a system of symbols which acts to (2) establish powerfùl, pervasive,
and long-Iasting moods and motivations in men [sic] by (3) formulating
conceptions of a general order of existence and (4) clothing these
conceptions with such an aura of factuality that (5) the moods and
motivations seem uniquely redistic. (Geertz 1966:4)

Although almost anything can be-and frequently is-said

to be religious, Geertz insists

that a religious activity or expression is differentiated fi-om secular activities in that it is
"symbolic of some transcendent tmth" (1966: 13).
If defining religion is not dificuit enough, a distinction was ofien made by my

informants between religion and qirituahy. Bellah et al. found sirnilar sentiments
among "contemporary religious individualists" who often describe themselves as being
"spiriniai" rather than "religious" (1985: 245-6). Both my informants and Bellah et d.'s
subjects used the same phrase to explain their situation: ' T m not religious but Iymvery
spiritual." While religion is explicit, public and has specific practices, spintuality is
persona1 (but not necessarily private), idiosyncratic and ernotive. Bloch found a similar
distinction:
Such individuals spend considerable discretionary time and money in
pursuit of their spiritual beliefs, yet generally do not identi9 with highly
organized religious bodies, liberat or conservative-and so
characteristicaIIy refer to themselves as being "spiritual," as opposed to
"religious," which connotes more specific affiliation. (Bloch 1998: 56)

Despite the distinction made by adherents, Bloch uses the terms interchangeably,
equating spiritudity with cLreligiosity,"or the quality of being religious (1998: 69).
Likewise, it was common throughout interviews for informants to use the terms
interchangeably unless asked to provide definitions.
Westley is concemed with amther distinction-that

of magic and religion. Some

definitions associate religion with gods or some kind of divinity (the supematural),
whereas magic exists in the "natural order" (Stark 1981: 159). In many circumstances,
however, the magician working for some specific cause may indeed cal1 upon the gods
for assistance, thus blumng those boundaries (Westley 1982: 177). To confise matters
further, some cultures have neither deities nor magic, but recognize some "spiritual
ingredient or attribute, the special quality of the wonderfùi, the very, the beyondness, in
nature" (Lee 1993: 2 1). While discreet categories serve analytical and organizational
purposes, "in reality, religious systems contain both magical and religious beliefs and
procedures" (Turner 1993: 71). This is certainly the case with Paganism. While neither
the worship of deity (belief in that deity is another issue as we saw ir? Chapter Three) nor
the practice of magic can be said to be exist amongst al1 practitioners, it is generally true
that both are cornmon practices in Paganisrn.
Luhrmann worked closely with a coven of British Witches who also practiced
Cerernonial Magic. Despite the worship of deity-a
religions-Luhann

requisite for most definitions of

does not consider magic to be a religion.

My findings suggest that the people who turn to modern magic are
searching for powerfùl eniotional and imaginative religiozis experiettce,
but not for a religion pet- se. Magic is replete withpsychologically
powerfùl images of death, fertility and regeneration, moulded in the
sym60Cism of earlier cultures. (1989: 337, my italicsj
Luhrmann contends that rituals, meditations and other such activities produce powerful
emotional results; these results are then described as being "spiritual" or "religious" in
nature, regardless of the peculiarities of what they are practicing. Despite the emotional
resutts or the Iabeling by practitioners, rnagic Yacks the institutional structure that
demands a cornmitment to a particular belief' (Luhrmann 1989: 337), echoing
Durkheim's assertion that there can be no church of masic (Stark 1981: 159). For

Luhrmann, the psychologicai functions provided by religion-described clearly in the

above quote-are less important than the lack of structural organization.
Yet, in this age of hÏgh modernity, the face of religion-like
in the West-has

al1 social institutions

been drastically altered. For the past twenty-five years social scientists

have been investigating the proliferation of burgeoning religions-cailed New Religious
Movements (MUUS)which include New Age religions. Paganism falls under the broad
term of New Age religions. NRMs are characterized by individualism, an emphasis on
individual experience, a questioning of religious authority, relativism and tolerance of
other religious systerns and ideologies, a holistic worldview, and great latitude in
choosing how comrnitted a practitioner is and how the religion is structured (Dawson
1998 : 13840). Afthough NRMs, including Paganism, deviate fiom traditional forms of

religion, scholars such as Heelas, Luckmann, and Bloch do not "disquali@" thern as a
religionHeeIas identifies five of the key characteristics of the New Age movement, of
which Paganism is a part (1996:2 1-9). The first is "unmediated individualism;" the
individual constitutes the final authority on spiritual matters and traditional authority is
rejected. Authority of the individual is based on persona1 experience, which may include
book learning, class instruction, ritual, personal mentoring, or "psychic" occurrences.
"Truths" are discovered, then, individuaIly, rather than collectively, as those "provided

by the dogmas of religious traditions, or by other people...might well be erroneous"
(Heelas 1996: 2 1). New Age religions are both detraditionalized and-anti-authontarianSecond, New Age religions have strong ernphasis on the individual, rather than the group,
advocating finding the wisdom and spiritual guidance within the individual. Third, New
Age religions encourage individuals to assume fùII responsibility for themselves as lone

crafters of their lives, while simultaneously beirig responsible for, and to, others and the

earth. Fourth, fieedom is a crucial characteristic of New Age religions. Heelas describes

this freedom as a "liberation from the past, the traditional, and those internalized
traditions, egos; and freedom to Iive a Iife expressing al1 that it is to be truly human"
(1 996: 26). Finally, New Age religions are characterized by what Heelas calIs

perennialisrn. New Age Religions are averse to traditions, yet drawn to traditions as well.
Differences in religious traditions are ignored as New Age religions dismiss "thern as due

to historical contingencies and ego-operations" (1996: 26). These religions are perennial
in that they maintain that it is the "arcane" and "esoteric" that are important-The religion
fkom which this wisdom is derived is not important. Paganism, as we have seen, fits this
description,
New Age religions are built around individuals. They are a product of an
increasing privatization of religion in which individuals become the religious specialists
and guardians of their own traditions (Luckmann 1996: 73). Doctrine and dogma are

transformed into guidelines which are incorporated and interpreted by individuals into
their practice @eck and Beck-Gernsheim 1996: 25). According to Luckmann, "the New
Age movement illustrates the social form of the invisible religion," (1996: 75) as it lacks

stmcture, organization or doctrine.
A consistency in the beliefs and organization of New Age religions is not

necessary. Even belief in the tenets of the religion is not required. Participation is the key

factor, rather than actual intellectual agreement. As Bloch notes "the concept of religious
belief or @Ciation rnay potentially include persons whose religiosity (or 'spirituality')

does not conform to conventiona1 patterns" (1998: 69, my italics). Luhrmann's research,
confirmed by others such as H. Berger (1999) and myselt challenges three assumptions
made about the way people conceptualize religion. Pagans challenge the notion that
people have lucid, clearly defined sets of beliefs. Secondly, "it undermines the
assumption that people act on their beliefs, that beliefs are pnor to action, that they
rationalize previous action by referring to rationales which they describe as beliefs"
(1989: 321).
And last, matenal gathered on Pagans questions the idea that when people
become involved with new practices they are not so much acquiring beliefs, but adopting
a new language or way of expressing themselves. This is not the case, says Luhrmann-

and 1 agree; Pagan practitioners are gathering new assumptions and new ways of
conceptualizing the world. For instance, what once was relegated as coincidence is now
considered a serendipitous, fated occurrence. Meanings are now assigned to formerly
rnundane phenornena, such as a ring around the moon or a dream. When contemplating a
decision sighting an animal or a shooting star may be considered an omen of some sort.
In this sense, people are leaming to think rnagically, to make associations, to connect

occurrences and to direct their behavior as a result. This changing mental landscape is
reinforced by continuously finding correspondences and by following instinct or omens
that have positive outcomes-

Pananism Countm-Cultureor McuCUnstream?
Discussion on validity of Paganism's daim as a religion is not limited to
academics; practitioners are increasingly becoming vocal on the subject. The majority of
my informants believed Paganism was indeed a religion; where difference o f opinion

existed was on whether it was necessaq for Paganism to be legally, socidry and
politically recognized as being a legitimate religion. The debate is between those who
seek recognition and Iegitimization and those who are content-or who insist-that
Paganism remain on the margins. A product of modernity, Paçanism is largely privatized,
which is what attracted many of its practitioners. Somewhat paradoxically, those same
people are now attempting to change this. Much of this tension ezrists due to the
increasing numbers of practitioners who work, live and interact in the mainstream the
majority of the time, and who desire acceptance From their mainstream peers (H. Berger
1999: 1 14). No Ionger are practitioners primkly counter-culture youths.

As a result of the counter-culture rnovement, during the 1960s a significant shift

in religion occurred*Self-spirituality, spirituality focused on the individual flourished and
became a hallmark of the New Age movement. The counter-culture lost momentum in
the 1970s, as fewer people chose to distance themselves from the mainstream. The "more
spiritually purist" New Age religions, however, did not experience the decimation of
nurnbers to the extent that other counter-cultural avenues did (Heelas 1996: 504). Peter
Berger suggest the counter-culture may have been religious in character, and certainly
had religious impulses. This is seen through the widespread popularity of astrology,
spiritual healing, persona1 growtk encounter movernents and the like by counter-culture
participants. Additionally, the counter-culture was welcoming to religions from the East
(1983: 17).

Paganism was a part of the Self-Spirituality, alternative or New Age religions
which peaked during that period. Today, says Paul Heelas, "1 think that it is fair to Say
that paganism has become the key resource for those (increasing numbers) who have

counter-cultural concerns" (1996: 88). Although not true of al1 Pagans, such concerns
include damage to the naturd world, social, economic and inter-persona1 factors afFecting
women and children and global social inequality. Those individuals with concerns,
however, are not only hippies, feminists and leftist radicals-the

rnajority of Pagans

today are living a mainstream existence, and have many of the same concerns and
ambitions as their non-Pagan neighbors.
There is absolutely no doubt that the New Age has become much more
"mainstream-related." 1 do not want this formulation to be taken to mean
that 1think the New Age has collapsed into capitalistic modemity. Instead,
it should become geared to the values, interests, problems, hopes and fears
of those who work in the mainstream. (Heelas 1996: 125)
The intersection of mainstream desires and New Age mores leaves some wondering
about the effectiveness of Paganism and the sincerity of its practitioners (Friedrich 1993:
407). I would argue that today the most counter-cultural aspect of Paganism is its

percepfiotz as being counter-cultural by the mainstream. ' That reptation appeals to
some, regardless of how mainstream the rest of their Iives are.
At the Kaleidoscope Gathering in August of 1998, a discussion took place
regarding Paganism in Ontario. Gina Ellis, president of the PFPC, led a discussion in
which many issues of legitimization were brought up. At a festival previously that
summer, Gina had been approached by a woman, Chris, attempting to start a Pagan
church? According to Chris, the Pagan community wanted respectability and to be able
to perforrn legal-marriage ceremonies. To Gina, this was ridiculous: "Why do we need
the govemment to give it [ o u religion] a stamp of approval?" Gina related that Chris was
seeking respectability (through Iegal means) because "maybe if we had official
recognition, people wouldn't sort of roll their eyes when you tell them what you do."
Many audience members agreed that Pagans did not have the same rights as Canadians of
other religions. Audience members related tales of lost jobs, losing custody, and having
adoption applications denied because of being Pagan. Parents were especially concemed;
one festival aîtendee was being investigated by the Children's .4id due to alleçations of
child abuse in "Satanic Witchcraft rituals." Less extreme, one woman told that while

.

riding on a bus in Montreal with her three-year-old, a woman saw her pentacie and
questioned her about it. The woman replied, "Fine, if you're Pagan, your sou1 is lost, but

baptize your child, pleare." Other members pointed out legal recognition will do nothing

to stop situations such as that; another man suggested what Pagans needed was not legal
status but a good lobby group. Others thought correcting rnisconceptions based on media
stories o r entertainment was also importantPagan parents are at the forefront of another disputed topic found in the Pagan
community. This same serninar session revealed a division between those who view
religion "as a spiritual path o r paths that each person can choose to join, and [those who
view it as] the 'old religion' that unifies a community+The contradiction between the two
conceptions of Wicca became apparent oniy as children were brought into the religion"
(H. Berger 1999: 84). Children are relatively new in the community, and are having a

profound effect-

In conversation with one o f the Wic-Can Fest and H m e s t Fest organizers, h d y
marveled at the changes that had occurred in the Ontario Pagan cornmunity in the last
twenty years since these festivals began, At that t h e , organizers were a11 in their menties
and childless. When the first woman arrived with an infant in tow, the organizers were

shocked. "How could someone bring a baby to a festival? 1s she nuts?" was the response.
Today, festivals are geared towards families, even havins organized child care and
children's rituals. Festival organizers are now in their forties and most are parents!
Children are now an increasingly important focus of Paganisrn.
Heien Berger's recent book addresses the role of children in Paganism, and finds
it significant. Children, she says, will ensure its continuation, as "children wiccaned into
the faith wiI1 be maintainers of their families' practice, instead of neophytes of a new
religion" (1999: 15).' The effect second-generation Pagans will have on the community
is yet to b e seen as the first children raised Pagan are just coming of age.'

H. Berger believes that while children are cruciaI to the s u ~ v aof
l Paganism, she
also predicts it will be one of the factors leading to its stagnation. Children rnake
practitioners more conservative (1999: 99)- as language and actions are altered to
accommodate children. For instance: Iength o f rituaIs may be shortened or sexual
imagery may be removed. But more significantly, children learn better through routine

and repetition; by including children in ntuals, parents are likely to repeat the same words
and actions so that their children can follow more easily. The creation of what H. Berger

calls an "organic Form of Neo-Paganism"-standard

rituals, actions and words-"will

result in a Iess individuaiized religion that can be taught to and includes children" (2999:
86). This leads to a Iack of improvisation, spontaneity and creativity-al1

of which have

defineci many Pagan rituals. Of course, children themselves do not Iack those qualities,
and may offer considerable contributions. Books, joumals and web sites aimed at Pagan

parents have sprouted recently, as weil as Pagan coloring books, story books and

activities for children.
The umbrella organizations, such as The Temple of the Lady and the Covenant of
Gaia Church of Alberta, as well as wide-spread media exposure and computer
information networks wili also contribute to the "routinization of spontaneity" within
Paganism (H. Berger 1995: 52-3). Where once Pagans practiced in srnaIl groups or by
themselves, today even solo practitioners have ample opportunity to acquire ready-made
rituals fiom a variety of sources. H. Berger calls this sharing religious practice "mimetic
isomorphism":
Mirnetic isomorphism occurs when specific chants, artwork, or other
aspects of rituals spread among individual practitioners or groups.
Festivals, which attract hundreds of Neo-Pagans, typically from al1 over
the country, help spread information about practices among the adherents
of this new religion. (1995: 52)
The widespread availability of al1 things occult obviously conflicts with the veil of
secrecy surrounding some traditions of Witchcraft. Answers to riddles, initiatory secrets
and knowledge reserved for those with advanced degrees now c m be found on web sites
or in books.' Secrecy enables innovation and guarantees variety, but the public face of
Paganism has resulted in a turn towards orthodoxy. The wide-spread sharing of rituals,
songs, chants, spells, incantations and rituals, while allowing newer or "less creative7'
members to participate more fully, also ensures that Paganism will begin to lose some of
its innovation and creativity.
The face of Paganism is changing. Participants are becoming increasingly
mainstream and are seeking public and legal acceptance for their beliefs, practices and
religion. Practitioners want to claim religious membership as an identity. As parents
worry about stigmatizing their children b y participation in an "alternat ive" ref igio n, they
increase their demands to be recognized and respected. H. Berger suggests that Paganism

is becoming rationaiized through both mimetic isomorphisrn and through the
development of a professional ethic, or "professionai" clergy (1999: 52). Although
Paganism in North America has been characterized by autonomy of the individual as the
ultimate authority, increasingly individuals o r groups are attempting to become "leaders,"
"clergy" and "experts" who define what is-and

what is not-Paganisrn.

From the

reactions of the majority of my informants, of discussions with many Pagans in the past
three years, and fiom the work of H. Berger (1995, 1999) and Reid (1994), 1 suspect most

Pagans want to preserve the autonomy, freedom and individualistic nature of Paganismalthough maintaining links with the community-and

will not accept the creation of paid,

professional Pagans speaking for them. For many people, this was one of the drawing
points of Paganism, and it is not likely to be surrendered easily.

School and Student: The intellectualitation o f Paaanism

In the past decade throughout North America, attempts have been made to create
a group of paid, professional Pagan clergy. Judging from forums, public debates and the
failure thus far of those atternpting to become Pagan clergy beyond the confines of the
coven, grove or nest," the majority of Pagans find this distastefiil. H. Berger cdls this
developing professional ethic "normative isomorphism" (1995: 52). Despite Paganism's
history of persona1 autonomy and the authonty of the individual, this development should
not be ail that surprising when one considers the increasing numbers of mainstream
participants, and the ernphasis put on studying, teachers and learning. As the practitioners
become less counter-cultural, so too will the religion. Many of those entenng are not
content to "sink or swim:" they are looking for, or alternatively, becoming the leaders,
experts and clergy Rewards in the form of advancement, titles and rank will follow hard
"work" through practice and study.
The majority of Pagans spend a great deal of time learning their Craft through
books, ntuals, festivals, the Intemet, informa1 conversations, and explicit studentkeacher
interactions. Over the years there have been correspondence courses, the Frosts' School
of Wicca (Adler 1986: 125) and classes held in occult shops, universities and women's
centers. The metaphor of Paganism as school is replete throughout my research. For

instance, Brandon Myers describes the importance of integrating performance and
studying:
1 can have an academic study as [ifl I'm going through the university, and
then every other weekend or whenever it is we're [the group he works
with] meeting, 1 c m go down and be a part of my community, and do it in
a much more practical, pragmatic way, you know- Go through the rituals
and have the expenence, ..

So too does Ron use the school metaphor: "1 have people that have contributed to my
education, if you will." Luhrmann found similar resuits with informants in Britain,
indicating the importance of both study and practice: "The magic becomes a mixture of
inventive scholarship and mystical religion, a surfeit of ideas and feelings which are hard
to articulate and to understand apart fiom the practice" (1989: 3 17).
School is a liminal state; it is not home nor is it work. Some Pagans, especially the
British Traditional Witches who use a degree system, have developed a system that
functions as a meritocracy Iike martial arts, school or Scouting/Guiding. This is a
hierarchy of achievement. David Springer lamented that Witches other than AlexandrianG a r d n e r h s using a degree system made it impossible for him to know what their degree
was "worth." (Many practitioners are anxious about who holds the same title or rank as
they; this is both a sign of competition and a fear that their position will be undermined
by inferiors claiming equal statu.) To David, a degree in his tradition was universal and
disclosed the cornpetence and level of expenence of a stranger, much in the same way a
Bachelor's degree or a Black Belt would convey a particular level of proficiency. The
critical difference between a degree system (and Paganism in generai) and the beIt system
in martial arts or the grade and degree system of Western education is that there is no
standardized method of accreditation."
Other than children raised as Pagans, everyone has a novice stage. This does not
sit welI with some, who would rather not admit there was not a time when they were a
knowledgeable and practicinp Pagan. 1 have noticed a tendency arnong people who are
attempting to establish their legitimacy as an expert (on some Ievel) to atrernpt to
minimize their tyro stage. For those who do not work in a degree system, being either
solitary o r in a coven without degrees, claims are made of psychic ability, childhood
Pagan practices or innate knowledge. For instance, Thunder Raven's assertion he was

boni psychic and therefore Pagan before encountering the religion, Or Michelle D. Noël's
contention that she performed rituals at solstices and equinoxes as a child before she had
discovered others did so too under the designation of Pagan religion. Those who do work
in a degree system idorm others of the rarity of attaining degrees in such a short time as
they did, as informants Wendy and Adrienne did. IrnpIicit in claims of rapid acceieration
is that speed equals virtue which equds smartness.
Despite rhetoric dechring each person's path independent and equal, competition
between Pagans-strangers,

fnends and enemies aIike-is

prevalent in the Pagan

community. Wile some teachers are accused of jealously guarding secrets and
preventing promotion to the next degree to prevent students from becorning equals,
competition is a routine occurrence in teacher-student encounters. Competition between
students and teachers is not merely a consequence of personality, but a result of the
relationship which puts two people of equd standing in the mundane, mainstream worId
together where one person suddenly becomes infenor in the magical or spintual world."
Appealing to a well-educated, self-conscious group who practice rnagic in a
"intellechrally sophisticated context" (Luhrmann 1989: 32 l), contemporary Pagans
duplicate the rneritocratic system of school. Some attempt to improve their standing,
while others believe only they have the power to judge themselves. As more umbrella
organizations fonn, and as the number of people claiming expert statu by becoming
authors, spokespeople or academics increases, Pagans will have to decide if they are a
religion of individuals responsible for themselves, or if they are or want to be a religion
of leaders and followers. Of course, it need not-and

could not-be

a unified decision

but will be made on an individuai basis.

"The Old ReliPion" in the Nmv Millenium: The Future o f Paganism
Becoming a Pagan typically involves a rejection of mainstrearn reIigion
(Luhrmann 1989: 341). Bellah et al. found that arnong practitioners of alternative
religions it is not the religious beliefs of the mainstream they are rejecting, but of
institutional religioGthe Church." This is generally due to what is perceived as
hypocrisy, as "churchgoers do not practice what they preach" (1985: 234). Those who
join akernative religions are those who have "expenenced ethical contradictions of

unusual intensity and as a result looked for unusually coherent solutions to them7' (Tipton
1983: 104). My interviews revealed simiiar sentiments. It is significant that such
individuals do not join NRMs wit ti more traditional organization, such as Scientology or
the Unification Church. Those who join Paganisrn are rejecting both the hypocrisy of the

Church and the rules, dogrna and hierarchy of both mainstream religions and other New

Religious Movements (Bloch 1998: 57)-

Truzzi suggests several reasons for the increase in occult activity since the 1960s
(1985: 380). First is an increase in the general population. Second there is a
disillusionment with dominant religions by some members of the population. Third, there
is presently a lack of fear of the occult, or with being involved with the occult. Says

T M ,"it is precisely because we no longer believe in the fearsome aspects of the occult
that we are willing to experiment with them" (1985: 378). Fourth, there are few social
sanctions against involvement with the occult. And last, there is an increased saliency of
the occult due to the revival itself.
Higher education is negatively correlated with religious affiliation, with university
professors being among the least religious people in society (Bellah 1983: ix)- Still,

certain religious forrns rnight have a nahiral appeal to intellectuals if they
are going to be religious at dl. People whose occupations do not require
submission to ziuthority or conformity to outward forms, and who are paid
to ask searching questions and to take an independent stance, are likely to
be more drawn to a persona1 style of religious worship than to a publicly
conforming one. (Douglas 1983: 25)
Religions which are focused on private matters such as maners of sexuality, mamiage,
and children are likely to be more attractive, as are ones which offer a "product"
consistent with the "secularized consciousness,~'such as conforming to scientific findings

(Dawson 1998: 134). We live in a detraditionalized era and its people desire a
detraditionalized religion:
a 'religion' which is (apparently) more constructed than given; with
practices which emphasize the authority of participants; which enables
participants to be personally responsible for their salvation; which says
that 'sacred texts should confirm what is in you' or which refers to
'God/Goddess/Source7 as you experience HiWerAt'; which provides
guidance and personal experience rather than beliefs; which does not
demand that one should belong to a particular orsanization. (Heelas
1996:172)

Paganism offers just those tfiings, as well as a romanticized version of the past which
appeals to the nostalgia and has a flair for the dramatic. As H. Berger notes, there is a
'general romanticization of a previous era-a

time when life was sirnpler, the needs of al1

people were met, and nature was revered" (1999: 65)- This nostalgia is for a p a s that has
never existed which contrasts vividly with the secular, privatized modem world.
Despite the numbers of people entering, and-perhaps

more importantiy-staying

with Paganism, some authors believe the future looks grim. Widespread acceptance by
the mainstream seems unlikely because of organizational problems and weak governance

(Stark 1987, Finely 1991), because of gender discrimination (Stark 1987, H. Berger
1999) and because of the mainstream's confiision with other groups, such as Satanists
(Wilson 1987). These predictions are a decade old, however, and much has changed. Two
well-rated television shows on witches currently are watched by millions of North
American youth, rnovies abound, the number of books being published has exploded and
the Intemet swanns with Pagan sites and radio shows.
1 do agree, however, that Paganism's lack of organization and structure will

seriously irnpede its integration into the mainstream, both socially and legally. The
Canadian provincial govemments, which have stricter rules on who can be declared
clergy and on what constitutes a religion than some Amencan States, will have a difficult
time authorizing any one group. The mainstream will Iikely continue to find it difficult to
take seriously a religion where anyone can adopt the term "priest/ess." Still, we do live in

a country tolerant of diversity, and while Pagans may not get the societal respect and
legal recognition some desire, they do not have to worry about serious infringements of
their religious or human rights.
Helen Berger is much more optimistic about the fùture of Paganism, as am 1.
Children are crucial to the suwival of Paganism, both because they represent the next
generations, as H. Berger suggests (1999: 128) and because it is difficult for parents to
live their daily lives spiritually if they do not include their children. Still, the increase in
children being reared as Pagan will undoubtedly change the face of this counter-culture
religion as rituals, and the religion itself, become more conventionalized- At ieast until

adulthood, Paganisrn will not be a choice, which rnay alter the way Paganisrn is
conceptualized by practitioners.

H. Berger does predict diEculty in sustainhg feminist groups which exclude men
(2 999: 123)- While both inclusive and feminist groups are anti-authoritarian, self-

conscious and reflexive, women7sonly groups prevent heterosexual women fkom
integrating Witchcraft into their everyday lives. 1disagree on this last point, however,
believing women's only groups wilf continue to thrive but in a limited sense. For single
heterosexual women not looking for a partner, for lesbian wornen, and for younger, more
radical women, women's only g o u p s provide a valuable resource for politics, spirituality

and camaraderie. As heterosexual women move into new periods of their lives with
partners and children, they may choose to join inclusive communities. In Ontario, there is

a great deal of crossover between inclusive and women's only communities, Many
women are rnembers of covens or circles in both communities and participate with those
groups for different purposes and for different ends.
The number of people currently practicing and entering Paganism is greater than
it has ever been, and shows no sign of slowing. Robin, a non-Pagan fnend attending a
festival with me suggested the increased popularity would ultimately erode the intimate,
small-tom feel of festivals; many people agree with her. However, festivals in the U.S.,
such as Starwood held in New York State, attract thousands. The increased size allùws
for a greater number of workshops, more well known (and expensive) keynote speakers,
and a phenomenal pyrotechnie display every night. As the demand for festivals increase,
so too may the number of festivals available, as well as the quality of sites, resources and
events. The advent of the Internet as a source of information and the creation of a paid,
professional class threaten to result in a routinization of spontaneity and creativity. 1 do
not doubt this will happen to some extent, but am hopefûl that the large nurnber of
creative individuals in Paganisrn will at least keep new material and ideas circulatin=.
The research I have been conducting the past two years has verified many
assertions made by academic and lay authors as well as refuting others. Pagans 1
interviewed and interacted with. for the most part, conformed to the mode1 described by
Luhrmann, Bloch, Heelas, H. Berger and others. They had a varying degree of knowledge
and cornmitment, and disparate views of their religions and its belief They were a

sophisticated, self-conscious bunch who had a myriad of strategies for rationalizing their
religion, and have increasingly mainstream aspirations. However, contrary to most
authors, most did not believe Paganisrn had survived in its present-or even sirni1a.r-

form since the earliest days of human existence. How these people, and Paganisrn in
general, cope with the chaltenges facing them rernains to b e seen.

Notes Tu ChapferOne

'

Foliowing the standard used by other scholars 1capitalize "Wicca/Wiccan," "Pagan," "Druid," "the
C m " "Craft ofthe Wise," "the Old Religion.," "Witck" "Dianic Witcbcraft," "High Pri&essn and
"Femuiist W i t c h d " as they are al1 tities of religions or of the praciitioners of those religions. This
foiiows the convention to capitalize Christian, Jewish, West. etc- Where "witcldpagan" does not refer to a
practitioner of the contemporary religious movement but to the stereotype of the "witcWpap" during the
In&sition or in current popdar culture, or high priest/ess refers does not refer to the titles of specinc
people 1 have not capitalized the te-.

'

Two pouits should be made when ciiscusshg the ûoddess- F~ most Witches refer to a generïc Goddess,
without a specific name: "Perhaps one should take more seriously the anciens' often repeated opinion that
rnay be-correctly
their ~ o d d & had
s a thousand &mes. Every femaie divinity in the present ~ncyclo~ædia
regarded as only another aspect of the core concept of a f e d e Supreme Being" (Walker 1983: 346). This
is analogous to the Christian custom of havhg many names to mean God: ALmighty, Yahweh, Lord Holy
Ghost, Sun of Righteousness, Christ, Creator, Lawgiver, Jehovah, Providence, Allah, Savior, Redeemer.
Heavenly Father. etc.
Second, Rosemary EUen Guiley explains that in her witing :"1 refer to Goddess without the
article throughout since we do not refer to God as 'tle W.'The Goddess' turns her into an object and
diminishes her stahs-she must be given equal due with her masculine counterpart who has dominateci our
psyches for too long" (1989: 433, endnote). However. it is the n o m among authors and practitioners
(including myself) to use the article. Therefore. whiIe 1agree in theoq with Guiley. I have followed the
conventional practice.
See Chapter Four for a dixussion of the implications of the n i o x --neo."

See Chapter Three for a discussion of d o p a in Paganism
Movies such as The Kitches of East CVÏck and The
reinfarced the stereotypes of Witches as female.
beautifid, sexual and possessing super-human abilities. The Crafi. ~vhichwas purported to have a high
pnestess as an advisor. portrayed a variety of Wiccan rituals (none complete). but faireci to include a fernale
dei@ in their worship, instead.focusing on a non-specific male Go& Since its release, Witchnaft has
becorne a common interest of teenage girls, and one New AgeNitchcraft book store owner 1 spoke to
holds the movie to blame with the tripled increase in stolen Witchcraft books (see Gill 1999). The popular
television shows Sabrina the Teenage CVitch, is pure camp (it is based on a cartoon)- It does not mention
deity at ail and has no connection with Satan. Sabrina witches are as harmIess and cute as witches on the
1960s sitcom Bewitched. A neiv Aaron SpeUing series called Charmed uses the word "Wicca" specifically.
but again, does not mention deity and has the hereditary witch sisters, who are gooâ (practice white magic)
k i n g put in mortai danger by the evil warlocks who want to steal their power. While beIief in deities is not
mandatory (oreven common at least among my informants). lip service is still gîven, That is. although
belief may be absent. practitioners continue to invoke the Gods and their presence-even if in name onlyas a crucial elernent of modem Witchcraft.
Griffin (1995: 39) suggests as esample statements made by Pope John Paul ('Veiv E'ork Times, 5 July
1993) and by Pat Robenson in his fùndmising letter fkom August 1992. A recent quote by Robenson on
feminism is also usehl (Kennedy 1998). Additionally, as the number of Pagan web sites continues to
increase on the Intemet. so do the number of Fundamental Christian sites that proclaim Witchcraft to be
Satanism. Several sites have been shut down because th- claimed Wiccans kiiIed babies in sacrifice and
similar sorts of nonsense.
' David Springer lost his job and \vas evicted twenty years ago because Iie \vas a Witch- Brendan Myers
had his apartment recentiy vanddized, Leo Tischart's roommate is being investigated by the Chïldren's Aid

Society because his neighbor, a Fundamentakt Christian,has made abuse claims based on the Witchcraft
practices of Leo and his roommates. 1verified this account with that roomrnate, whom 1did not interview-

* JXBerger (1995 and 1999) refers to Helen Berger; P-Berger (1979 and 1983) refers to Peter Berger.
The 1991 census lists 5530 Pagans, up from 2295 fiom the 1981 census (Statistïcs Canada 1993. in Reid
L994). Information on religion from the 1996 census is not available. Note, however, that what the term
"Pagan" r e f e d to was not e-uplained
1

OThe h6uite Circle is biiied as an "alternative spirituality" group, which appears to mean an alternative to

Christian, Jewish or Islamic reiigions. It is supposed to be a forum for ail "alternative" religions (escept for

Satanism) but, while 1 attended at least it became a Wiccan group which caused non-Pagan and nonWiccan members to stop anendïng. Satanists, apparently, are the only people permitted to be expelleci as
directed by the Federation of Students who provided fùnding to the group- The reasons for this were not
made clear, but the members 1 spoke to were happy to keep Satanists out because "we have enough
problem with stereotypes of Witches as it is." The open circle at York University, hoivever, tvas not
aiiowed to e'iclude anyone on the basis of religion Lady Aislinn, however, asked a Satanic participant to
refrain from tveaing inverted pentacles as it tvas offensive to Pagans. The wornan did not return after that
request.
II

1received permission from the organizers of these festivals to conduct interviews. to photograph milling
participants and to participate and observe rituals social and political events1'

-'The complete list of standard questions asked is provided-in Appendis One. Additional questions
stemming fiom individual informants' answers are not iïsted.
l3

A summary of each informant is provided in Appendix Two.
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This is a table summarizing demographic information regarding my inforrnmts- As it becomes relevant

in Chapter Two. I have a h included the length of time each person tvas interested in Paganism before

making a conscious cornmitment and how long each has been practicing Paganim. in approsirnately onethïrd of cases, individuals did not differentiate between urne spent stud~i.ngand time spend practicing. In
Chapter Three 1 RiIl discuss the performative aspect of religion, using Luhrmann's (1989) theories on how
pmctitioners use various methods of inteilectual rationalization to just- and expiain how seemingly
.
behavior.
ratio& people engage in u n s c i e n ~ c iiiogical

Notes To Chapter Two

'

See Chapter Five for a discussion of the school metaphor. meritocracy and the professional ethic of
Paganism in the section entitled 'The Current State of Research on Paganism and Its Practitioners."

'Mini-Fest was held for seven years on Gina's farm until 1997 when it ceased to be a srnall intimate
gathenng. With anendance upwards of ihree hundred the past few years. the name has also k e n changed to
Kaieidoscope Gathenng. although fetv people cal1 it that. much to the annopince of organizers Pam and
David who are Q i n g to get the new name to catch on (Foster-MacLeod 1997: 8).
The PFPC took over the Pnson Program from the WCC. When requested. volunteers go to pnsons to
perform rituaIs with Pagan inmates. Most of the inmates became Pagan after incarceration so visits often
inciude a Iot of instruction (1 am unsure of how and why inmates become Pagans tvhile in prison). Thus
far, only male inmates have requested tisits from Pagan clergy (wiuch of course is anyone who claims to
be Pagan and can clear security). and most of the prisons are in the Kingston are& (Richard James. personal
e-mail communication 23 February 1999: Gina Ellis. personal communication Jute 1998: Slater 1997: 6)-

'See H.Berger (1999: 104-9; 1995) for a discussion of attempts to create such a standardized program of
srudy.
'1 suspect that this is quite commoa as there is a preference, especiaiiy arnong British Traditional Wiccans,
to prefer their covens to be led by couples (malelfemale and in a cornmitteci reIaiionshïp). 1 cannot offer any
proof of this, but this is a general feeling 1got, and I noticed the number of people who had or have k e n in
covens where the high priest and high priestess are a m a n i d couple6

1 would make a m e r distinction berneen someone who is a student such as myselfl and a professor.
Most people 1 spoke to think of a professor as an academic, not shidents. Our rank is more Iikely to be
based on our personal knowledge and e-xpenence, rather than our academic knowledge (although it is Likely
to overlap),

' At least, they are not supposed to know the secrets and mysterïes- Oath-bound secrecy is a requirement in
British Traditionai W i w which would prevent any Witch fiom reveaiing the secrets of the coven and
tradition from anyone not properly initiate& Even academics uiat are also Witches are prevented by their
oath from publishing or teachuig that knowledge (see Barnberger 1997). One of my informants, David
Spnnger. comrnented that of all the i n t e ~ e w he
s has done for academics, 1 was the only one who didn't
ask any questions that would require him to break his oath.
This has happeneci several rimes in Ontario. Although the WCC has only a few dozen members. because
of its public face and organization simiIar to mainsiream religions it is often perceived by those outside the
community as k i n g typical and of speaking on behaifof other Pagans. The WCC has often attempted to do
so. much to the clismay of non- members. See Reid (1994) for a more detailed discussion,
9

Gardnerïan and AIe.~andrianWitchcraft are very sirnihi Alexandrian Witchcraft grew out of Gardnerian
and is a more ceremoniai and eIaborate tradition that Gardnerian (Guiley f 992: 4 15; Russell 199 1: 154)

' O Buckland, a professor of anthropology (no m e r details on fiom where he received his PbD. were
given in the smal) biography accornpanying his books), ernigmed fiom Britain in the early 1960s. where he
had been granted access to "the Craft in the coven" of Gerald Gardner (Buckland 1970: 6).Once in the
United States he created Seau-Wicca. another variation on Gardnerian Wicca. in the 1970she wrote "So
you may follow the religion of Witchcraft alone, but that in itself does not make you a Witchper se
mcause you have not b e n initiated]" (Buckiand 1970: 164). Later. however. he begun publishing Witch
workbooks (see Buckland 1993). complete with examinations that a student wouid work through, initiaring
themselves at the proper stage and encouraging self-initiates to m a t e groups ( F a m and Bone 1997e). A
Wirches' Bible, published in 19W by Janet and Steward Farrar. ïncludes Alesandrian initiation rites. which
upsets some Aie-uandrian Witches who feel the Farrars broke their oaths wvith the publication of the book.
Scott Cunnùigham's 1988 CFicca: -4 Guidefor the Solitay Pracritioner is aimed strictly at the solitary
practitioner. and has been widel- influentid- Fist pubIished in 1988. it is now in its nineteenth printing. It
was not revised before Cunningham's death in 1993.

11

A very popuiar term meaning mens--four hours a da?. seven days a week. Several of my informants
used this term

"In Britain this is not the ose. Luhrmann Found in her extensive ethnographie fieldwork that there ivere
-%orne'solo' Witches. individuals w ho cal1 themselves Witches even though they have never been initiated
and have no formai tie to a coven." Such individuals were always women (1989: 53). Luhrmann does not
provide any e-xplanationfor this. in her lectures at Wic-Can Fest (1998) Vivïanne Crowley indicated the
nurnber of solitary practitioners has increased in Britaia although she intimated that those who practice
outside a coven are not thought highly of by other British Witches.
13

While the te"traditionai" and "eclectid' are used by other authors and practitioners. 1have expanded
the categories to include "genenc" and "ethnie." Whilc the actual practice may not M e r signiricantly. such
divisions have been devised solely to aid in an espianation of the divisions and traditions that exist among
Pagms.

'JThe potential for abuse definitely exists. in fact as the nurnber of young people athacted to Paganism
increases fiom media expsure such as magazines (Time magazine). television shows (Charmed. Sabrino
the Teenage Wicch),movies (The Ct-afl. Pracricalhhagic)and the huge number of books now available, it is
likely that more unsavory people may atternpt to manipulate naive people in search of spirituai directionWithin the cornmuni. however. this danger is recognized and every effort is made to protect young people
without parental s u p e ~ s i o nfrom aîtending, for e-uample, pub moots where alcohol is served, or rituais and
festivals where nudity and aicohol are Likely to be present. Anyone suspected of abuse of power would
likely be approached, as wodd the students of teachers suspected of being involved for personal gain. This
bas occurred in the summer of 1999 when a man was told to control his behavior or he wodd not be
allorved to attend either Wic-Can Fest or the Kaleidoscope Gathering. Although he was not expressiy
forbidden to attend-yet-ths
man and his girifiiend did not attend any of the three Ontario festivais in
1999.

Notes to Chapter Three

' The Covenant of ûaia Church of Alberta is a legally recognized Pagan Church in Aiberta (COGCOA
1998). The Temple of the Lady is legally recognïzed by the British Columbia Govenunent (Temple of the
Lady 1999a). Earth Religions Coalition East (ERCE) based in Nova Scotia is atternpting to receive the right
to perforrn legai rnaniages at this tirne (BIain 1999). These are all umbreiia organizations which do not
follorv one tradition but represent a varie@ of Pagan denominations. Shucture and organization varies.

'In nicer weather. senices are held outside in a Toronto park
3

The WCC began doing prison minisuy at the Toronto East Detention Center around 1983 and continue to
minister in the Toronto axa- in 1986, the program was expanded to the federal level- The PFPC has taken
over the federai ministry, as it is based in the Ottawa/Pertha r a which is much closer to Kingaon than is
Toronto. (Richard James. personal communication, 23 Febmary 1999.)

' See section entitled "Paganism-Comtes-Culture or Mainstream" in Chapter Five for a discussion on why
practitioners are seeking legal Iegitimization and social validation of their religious practices5

Farrar and Farrar. authors of.4 JVitches' Bible (1984)- have a sarnpIe list of coven rules and organization
on their web site (Farrar, Fanar and Bone 1997d).
Many Dianic covens do not admit men so there wodd not be a high priest. If a coven accepted men and
had both a high priestess and a high p r i a the high priestess wouid be the ultirnate authority.
' Members were upset that a leadership vote was not announcecl and that one man voted hirnself in A
second nomination was not required. and it appeared that friends of the out-going leaders had already been
chosen wïthout the approval of the other members. Friendly discussions about ritual organization (for
instance, which way to cal1 the quarters. or what color of candle to use for the God and Goddess) were
common with the Leaders (who were not supposeci to have any power but were necessary by the Federation
of Student regulations) ahvays winning out. During intewiews complaints about people bragging about the
leadership position. pulling rank not king competent. etc. were common. See discussion on cornpetition
in the section entiùed T h e Role of Teachefi," in Chapter Two.

* Vivianne Cmwley (Cmvley and Crowley 1998a).
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Personal communication with Sian Reid 1983-1987. Cited in Reid (1994).

'O Not everyone c a l h g themselves Pagan will agree on al1 dogmatic assertions: this is not unusual because
even among rnainstream religions there are sects. reformations. offshoots and denominations which
disagree but which claim the sarne title. 1am making generalizations.

" Mormant Wenciy. a second-degree Alexandrian n a shocked to fïnd the Craft Laws on the Fanar's web
site. as they are protected by oath A fidi nvo-thirdsof the Iaws were the same as the ones passed down to
h a fiom the coven Book of Shadows. A Book of Shadows is the pnvate record of a Witch or of a coven.
Ofien there is a coven copy, and each Witch has a personai copy of the coven original. It contains spells.
ruies. secrets, myths. mysteries, etc. Gardner used the t e q claiming it \vas ancient in origin but likely was
"borrowed" fiom a contemporary article on a Sanskrit manuscript (Guitey 1992: 4 12). See section entitled
''Eqxrts" in Chapter Two for a discussion of secrecy in Paganism

speak of kanna, gods, fate. etc. this is not a guarantee of belief in such things. People
" ~ l t h o u ~people
h
speak as though they believe in the existence of such Uungs, but may conceptualize them more as
metaphors mther than beings or models of how the universe should be ordered rather than how it actuaily
is. For M e r discussion of beiief, see below in this section
l 3 ButIapest is a separatist Witch: therefore, in her opinion every man is not a god (and if they were she
woddn't worship them anqway)-

''

The notion of the collective unconscious and of archetypes has been taken fÏom the work of psychologist
Carl Jung (see EngeIsman 1979; Gadon 1989; Goldenberg 1979; Woolger and Woolger 1989). Autbors
such as Starhawk, Crowley and Uroolger and Woolger use Jmgian p-chology both as a theoretical
e.qlanatory dwice and in therapy with patients-

'' The PFPC handout entitled -Cuit and O c d t " tvarns that one of the warning signs of cult involvement is
a group which is "humorless about their beliefk" See PFPC web site. < w . p f @ c . c a >
l6 -4 Witches ' Bible is the compilation of Eight Sabbarsfor Jt'itches and The IVirches' CF#. published
separately pm-ious to 1984. As these books are now longer sold separately. most of my informants are
farniliar niith the 1984combined version

Notes to Chapter Four

' The Witch Craze is called by some. mostly Feminist Witchw, the Holocaust of Women.
'This can, and dws, happen in reverse: as discussed preIious1- man? people become involved in
Paganism through political avenues. This is especialiy m e of Feminist Wïtchcraft which has consciously
and purposefully spiritualized their politics. rather than politicizing their spirituality.
3

Many of my informants. however. had never spent a great deai of thought on the issue of how they
conceptualized deity. Thus. often their opinions were not. to say the least clearly formulated.

' A few people discover festivals by searching the internet without prïor knowledge of their existence- At
the 1999 Kaleidoscope Gathering a "meet and geet" was set up for people who had met on a Kaleidoscope
"chat room."

* The feminist media is genediy sympathetic to Paganism because of the number of wornen in positions of
authority. the high regard women have in Paganisrn and because of the focus on the Goddess.
6

There are logistical. as well as safety issues. raised by attempting to l m t e people by personal ads. For
e.uample, in the winter of 1998 1 found a copy of Hecare S Loonl (which three of my informants had articles
in that volume) that \vas a year and a h .old in Chapters Bookstore in London. This panicular journal is
no longer publishing, and most of the ads were out of date.
See section enütled "The Old Religion in the New Millenium: The Future of Paganism'' in Chapter Five
for a discussion on the role of children in Paganism.

Notes to Chanter Five
1

A phrase used often when a ritual ends (Starhawk 1989: 171).

'Helen Berger's book came out after 1had finished the fïrsî draft of this thesis. if 1were just beginnuig
now. at the end of 1999.1 would write about Paganisrn and individualism rather than moderniîy.

3

At festivals, however. the preverbai hair is let down and the site is remuiiscent of films of the concea at
Woodstock in 1967: nudity is prevalent. dancing and dnimming around a £ire until altered States of
consciousness are atlained, and men wvearing skirts/sarongs is considered the n o m during fesUvals,
Gina Ellis gave me permission to record the discussion entitled Circular Pagans in a Square World
1was approached by the same woman Chris mis a federai civil servant in her mid-thirties- She has not
k e n at any of the five Ontario festivals since 1 spoke to her at Wic-Cm Fest in June 1998.
6

The festival organizers. a couplei have four children The single woman in charge of the kitchen has two
grown children, three grandchildren (plus another due in the spring and one recently deceased) and has at
Ieast four foster children. The couple in charge of chiIdcare have two children The man 1\vas speaking to'
in charge of security, did not have any children (that 1know of).

' A 3viccaning" is akin to a chrïstening in that it seeks divine protection for the chilci, but m e r s in that the
child is not k i n g committed to the Pagan religion There is an explicit aclaiowledgernent that the child
must choose its own path as s/he grows. See Fanarr and Farrarr (1984: 153-9).
S

ûnly one of my informants. Ron had a child entering adulthood. She has k e n raised Pagan and is active
in her local Pagan comrnunity-

%y partner. Austin, pointeci out a trend surfacing in books and in qberspace: as more information
becornes readiiy available, so too are the people claiming to practice a " r d n version of Witchcraft and that
Wicca is not authentic. This is especially true on the Internet. as web site after web site c l a h rnernbership
in ancient. secret "family traditional" or "traditional" versions of Witchcraft- There is, I believe, a great
appeal for some to maintain secrecy. as it is akin to be a member of a srnail. esclusive private club.
1O

Witches have covens and D ~ d have
s groves The Church of AI1 Worlds (CAW), the f i Pagan church
in the United States. has nests (much of the CAW organization and practice Las inspired by the science
fiction classic, Stranger in a Strange World by Robert A Heiniein),
II

''

A network in the U.S- is attempting to establish standards of practice (H.Berger 1995: 52).

Many people claim a Pagan identi$ which inchdes their rank. Outside a Pagan conte-% it may not mean
much but some people do attempt to establish thernselves in the mainstream world based on Pagan
credentials. This may be done to gain respect as a reiigious ieader/authority fiom those not involved: T m a
High Priestess of my coven." It may also be used to gather "freak points" or to prove they are not "just like
everyone else": some people enjoy k i n g regardeci as counter-cultural.

Ill

APPENDIXONE
Interview Questions
The following is a Iist of the standard interview questions- Follow up questions such as
"Why?" and Tlease elaborate" as well as additional questions stemming Eom
infor&antsYanswers are not listed-

23, How do you personally deal with
false Witches?
24. How should the Pagan comrnunity at
large deal with disreputable or
"fake" Witches?
25- What do you think are consequences
of having people whom are
uninformed or wrongly informed
teIIing people or writing books about
Witches and Witchcraft?
26. What makes someone an authonty
on Witchcraft?
27. Can someone be an authority without
practicing? Such as by reading a lot,
or being an academic?
28. Do you think Witchcraft is a
reIigion?
29- DO you believe that WitchcraR has
survived unbroken through the ages
to the present time, or that
Witchcrafi is a relatively recent
invention?
30.Do your family and friends know
you are a WitcNPagan?
3 1. Are they al1 right with this? Have
there been problems?
32. Are you in a romantic relationship?
33.1s your partner a Pagan/Witch too?
3.4.Have there been any problems in
your romantic relationship(s)
because of your spirituality?
3 5. Have you ever experienced
ostracism, violence or any other kind
of negative response due to your

Name to be used in thesis:
Age:
Gender:
Sexual orientation:
Level of education completed or
currently enrolled in:
Current occupation:
Do you have children?
If so, what ages and genders?
Do you raise your children as
Pagans?
10. What do you cal1 yourself?
11. How do you personally
conceptualize deity?
12. Whodwhat do you worship?
13. Are you a practicing P a g a f i t c h ,
meaning committed rather than just
exploring or dabbling?
14. How long have you been practicing?
15. Does that include dabbling and
exploring pnor to your officia1
declaration of this spiritual path?
16. How did you get involved in
Paganism or Witchcraft?
17. How did you gain your knowledge?
18.Do you teach, mentor or write in
your capacity as a WitchPagan?
19. Why do you do this? What do you
get out of it?
20. Do you think there is such thing as a
cctme"or "real" Witch?
2 1. Do you consider yourself a "real"
Witch?
22. What makes someone a real Witch,
as opposed to a false Witch?

Ill

spirituality, such as fiom neighbors,
CO-workers,etc.?
36. Do you consider yourself a feminist,
or are sympathetic to feminist
causes7
37. What kind of feminist do you cal1
yourself?
38. Has female consciousness affected
your spiritual path?
39. Has your spirituality af3ected your
feminism, or femaie consciousness?
40. Do you think feminism has
influenced the direction modem
Paganism and Witchcraft has taken?
41. Do you think many people outside of
Paganism/Witchcraft associate
Witchcrafi and feminism?
42, Pat Robertson, the U.S. evangelist
has characterized the women' s
movement as "a socialist, anti-farnily
political movement that encourages
women to leave their husbands, kill
their children, practice Witchcraft,
destroy capitalisrn and become
lesbians." Do you think the majonty
of North Amencans associate these
things?
43. Do you think the majority of devout
Christians also share Robertson's
views?
44. Some aspects of Paganism and
Witchcraft, despite the perceptions
of the people like Robertson, share
some similarities with the traditional
"family values" of the nght, such as
an emphasis on wornenysmaternal
role, their difference from men, etc.
What are your views on the
similarities between Chnstianity and
Paganism, specifically regarding
W O ~ ~ R roles,
' S
and women's place
in the universe, etc.
45. Do you feel there is any danger in
women being regarded as maternal,
ferninine, psychologically, as well as
physiologically, different than men

and more comected to the earth and
nature?
46. Do you think your view of
motherhood has been altered because
of your participation in Paganism?
47. Has your view of femininity or
masculinity o r of the essence of what
it is to be male o r female been
aitered in any way since you have
become a Pagan?
48- Much of the literaîure on Paganism
and Witchcraft assumes its
practitioners are heterosexual. II have
read that homosexuality defies the
natural world, as the balance
between male and female is skewed.
What is your view of homosexuality
as far as Paganism and Witchcrafi is
concemed?
49. Do you think Witchcraft and
Paganism are spiritually "safe"
places in which to explore one's
sexuality?
50.1s Paganism and Witchcraft, in
general, a political as well as
spiritual, movement?
5 1- 1s your spirituality also political?
52. ShouId it be political, or just
spiritual?

-

Informant Summaries
The following are bnef summaries of each informant. In some cases, additional
information is provided, such as coven
Answers are provided for the
following ques&ons:
Name- C e nurnes pen names and pseudonyms are indicated Orhemise it is the informant's
real name. Arranged alphabeticully.

=

*

=
=

Age.
Gender.
S e a dorientation, lnfonnants are single uniess otherwise srated
Highest level of education completed or currently enroiied inCurrent occupation.
Do you have children? On& Iisted iyinformant had children.
What do you cail yourse- what tradition do you follow?
Length of time uiterested (ifdirerenr), Iength of time practicing (a*
Date and location of inteMew.

consczous contmirmenr)

Some answers are not provided for some informants. Informants may have chosen not to
answer that question. h s w e r s to questions as given at time of interview, unless
otherwise indicated.

Adair Bran Dubh (Craft name)
33, Male
Homosexual
Undergraduate degree (Science)
Civil servant
Witch, Pagan, Goddess worshipper, Wiccan, practices Celtic Witchcraft
Practicing 13 years
1 August 1999, Kaleidoscope Gathering, Mississippi Station, Ontario
Adair zs a inember of the PFPC board.
Adrienne (Crafi name)
36, Female

Heterosexual, married Hzcsbat~dDavid Spri~zger,is belorv.
Undergraduate degree (History, Political Science, PhiIosophy)
Freelance writer
Wiccan
Practicing 15 years
26 July 1998, phone interview
Adrieme ami David Sprirzger are the HIgh Priesless and High Priest of a coverz
descendedfiorn Chris ami Vivianire Crowley (see belotv).

Anahita-Gula (Craft name)
41, Female

Heterosexual
Ph.D. (Religious studies)
Sessionai Iecturer
Interested 1 year before cornmitment, practicing 27 years
Pagan, Wiccan
8 August 1998, phone interview
Artemis (Craft name), 29, Female
Heterosexuai, cornmon-in-law relationship
Undergraduate (Independent studies)
Student
Witch, Goddess worshipper, Neo-Pagan, Shaman, also practices Celtic Witchcraft and
Native American traditions
Interested 7 years before cornmitment, practicing 5 years
24 July 1998, William's Coffee House, Waterloo
Atterzded the Infinite Circle alternative spirifztaIitygroup ut n e Urziversdy of Waterloo.
Ashford, Heather
20, Female
Bisexual
Hlgh school degree
Cashier
Wiccan, Pagan, Witch
Interested 1 year, practicing 1 year
1 August 1999, Kaleidoscope Gathering, Mississippi Station, Ontario
Cinnivint Dvin (Crafi name), 27, Male
Heterosexual
Undergraduate degree (Acting)
Assistant manager of bank, actor
Witch, Pagan
Interested some time before (can't rernember exactly), practicing approximately 1 1 years
2 August 1999, Kaieidoscope Gathering, Mississippi Station, Ontario
Cinnivilzt Dvin is a mernber of the Caer Avalon coven (complied offarmer Coven of the
Mist members who begmz a new coven becmtse what they were doirzg drfferent
fi-orn what the origrgrnaI
High Priestess had lazight- They are still mZiated
sign~jicantiy
with îhe Yorkgrozip cmd Coverz of the Misr.)

Corks, Matt
21, Male
Bisemai, in relationship Partner. Wendy,is below
Student
Undergraduate Math)
Pagan, Wiccan
Interested and practicing approximately 10 months
28 July 1998, The University of Waterloo campus.

Attended the Infinite Circle aIternative qirituaiity grozip at n e U~.ziversity
of Waterloo
Crowley, Chris
49, Male
Marrïed, Wqe, Vzvianne Crowley, is below
Undergraduate degree, some graduate training
International management consultant speciaiizing in human resources and psychometric
assessrnent
British response is Wiccan, but depends on context. Earnongst Witches, would Say
Gardnerian- If at inter-faith event, would Say Pagan
Interested unspecified nurnber of years before practicing, practicing approximately 25
years
12 June 2998, Wic-Cm Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
See Fiviame Crowley, below.
Crowley, Vivianne
Fernale
Married, Hzisbatld, Chris Crowley, is above
Ph-D. (Psychology)
Author of Pagan books, university Iecturer
British response is Wiccan, but depends on context. Earnongst Witches, would Say
Gardnerian. If at inter-faith event, would Say PaganInterested approximately 4 years, practicing approximately 30 years
12 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
Vivianne and Chris Crowley are British. They are fouizders of rhe Pagan Federation in
ihe United Kingdom. Viviame is the azithor of several Pagan books (see bibliography).
She was trained zinder Alex and Maxine Sanders; she mzd Chrisjoined a Gardnerian
coven upon the Sanders ' divorce. ïhey have seventeen "daz~ghterand grandkzughter"
covens which were started by them or rheir initiates, throughozrt Europe and Cana&Arnong my informants are mernbers of borh Canadian covetzs which are descetzdedfiom
the CrowZey S
'.

Dales, Evan
30, Male
Heterosexuai, married Wife, Kmen Dales, is below
Undergraduate degree
Recording studio employee
Wiccan
Was taught other religions since youth (mother was a teacher of World Religions),
practicing 18 years
13 August 1998, phone interview
Evan and Karen Dales recezved their$rst und seconddegree inïîiations, respective&,
from Vivianne and Chris Crowley (see above) in June 1999.
Dales, Karen
29, Female
Het erosexual, married Hzisband, Evan Dales, is above.
Undergraduate degree and private vocationai training
Holistic healer
Witch, Wiccan
Interested '/z year, practicing 13 years
10 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
Evan and Karen Dales received theirjirst and second degree initiations, respective&,
fiom Vivianne und Chris Crowley (see above) in June 1999.
Du Fresne, Lucie
47, Female
Heterosexual, cornmon-in-law reiationship
Ph.D. (Religious Studies)
Owner of occult store The Hungry Eye, university lecturer
Pagan, Dianic
Practicing 8 years
25 July 1998, phone interview
Echlin, Robert
39, Male
Heterosexual, cornmon-in-Law in 1999
Undergraduate degree
Technical writer, cornputers, teaches New Age meditation
Two children: daughter, 10 and son, 13
Pagan, Goddess worshipper
Practicing approxirnately M year
14 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada

Ellis, Gina
62, Femaie
Heterosexud, married
High school
Retired
2 daughters
Witch, Pagan, Wiccan
Practicing over 20 years
1 August 1998, Kaleidoscope Gathering Mississippi Station, Ontario
Gitza is fheformer host ofMini-Fest (now Kaleidoscope Gatherina), a founder and active
member of the Pagan Federatiow' Fédération Paiënne Cana& (PFPC', and advocate
and partic@mzt of the Pagan Prison Programlpsifendis Pantokrator (Cr& name), 25, Male
Homosexual
Undergraduate degree
Bartender
Wanderer (from Taoism)
1s not a Pagan (is interested, feels cornfortable among Pagans, but is not planning on
joining)
12 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada

James, Richard
45, Male
Heterosexual, manied Wge, Tamarra James, is below.
Undergraduate degree
Retailer (owner of The Occult Shop)
Witch, Pagan, Wiccan, Druid, Odyssean
Interested some time before (can't remember exactiy), practicing 21 years
11 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
Richard, along with wife Tamarra, me thef m d e r s of the Wiccan Chiirch of Canada,
and proprietors of the Occrtlt Shop in T o r o ~ ~ .

James, Tamarra S.
47, Fernale

Heterosexual, married Htcsbcnld, Richard James, is nbove
College degree
Retailer (owner of The Occult Shop), Jeweler
High Priestess, Odyssean
Practicing 3 1 years
10 August 1998, The Occult Shop office, Toronto
Tamnra, alorig wilh h~isbandRichard, are rhe foimiers of chr Wiccan Ch~lrchof
Canath, and proprietors of rhe Occult Shop in Turomo.

JOhn
23, Male
Heterosexual
High school degree
Internet service provider
Witch, Pagan, Goddess worshipper, Wiccan, practices Celtic Witchcra
Practicing 5 years
1 August 1999. Kaleidoscope Gathenng, Mississippi Station, Ontario
John is a mernber of Adrienne and David Springr 's coven (see above and below).
Klein, Kenny
43, Male
Heterosexual, In relatio~lshipin 1999
Undergraduate degree
Musician
One child: daughter, 13
Witch, Pagan, Wiccan
Interested approximately 3 years, practicing 19 years
13 June 2998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
Kenny Klein wns my ordy Amerzcan iqfiormant.
Krahe,Renita
30, Female

Heterosexual, Married in Seplember 1998
College degree, Undergraduate degree
Student
Eclectic Witch, Pagan, Goddess worshipper, Aspiring Wiccan
Practicing 5 years
11 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
Kristina
29, Female
B isexual
Undergraduate degree (Environmental Resource Studies)
Environmental consultant
Wiccan
Interested 5 years, practicing 5 years
3 August 1999, Kaleidoscope Gathenng, Mississippi Station, Ontario
Krzstina is a mernber of Adrieme anci David Spri,tger 's coven (see above)

Lady Aislinn (Craft name)
23, Fernale
Heterosexual, M m - e d in July 1999
Undergraduate degree
Writer, occult mail order business
Pagan, Witch, Wiccan
Interested approximately 1 year, practicing 9 years
12 & 13 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada (group interview)
High Priestess of the Caer Avalon coven (complied offumer Coverz of the Misi mernbers
who began a new coven because whaf they were doing dzyerent sÏgnz~cant&fiomwhaf
High Priestess had tmght. They are stil2 @liateci with the York group mzd
the orïgrgrna2
Coven of the MistJ
Mary Catherine (Craft name)
36, Female
Heterosexual, married
Ph,D, (Psychology)
Psychological counselor
Three chiidren: daughters, 2 6, 14, 10
Goddess worshipper
Practicing 2 1 years
17 Jrirre 1998,phone interview
Melissa
26, Female
Heterosexual, common-in-law relationship Parfiter, Scout, is below
CoIlege degree
Travel consultant, jewelry maker
Pagan
Interested 2 years, practicing % year
12 & 13 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada (group itrterview)
Member of the Caer Avalon coven (cumplied offormer Coven of the Misr mernbers who
begm a new coverz becaztse whal they were doing dzflerent sigrzr;fi~an~~fiom
what the
original High Priestess had raz@. n e y are stdZ afiliared with the York grozip and
Coven of rhe ikfist.)

Meredydd (Crafl name), 32, Female
Bisexual, manied
P h D - (Religious Studies)
Graduate student
Three children: daughter, 3, stepdaughter, 9 and stepson, 12
Pagan, practitioner of the Crafl
Interested 1 year, practicing 1 5 years
29 July 2998, phone interview

Myers, Brendan
23, Male
Heterosexual
Master7s degree (Philosophy)
Student, Teaching Assistant
Pagan, Druid, Celtic Tradition
Interested 1 year, practicing 6 years
10 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
Noël, Michelle D.
27, Female
Heterosexual
Master7s degree (Medieval Studies)
National library ernployee
Pagan
Interested some time before practicing (can't remember), practicing 12 years
22 Juiy 1998, phone interview
MÏcheZZe ntm a Pagatz Iending l i b r q in Ottawa where inieres~eiirzewcomers or
estaHished practztioners ulike c m bowow books fi-om other Pagan. She hopes io
someahy open a Pagan resmrce cenfre.

O 'Conner, Russell
20, Male
Heterosexual
Undergraduate degree (Math)
Student
Aiheist
Interested and practicing less than 1 year
5 August 1998, The University of Waterloo campus.
Attended the Inznite Circle-alternativespirztrcaCity grozrp at The Llrliversity of Walerloo.
Renée, 37, Female
Bisexual, cornmon-in-law relationship
CoIlege degree
Hoxticulturist (iandscaping for seniors)
Unitarian, Goddess worshipper, Pagan
Practicing 10 years
1 August 1999, Kaleidoscope Gathering, Mississippi Station, Ontario
Renée is a member of ihe Covenant of Unirarian 1/izzversalist Pagarls (CUPPs).

Reeve, Michael
23, Maie
Bisexuai
Undergraduate degree (Anthropology)
Student
Pagan
Interested 3 years, practicing 4 years
23 July 1998, phone i n t e ~ e w
Rickert, Joanne
43, Female
Heterosexual
Master's degree (Religious Studies) as of sumrner 1999
Student, teaching assistant ar of szirnmer 1999
Witch, Pagan, Goddess worshipper, also practices Celtic and Germanic Witckraft,
Vodun, Family Traditional Witchcraft, Voudensi
Practicing approxirnately 24 years (was Vodun Pnestess prior to participation in
WitchcraR)
2 July 1998, her apartment and 21 July 1998, The Fox and Pheasant Pub, Waterloo

Ron,40, Maie
Heterosexual, married
Undsrgraduate degree
Defense department
One child: daughter, 17
Witch, Pagan, Goddess worshipper, Shaman (in global, not Native, sense)
"Living as a Pagan" since 1970s but only practicing 4 years
17 July 1998, café in Ottawa
Rowan (pseudonym)
2 1, Female
Bisemal, engaged
Undergraduate degree
Student
Wiccan
Enterested 2 years, practicing 5 years
28 July 1998, The University of Waterloo campus.
Attended rhe I-fi,zite Circle alrenzative spiritz~aIitygrozrp at ThL. Utziversiîy of Warerloo

Scout (Craft name)
27, Male
Heterosexual, comrnon-in-law relationship Parnzer, Melissu, is above
College degree
Technician, television operator
Wiccan, Witch, Pagan
Practicing 3 years
12 & 13 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honepvood, Ontario, Canada ('group interview)
Member of Cuer Avalon coven (complied offormer Coven of the MÏst members who
begm a new coven becanse wha! they were doing dzrerent si'z~cmtlyfrorn what the
orignal High Pnesiess had taught. They are strstriI
@iiated with the York group m>d
Cuven of the Misi.)
Springer, David (pen narne)
48, Male

Heterosexual, rnarried, Wge,Adrienne, Ï s ubove
Undergraduate degree (Anthropology)
Cornputer consultant
Wiccan
Interested 5 approxirnately years, practicing 27 years
26 July 1998, phone interview
A h - e m e and David Springer m e the HÏgh Pnestestess and High Pries! of a coveiz
descerzdedfrom Ch- mui Vivianne Crowley (see above).
Stephen (Cr& name)
28, Male
Bisexuai
Undergraduate degree, First Aïd Courses
Employee of St. John's Ambulance
Sadomasochistic bisexual Druidic Witch
Practicing 1% year
12 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
Thew, Douglas
32, Male
Heterosexual
College
Bartender: moving employee, poethard
One child: daughter, 9
Witch (only in jest), Pasan, Shaman, Druid, practices Celtic Witchcraft
Interested 5 years, practicing 12 years
20 Juiy 1998, phone interview

Tischart, Leo
35, Male
Heterosexual
Less than high school degree
Unemployed, is a deejay o n an Internet Pagan radio show
Two children: son, 12, and daughter, 4
Witch, Pagan, Goddess worshipper, Odinist, Shaman, Ceremonial Magician, Qabbalist,
also practices Celtic, Vodun, Native Amencan traditions
hterested 3 years, practicing 2 1 years
14 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
Thunder Raven (Craft name)
27, Male
Heterosexual, engaged as of Octuber 1999
High school degree
Media relations, actor
FÏrst child due October 1999
Witch, Sun Dancer (works with Blood tribe in Alberta)
Interested % year, practicing 13 years
10 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada
Tracy, 38, Fernale
Heterosexual, married
Master's degree (Art therapy)
Art therapist, artist, program director
One child: step-daughter, 22
Interested 3 years, practicing 15 years
22 October 1998, phone interview
Tracy ho& New Age.'Women 's SpirituaIiy retreats

Tryfan of Duncton Born (Craft name)
19, Male
Bisexual
High school degree
Unemp Ioyed
Witch, Pagan
Practicing 1'/z years
12 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada

Vereggen, Amy
23, Female
Bisexual
College degree
Graphic designer
Witch, Pagan, Wiccan
Interested some time before practicing ( c m ' t remember exactly), practicing 5 years
12 & 13 June 1998, Wic-Can Fest, Honeywood, Ontario, Canada (grozrp interview)
Member of Coer Avolon coven (complied offormer Coven of the Mist mernbers who
begm a new coveiz because what they were doing dzflerent s î ~ z ~ ~ c u n t ~ vwhat
from
the
origiml High Priesfesshad tmight. fiey are still @Iiated wzth the York group und
Coven of the M A )
Wendy (pseudonyrn), 24, Femaie
Heterosexual, in reIationship Parhter, Mart Corks. is above
College degree (social work), Undergraduate
Student
Witch, Wiccan
Interested year, practicing 5 years
3 0 July and 4 August 1998,The University o f Waterloo campus.
Attended the Infinite Circle altemative spin-hrulitygroup at B e Univerny of Waterloo.
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